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Abstract 
During a period of 28 years, more than 96 Mm3 of oi lfield produced water re-injected 
in the ha1l0\ aquifer at Marroul o i l field area, and changed groundwater characteristics. The 
1 0  wells of hal low Water Di posal (SWD) have been used to inject water in shal low 
groundwater aquifers of Dammam and Rus formations. The disposal of oi lfield produced 
water to shal low aquifer has been continuing since 1 980, with approximately 96 Mm3 of 
produced water having been disposed and estimating of approximately 9600 m3 oil has been 
disposed of in thi case unti l  the beginning of 2008 .  
The present thesis a im is  to  quantifying and assessing the orgal1lc and inorganic 
pollutants in the study area. I n  this tudy, the hydrogeochemical data from 19 Monitoring 
Wel ls ( MWs) and from Marmul Main Production Station (MMPS) were used to assess the 
lateral effect in the shallow groundwater. 
The Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon CTPH) concentrations ranged from 0. 1 70 ppm and 
1 . 582  ppm with average of 0.435 ppm. The concentrations and distribution of total Poly 
Aromatic Hydrcarbons (PAHs) in the Mannul study area were measured in MWs ranged 
between zero ppm and 0 .806 ppm. There are 7 individual PAHs observed in the monitoring 
wel l s  of the studying area. Naphthalene has the h ighest concentration among other individual 
PAHs with 0.6 1 6  ppm and the lowest concentration is Fluorine with concentration of 0.004 
ppm. The distribution of TPH and P AHs i n  the area trend is to increase toward the area of 
disposal of brines in  the shal low aquifer. A l so water sample col lected form wen no. MW - 1 0  
which is located north of the SWD has shown highly concentrations i n  both TPH and PAHs 
over the study area. 
The Gas Chromatography (GC) device fingerprints of the sampling indicated that the 
type of petroleum hydrocarbons is same and it is similar to the one from M MPS. In this case, 
the source of organic pol lution in the area is attributed to the activity of o i lfield brines di sposal 
of in shal low aquifer. A l l  fingerprints contain around 1 9  of hydrocarbon compounds from C21 
to C39 and did not include prestane and phytene isprenoids. The Carbon Preference Index 
(CPI) i n  samples of the study area was ranging from 0.6 to 1 .7 with average l . 1 8 , reflect ing in 
almost s imilar anthropogenic sources of pollution rather than biogenic. 
x i  
All  water amples is  c lo  e together marginal ly  e cept wel l  no. MW- 1 5 . 0, the result 
of major ions in MW without well no. MW- 1 5 range between 0. 1 to 36 meq/l for Ca, 1 to 
27 .75 meq/l for Mg, 7 .5  to 65 .5  meq/l for a, 8 .89 to 67.7 meq/l for Cl, 1 to 52.9 meq/l for 
O2, and 0.5 to 1 0.58 meq/l for H 03. The dominant water type is  Ca and Mg-chloride and 
sulfate and a few water samples belong to the Na and K-carbonate and bicarbonate types. 
Because the 1 and Ca dominant, the groundwater may resul t  from reverse ion exchange of 
a of - cr waters and in generally the water type is  Ca-Mg-CI-S04. 
The distributions of maj or ions in the study area are roughly simi lar to each other and 
brightly showing the effect of re-injected in the groundwater and they predict that the point 
ource of the groundwater is same source. 
The majority of the collected samples have CalMg rat io  more than l .0 (average l .95), 
indicating exposures of carbonate rocks in the area. S imi larly  NalCl rat io below 1 .0 (mean 
0.95) indicates fresh water existence. In consideration, the results of MMPS produced water 
samples have average NalCl rat io of 1 . 1  and average CalMg of 0. 1 that suggesting none 
influence of this water in the groundwater in side of Na and Cl . 
There are 1 1  trace metals had resul ts of concentration. The highest concentration 
detected was for the d issolved S i02 with an average amount 24 .79 ppm, which may attribute 
to chemical weathering of s i l iceous minerals in the groundwater. The lowest concentrat ion 
average is for Co of 0.0002 ppm and its detected in only one monitoring wel l .  The average 
concentrations of the rest of 9 trace metals are range between zero to 1 .2 ppm (Sr 1 1 . 56 ppm, 
B 1. 1 8  ppm, Mn 0.08 ppm Ba 0 .03 ppm, Mo, Zn and P 0.02 ppm, V 0.004 ppm and Cr 0.002 
ppm). 0 concentration of Cd, Pb, Al ,  Fe, Cu, and N i  not found in the study area. In addit ion, 
trace metals results may regard to anthropogenic and/or natural sources and i ts level not 
indicated as trace metal pol lution case. 
Groundwater sal inity zones d isplay an increase in sal inity towards the north west of the study 
area. This increase may correspond to the groundwater flow direction and probably reflects 
increasing residence time and dissolution of salt into the groundwater or pol luted by poorer 
qual ity .  This  reason it may reflect the type of bedrock in the formation as dolomite, l imestone, 
gypsum or another type that cause increasing of groundwater sal inity. There is difference in 
xii  
salt concentrat ion In north to north east of the SWD area and this  adj u tment with the 
groundwater movement from Dhofar mountains to the ejd p lateau. 
There is fluctuat ion in the water table in the study area and its correlate wel l  with 
variations in the disposal volumes over the disposal period. While water level in the SWD area 
is  in high level which tends to the response of di po al volumes of produced water. 
Patterns in groundwater pol lution are consistent with produced water contamination 
that affim1s the pol lution originating is from one source (point source) of a produced water re­
injection disposal wel ls  in the study area. The pol lution plume appears to be migrating 
northeast along the direction of groundwater flow. When PD� handled the option which 
serve with the l east environment impact and phase out the SWD in 2008, it should be do the 
several measurements to mitigate of the GWP in Mam1Ul SWD area. 
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Chapter I :  Introduction 
1 .0 Background 
The re-injection of oilfield brine water in subsurface formations has been practiced by 
the petroleum industry since the early 1 920s. Oilfield produced water containing such diverse 
components as acids caustics, inorganic salts and hydrocarbons (patton, 1 98 1 ) . 
Every petroleum reservoir contains water and oil they come together to the surface. 
Oilfield water has high TD because it passes through salty formations before entering the oil 
reservOIr. 
Huge amount of produced water has to separated from oil in separation stations before 
they can be refined and disposed into oil and non-oil bearing rock formations by injection 
\ e l l s. 
Groundwater Pollution (GWP) from oilfield industry is becoming a serious problem in 
Oman (AI-Balusm 2000 and AI-Marnrnari et aI, 2003). To al leviate this problem the 
Government of Oman cooperates with other specific companies and organization to study and 
find solutions to solve serious contamination .  
One of the GWP problems i s  the injection of  oilfield brine water into shallow 
geological strata. This function is performed in around 1 5  oilfield areas in Oman addition to 
Marmul Oilfield Site since oil production activities in late of 1 960s and they are mentioned 
within GWP resources (AI-Sabahi, 1 999). 
Ground water pol lution by petroleum hydrocarbons especially  in oil activities areas, 
has received the greatest attention internationally, politicall y  and scientifical1y. This concern is 
due to the important of saving aquifers from contaminations and to the severe impact of oil 
pol lution (AI Katheeri, 2004). 
1.1 Marmul Oilfield Area and The Study Area Baseline Study 
The study area wmch coverage an area of approximately 50 km2 of more than 26,900 
km2 Marmul Oilfield concession in Dhofar region. 
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1 . 1 . 1  Dbofar Region 
Dhofar is a historical region in southern Oman. There are oil fields in the northeast in 
M armul area. Based on the geographical ,  social and economic diversity of three natural 
l and capes can be identified; the coastal strip the mountain district and the Nej d. Marmul site 
lays in ejd. meaning plateau.. is one of the major physiographic features of the Arabian 
Peninsula. ejd constitutes the greater part of Dhofar; it covers an area of some 50.000 krn2 
north and west of the Dhofar Mountains. 
The mountains could be termed nature's dividing line determining the distribution of 
water between the mountain region and the Nejd .  In-time, the clouds coming in from the 
direction of the coast have traversed the Dhofar mountains they have discharged the greater 
part of their moisture in the form of rainfal l on the southern foothil ls .  Those clouds which 
succeed in crossing the mountains generate a formidable rise in the humidity of this desert 
regIOn. 
Mean annual rainfal l in the Nejd  ranges from 40 to 7 1  mm with an average overall of 
49 mm per year. Such averages can be misleading as in many areas the only fal l s  are 
associated with cyclones that occur every 7 to 1 0  years. 
The principal drainage of ejd consists of a number of northerly and northeasterly 
trending wadi systems that carry water only seasonally. The wadis have cut deeply incised 
canyons into thick limestone sequences along the southern, mountainous margins. 
Immediately north of the mountains, foothil l s  merge with a rel atively undissected, l imestone 
plateau of gentle to moderate slope. This plateau is overlain by an extensive sand dune system 
in the north and northwest Rub AI Khali and merges with the Jidat Al Harisis plateau in the 
west. 
There are no perenni al wadis. Wadi on the Nej d  plateau generally remams dry 
throughout the year, but occasional cyclonic events may generate l arge (MRMEWR, 2005). 
1 . 1 .2 Location 
The Sultanate of Oman is located in the southeastern comer of the Arabian Peninsula. 
The United Arab Emirates is present to northwest, Republic of Yemen to the southwest, and 
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the Kingdom of audi rabia to the we t of the ultanate. The coast is formed by the Gulf of 
man n northeast and Arabian ea and Indian Ocean on the south and east (figures I a and 
1 b). 
Marmul conce ion area i located approximately 900 km south of Muscat and 260 km 
north of alalah. It cover an area of appro imately 26,963 km2. The stud) area of this thesi 
v"ill cover Marmul camp and the area around it which has all oil production activities and it is 
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Keys: 
* Shallow Disposal Wells (SOW) 
• Monitoring Wells (MWs) 
<> SW-1 (Monitoring Water Table) 
1. 1.3 General Geological Settings 
Th rocks of Dhofar represent deposition on an extensive carbonate shelf that existed 
from Cretaceous times through into the Teliiary (Cheverl et aZ 1 992). The deposits are 
predominantly marine and although the Middle Eocene (Bartonian) shelf deposits pa s 
northv,!ards into continental deposits of the Qitabit Formation. 
Retreat of the sea at the end of the Late Eocene led to the emergence and weathering of 
the Eocene landmass. A new transgression from the Arabian Gulf in the Middle Miocene 
(Burdigalian) deposited sediments of the Dam Formation southwards across the area. This was 
followed at the end of the Langllian by a final transgression from the Indian Ocean in the east 
wlllch laid down the deposits of the Ghubbarah Formation. The margins of these Miocene seas 
were sites of continental deposition, represented by the Dawkah Formation in the Burdigalian­
Langhian and the Montasar Formation in tl1e Langhian-Serravallian. 
A new retreat of the sea towards the end of the Middle Miocene resulted in the 
deposition of continental, mainly detritus or palustrine sediments, which constitute the Shisr, 
ar and Atinah formations. 
Uplift of the southern part of Dhofar, related to the opening of the Gulf of Aden (Aden 
Rift) from the end of the Eocene but mainly during Oligocene-Miocene times, tilted the 
sedimentary succession to the north to produce a very gentle regional homo cline dipping into 
the Rub Al-Khali. In the geological study area map in Figure (3), the tilting of this homo cline 
led to the development of series of parallel pinched synclines with a SW-NE or WSW-ENE 
trend. Diapiric salt movements were responsible for the development of broad domal features, 
such as the Marmul dome, in the overlying sedimentary cover. 
1.1.3a Stratigraphy 
The Marmul area tertiary age are divided into marine and continental domains and the 
oldest Quaternary alluvial deposits form a broad spread of alluvium across MarmuJ area. The 
SWD wells were drilled to tertiary formations for re-injection of produced water. 
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A. Tertiary 
hevrel el al ( 1 992) broadly explained that the tertiary of Mannul area divided into 
marine and continental domains. The Eocene marine/continental boundary corresponds 
roughly to the course of Wadi Qitabit. The marine domain being to the southea t and the 
continental domain to the northwest of Mannul. 
Marine d o m ain : H a d hram aut Group 
The Hadhramaut Group comprises the entire Paleocene-Eocene marine succession 
between the Cretaceous-Tertiary unconformity at their base and the unconfonnity at the base 
of the overlying the Late Eocene to Early Miocene deposits of the Dhofar Group. 
The Hadhrannaut Group divided into a basal transgressive sequence (the UeR) 
overlain by a regressive evaporite sequence (the Rus Fonnation) and further transgressive 
equence (the Dammam Formation) overlain by the bioclastic limestone of the Aydim 
Fonnation which marks the start of the Late Eocene regression. 
Continental Domain : Dam Form ation 
The Dam Formation represents the deposits laid down during the transgression which 
covered a large part of the Arabian Platform during the Miocene. The fossiliferous deposits 
containing abundant molluscs. The present mapping program has shown that the formation 
extends considerably to cover a large part of Interior Oman (Chevrel et aI, 1 992). 
B. Quatern a ry 
The oldest Quaternary alluvial deposits form a broad spread of alluvium extending into 
the map area across Marrnul area, the northernmost extension of the oldest Quaternary 
piedmont outwash fans from the Dhofar mountains, and are much incised by present-day 
wadis. 
The deposits are several meters thick and are made up of unsorted conglomerate, in 
general poorly sorted, although locally lenticular upward-fining sequences are present. The 
pebbles are well-rounded and derived almost exclusively from the bioclastic limestone of the 
Dammam Formation, with some chert. 
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1 . 1 .3b tructure G eology 
In general there are foreland of fold in Marmul which pushes towards the depression 
of the bend of Rub I - Khal i ( Fox, 1 947) .  Glennie, ef af ( 1 973) concluded that during Late 
Cretaceous the convergence of the eastern margin of the Arabian platform with the oceanic 
plate in igni ficant orogenic activity in the form of obduction of oceanic  sediments and emai l 
Ophiolite nappes ont Cretaceou platform carbonates. 
Development of a platform margin fore bulge and a fore deep to the west of advancing 
nappe and maj or folding and faulting in the platform interior which includes the present day 
Marmul (Landmesser and Saydam 1 996). 
The Marmul area l ies on the gently  northward-dipping homo cl ine that wa fom1ed by 
ti lting of the Dhofar plateau during upl ift  of the southern margin of the Arabian plate related to 
the opening of  the Aden Rift during the Middle M iocene (Platel and Roger, 1 989). 
Apart from the south-eastern comer where the Tertiary cover is  affected by few faults and 
shal low antic l ines and syncl ines, the area shows l i ttle deformation. onetheless, number of 
low-ampl itude structures are present in  which dips reach as much as 1 5 ° ;  these tend to be 
randomly oriented and local ized features, principal ly affecting the lacustrine deposits of the 
Qitabit and Dawkah formations, and were probably formed as a result of post-depositional 
compaction of poorly-consol idated deposits .  
The Eocene to Miocene of the Marmul land from the UeR Forn1ation up to Ghubbarah 
Formation has been affected by a series of approximately paral lel pinched syncl ines trending 
SW-NE. These may have developed in response to deep Ol igocene-Miocene faults affecting 
the coastal margin to the south and east from I lasik to ]uzor AI-Haalaniyaat (Platel et aI, 
1 992) that were active at the end of the post Middle Miocene upl ift  of the plate margin (plate) 
and Roger 1 989) at the same time as the eastern margin of the Arabian plate (Oman 
Mountains) was being affected by Alpine compressional tectonism at the end of the 
Burdigal ian (Wyns et ai, 1 992). The broad Qaharir and Marmul domes, plus the large anticline 
to the southwest of Marmul,  may wel l be the surface expression of salt movements at depth, 
the effects of which can be c learly seen e lsewhere in Interior Oman. The most recent diepiric 
movement affected the M iddle Miocene cover and can be particularly wel l  seen in the Qarn 
Nuhaydah region of the Umm as Samim map area (Roger and Chevrel, 1 992) .  
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1 . 1 .3c ed imentary 
The sedimentat ion hi story of the Tertiary of th is study IS focusing on the shal low 
aqui fer of the Tertiary fornlalions in Marmul area. 
Plate] e/ aI, ( 1 992) explained that the geological history of Interior Oman ( including 
Marmul) indicated by the formations deposited there reflect the interactions between the major 
eustat ic variat ion and upl i ft or subsidence of extensive areas that were affected al ternately by 
extension and compression from Precambrian through to Miocene times. 
In Table ( I )  show the early and late tertiary periods of sedimentary deposition 
eparated by important tectonic (Figure 5 )  or eustatic events represented by unconformity. 
1 . 1 .4 Hydrogeo logica l Settings 
Groundwater is the main and a vital source for all  sectors which being heavily 
dependent on it (ESCWAIUN, 200 1 ) . The al luvial fan deposits and the UeR, Rus and 
Damrnam Tertiary carbonate formations are the major aquifer systems in Oman. 
The tertiary geology of Marmul i s  comprised of the Darnmam, Rus, UeR and Shammar 
shale formations. The major shal low aquifer zones inc lude the Rus and UeR formations. The 
Dammam formation consi sts of inter-bedded, white to pink crystal l ine l imestone, red-yel low 
m arl , dolomite and soft chalky l imestone.  The fonnation is situated in the shal low subsurface, 
below a thin covering of Recent drift deposits. Prior to shal low aquifer disposal within the 
ic in ity of Marmul, the Darnman1 Formation was relatively dry (HMR, 2004). 
The Rus Formation consi sts of dolomites and chalky l imestone with gypsum beds and 
typical ly exhibits Karsti c  voids and fissures (Figure 6) .  It is considered as an aquifer in its 
upper strata, particularly in the northern part of Marmul Asset. Elsewhere, the Rus Formation 
is considered as an aquitard . Examination of the hydrogeological record indicates that the Rus 
aquifer was encountered initial ly at approximately 73 m below ground leve l .  The primary 
porosity and permeabi l ity of both the Rus and Dammam formations is  low except when 
secondary porosity and permeabi l i ty is developed due to fracturing and fault ing. Considerately 
of these formations, the UeR forms the principal aquifer in Marmul .  Figure (6) simpl ify the 
hydrostratigraphical of Marmul area. 
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Table I :  The Tertiar period of sedimentary dep ition in Marrnul geology (modi fied after 
Platel ef af, 1 99� and C larke, 2006) 
Period G roup Succession Rock type Condi tions Paleo-
deposition environmen t  
Early Tertiary I ladhramaut 2 major Limestone, Arabian plate Pa lustrine and 
Gr. tran gres ive- Dolomite, Marl uplift submerged 
regressive cyc les and Chalk regIon 
nconformity 
Late Tertiar Fars Gr. Marine Dolomite, Gypsum Rifting in Lacustrine 
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Figure 5 :  Tectonic movements in  Arabian platform (after Landmesser and Saydam, 1 996) 
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Ground level (Quaternary) 
L itho lo lgy Formation & Thi ckness (m)  
Pink & cream mottled l imestone, 
becoming redish brown & marly Dammam ( 5 7  - 75)  
towards contact with Rus formation. 
Yel low recrystalized dolorn.itic 
l imestone sucrose texture. 
Marly zone, brown to pink .  
Grey/white dolomite/gypsum. 
Rus ( 1 00 - 1 20) 
Marls 
Massive grey/white gypsum. 
Marls 
Grey dolomitic l imestone 
Brown rn.icritic l imestone with 
blue/grey marl bands, fossi l i ferous. 
Upper Umm EI-Radhoma 
(UeR) (207 -2 1 3 ) 
I 
Massive brown micritic l imestone 
fossi l i ferous . 
Hard, micritic l imestone with solution Lower Umm EI-Radhoma 
channels (water). (UeR) (292 -296) 
M assive brown micritic l imestone I 
fossi l iferous. I 
Figure 6:  Idealized tertiary hydrostratigraphy of Mannul area (mod ified after Amerjeed, 2002) 
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1 . 1 . 5 Environmental  A pect 
Becau e of its part of Oman, Mannul area has a lot of environmental features. There 
are ph ical, biological and nature propertie of thi area included in the fol lowing aspects. 
A per the Ministry of Agriculture Soil Map of Oman ( 1 990), top soi ls in the Mannul 
a et if pre ent at al l ,  are extremely thin and low in organic matter. The Mannul land is 
c las died a marginally suitable to not suitable for agricultural use. 
1 . 1 .5a Topogra p h ical  
Almost all  of the Marmul area i s  covered by de ert consisting of gravel plains and 
"\ adi (val leys), which generally drain northwards.  The terrain of the northern part of the area 
is level with only an occasional rocky jebel (mOlmtain) or escarpment . From Thulei lat 
southwards, the terrain becomes more varied, with larger number of j ebel s  and ridges which 
south of Dimeet progress into high h i l l s  and mountains. The western half of the area is 
s imi larly flat with few distinguishing topographical or landscape features. The topography 
becomes more broken and varied towards the eastern side of the PDO concession area as it 
nears the Arabian Sea coast. General ly, the area elevations are between 250 m above sea level 
in the northwest and 350  m above sea level in the southeast at Dimeet. From south of Dimeet 
towards the Dhofar Mountains, the elevations rise rapidly to more than 600 m (HMR 2004). 
1 . 1 .5b Meteo rological and Cl imate P roperties 
Meteorological and c l imate data are obtained from Marmul A i rstrip and Thumrait 
station (Table II). The mean total annual rainfal l at Marmul has been recorded as 4 1 mm and 
the mean monthly air temperature ranges between 1 9°C in December to about 34°C in 
June/July; mean maximum air temperatures range between 26°C and 43°C and the mean 
minimum air temperatures range between 1 2°C and 27°C . Due to low relative humidity, 
temperatures during the summer typical ly  range from around 25°C before sunri se to 42°C at 
1 4 .00 clock. 
Rain at Marmul has been known to fal l  in nearly all months of the year, but highest 
rainfal l i s  experienced during the winter season, with l ight rainfall expected throughout the 
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Table I I :  Meteorological data at Mannul airstrip and Thumrait meteorological station 
, f'�, .. . Meteorological Station WMQ no. Rainfall . .  Telllperature eC) 
t_ l!u�jd ity; % . Pressore' Q.tPa) . 
( m m )  
Max ''' M i n  Mean M ean maximum 
" 
M ean minimu m Mello Mean Mean Mean 
Marmul 4 1 304 T O.: , Mat Min Max- Min . 
Thwnrait 4 1 3 1 4  4 1  49 5.4 27.7 43 1 3  74 62.6 1 9.5  8 . 7  
, Ul.
H 
.. Oec: .. Month .. ,- , . .,. ... Jan. Feb Mar Apr May-� J1I,O. Jul · . Aug Sep Od Nov 
Sunshine hours 9.28 9.64 1 0. 1 7  1 0.6 1 1 . 1 6  1 0.46 9.88 1 0.33 1 0.59 1 0.29 9.59 9.29 
Clearness index 0.689 0.69 0.685 0.664 0.645 0.579 0.54 0. 594 0.664 0.70 1 0.695 0.67 
Solar radiation MJ/m2 day 1 9.25 2 1 .62 24.09 2 5 . 2 1  2 5 . 1 6  22.64 2 \ .04 22.65 23.89 22.67 1 9.88 1 7 .96 
Mean Temperature (Minimum oC) 3.7  6.2 9.2 1 3 .9 1 7 . 5  2 1  20. 1 1 8 .4  1 6.2 1 2 . 1  1 1 .4 5 . 8  
Mean Temperature (Maximum 0C) 34.9 36. 8 43 .8  48 .8  47.2 46.9 48.4 49 46.9 4 \ . 5 38.6 34 
Mean total rainfalls (mm) 1 2 8.9 8.3 0. 1 1 0.9 0.4 0 0. 1 0.2 4.2 
Mean wind speed (m/s) 3 . 3  4 . 5  5.2 5 5 .4  6. 1 9 7 .8  5 .4  3 .9  2.9 3 .2  I 
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re t f the ear. This infonnati n i n t representat ive of actual conditions, since rain may not 
fal l  for period of up to three years. When rain does fal l ,  it tends to either be torrential r l ight 
enough t e aporate almost immediately. fog occurs between the months of Apri l and 
eptember and is  re pon ible for u taining ground flora. The predominant wind direction is 
fr m the southeast during the \ inter and the west in the swnmer. 
Gazanfar (2003) simpl ified that c l imatic data show the aridity of the Marmul area with 
mean annual rainfall of 4 1  mm. An analysis of the 1 2  month auto-correlation coefficient of 
total month! rainfall and coeffic ient of variations of mean annual rainfall and mean annual 
temperature show that there is very l ittle inter-annual variation of total annual rainfall is 
exceptional ly  variable between years with l ittle indication of seasonality. Also, the almost 
period from May to December are the dry season in Mannul .  
Mean ground level wind speeds range from 2 .5  m/s in November to 4 .2 m/s in March. 
The early spring months m'e the periods when the highest winds are experienced, and periods 
of high winds (shmnal) lasting for 3 or 4 days can occur. The prevai l ing wind direction is  
from the southeast. During the summer months, winds are highly variable in speed and 
direction, but tend to blow more from the desert in  the west (HMR, 2005) . 
1 . 1 .5c Biological  and Ecological Properties 
Almost of plants and all animal and bird l i fe seen in Oman have been recorded. Birds 
l i sts by the Eriksens (2005)  and Eriksen el al (200 1 ) . A l i st of mammals was made using 
publi shed and unpubl ished sources such as Grobber (2002) and Harrison and Bates ( 1 99 1 )  and 
their endemism and red List status was ascertained from Fisher ( 1 999). Several species of 
repti les were recorded and identified using Gardner (1 999) and Leviton et al. ( 1 992). 
A. Conservation Areas 
Sultanate of Oman joined the International Union for the Conservat ion of Nature and 
atural Resources ( IUCN) in  4/61 1 975 and it was signed the United Nation Convention of 
Biodiversity on 1 992 in the Earth Summit in  Rio De Janeiro and ratified by Royal Decree No. 
( 1 99/94). They have Commenced since October 1 984 to conduct a detai led project aimed at 
preparing a system of Natural Conservation Areas (NCA) for Oman. The NCA system aims to 
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be representat ive of Oman' varied habitats, protect threatened pec ies and protect particular 
habitats and ecosystems. The CA s stem identi fied 59 national nature reserve (NNR), 20 
nat ional scenic re erves (N R) and 1 2  national resource reserves (NRR) (HMR, 2005 ) .  
The legi lation designating each reserve i progressing but many remain as recommendations 
onl . Omani Royal Decree 26/79 of the Law on ational Parks and Protected Nature Areas is 
the pertinent legislation recommending that a system of NCA should be establ ished across the 
ultanate (MECA, 2008a). 
The Jebel amhan Nature Reserve (Figure 7) especial ly for endangered Arabian 
Leopard which proclaimed a Nature Conservation Areas NCA on 1 997 by Omam Royal 
Decree 48/97 (ME A, 2008b). Its know as one of most important conservation areas in Oman 
of 1 4  designated conservation areas which have management plans. 
Although Marmul concession area cover part of Jebel Samhan sanctuary and they are 
interference in the northern part of the reverse, however the considerable protection of habitats 
ha been achieved through environmental permit system. 
B.  P lants and Vegetation 
The M armul area i s  sparsely  vegetated with a low diversity of spec ies. It i s  estimated 
that there are less than 25% of the total species present (Ghazanfar, 2003) .  The mam 
vegetation consists of scattered trees of Acacia tort i l is ,  shrubs and perennial grasses. 
The ecology of the Marmul study area is restricted predominantly to the major and 
tributary wadis that cut through the plai ns. These cobble plains are bare or semi bare of both 
ground-flora and secondary storey vegetation. The areas have l imited in extent and plant 
species d iversity . Species present in M armul area include Rhyza stricta, Ziziphus le ucoderm is, 
Acacia gerardii, A cacia ehrenbergiana and other (AI  Rasbi ,  2007). The vegetat ion of Marmul 
wadis i s  predominantly an Acacia torti/is, A.  ehrenbergiana, , Prosopis cineraria, Ziziphus 
spina-christi (cult), Tamarix aphylla community with a diverse ground cover dominated by R. 
stricta. 
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Jabal Samhan Nature Reserve - Landsat TM Image (Bands 432) 
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Figure 7 :  Jebel Samhan Nature Reserve 
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C . A n i m a l  ( M a m ma l  and Reptile ) 
Grobber (2002 li ted that everal types of larger mammals located in Nejd plateau 
uch vulpe vulpe , jelis ylvestris, caraea! caraeal gazelle gazelle and lepus eapensi . 
In  add ition to camels and goat grazing the wadi vegetat ion, Rupel ' s  fox ,  Arabian 
gazel le and desert hares wi l l  be t und in the Marrnul wadis. Anecdotal evidence suggests 
that triped hyena and \ olve al so wi l l  be encountered within the Marmul area. However, 
rodents and repti les are l ikely to be the main components of the vertebrate wi ldl ife of the area. 
A p c imen of spiny-tai led agan1e l izard or dhub ( Uromastyx aegyptiaeus) and the author 
surely have seen it during the sampl ing from monitoring wel ls in the study area. 
D. Birds 
Eriksens (2003) and also Lepage (2008) in AviBase URL Birds database confirmed 
that there are 47 1 species of birds registered in Oman .  Table ( I I I ) shows around 3 7  of common 
and migrant birds that can be confirmed, probable and possible seen in Marmul .  
20 
Table I I I :  the ommon and migrant birds l ist in the concession area (Eriksens, 2003 and 
Eriksen el ai, 200 1 )  
Common Birds  
• Galerida cri lala 
• Eremoplerix nigricep 
• Laniu meridionali aucheri 
• Pleroc/es eXlistus 
• Alhene nOell/a 
• A lectoris melanocephala 
• Ammoperdix heyi 
• Chlamydotis llndulala 
• A mmornanes de erli 
• A laernon alaudipe 
• Pterocles coronalu 
• Con us rufieollis 
• Plerocles senegallu 
• Caradrius alexandrinus 
· Slreptopelia senegalen i 
• Crcornela melanura 
M igration Birds  
• A ferops superci!iosu • Bulweria fallax 
• alandrella brachydactyla • Buteo rufinus 
• Hirundo rustica • Porphyrio porphyrio 
• Mu ciL'apa striata • Streptopelia decaocto 
• Lanius isabellinus • Lunius meridionalis 
• Cercotrichas galaclote 
• Phylloscopu collybita 
• Sylivia Cllrrllea rninula 
• Caprimulglls europaeus 
• Oenanthe xanthoprymna 
• Oenanthe deserti 
• Cuclllus canorus 
• Falco tinnunculus 
• Monticola sa;wtilis 
• Monticola solitarills 
• Sylvia nana 
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1 . 1 .6 Oi l  Prod u ction in  M a rm u l  
The Marmul Oil field is located with in Petroleum Development of Oman Company 
(PDO) B lock 6 [ more than 74 PDO oi l fie ld areas in the ul tanate of Oman and it is part of 
PDO s outhem Oman operating faci l i ty. PDO's  exploration, development and production 
acti i t ies are centred upon the main camp at Marmul, and there are approximately 500 
producing oil wel ls in this conces ion area. 
1 . 1 .6. 1 M a rm u l  M a i n Prod uction Station 
The Marmul Main Production Station (MMPS) is  one of PDO oi l  fields in the 
company's concession area in southem Oman developments . The primary function of MMPS 
i s  to dry the crude o i l  received from the nearby Marmul Gathering Stations and adjacent fields 
(PDO-MMPS operation manual. 2002) .  The original production faci l it ies came on stream in 
1 980. In the original scheme of the MMPS plant, the l iquid production was heated and the 
crude and water were separated in Wash Tanks. The free-floating oil was sk immed off from 
this water in  k im Tanks. 
Additional Water Disposal Faci l it ies were in tal led in 1 985 increase water cut (50%). 
The faci l i t ies were upgraded in 1 988  and again in  1 992, to handle further increases in the 
water cut. 
The 1 992 upgrade of fac i l ities was designed to handle a maximum gross l iquid inlet flow of 
59,000 m3/day (at 80% water cut ,  net production 1 1 ,800 m3/day) . The Marmul Oi lfield 
currently produces approximately 1 2,000 m3/day of crude oi l  and a large quantity of produced 
water (water cuts wel l  above 80%). Target crude specification is 0 . 5% base sediment and 
water in the export crude and 1 50 ppm oil in the disposal water. 
In 1 996 two new Corrugated Plate 1 1lterceptor (CPI) separators were added to 3 
exist ing C P I  separators and two more water di sposal pumps were added to 3 existing pumps. 
The water disposal faci l i t ies were again upgraded to enable water disposal into Deep Water 
Disposal CDWD) wel ls .  
Original ly,  the Free Water Knock Out (FWKO) system in MMPS consi sted of one 
large FWKO Tank and one smal l FWKO Tank. It had a gross capaci ty of about 45 ,000 
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mJ/day. The h igh water foreca t indicated that this l imit would be surpassed in 1 998 and 
add itional FWKO capacity wi l l  be required. 
In 1 998 a new FWKO Tank has been instal led. The FWKO Tanks are operating in 
paral le l .  Free water removed in old FWKO tank is routed to ST and that from new FWKO 
tank i routed to the CPl ' s .  With this  anangement, the present produced water handl ing 
capacity of MMP stand at 65,000 m3/day. However, the design FWKO capacity of the new 
tank alone is 80,000 m3/day. 
The water is injected into deep aquifer from DWD plant against fonnation fracture 
pres ure, which is usual ly very high. 
S \ e see above the development is  continuous from year to year. So, by now the 
company start to use 50% of produced water for the water flooding project and polymer when 
water is injected back to the o i l  reservoir. 
1 . 1 .6.2 M a rm u l  M ain Prod uction Station Process 
The water separated from crude is cal led produced water. It is oi ly in nature due to the 
presence of small oil droplets dispersed in the water stock.  A microscopic layer of free­
floating o i l  may also be present on produced water (Figure 8) .  Oil  droplets need to be removed 
from produced water in order to: 
1 .  Improve the production efficiency of MMPS.  
2 .  Prevent blockage of the water injection or  water disposal wel ls .  
3 .  Minimize environmental degradation due to water logging of the brine water in various 
areas and resultant damage to ecosystem. 
At MMPS, the crude is  first sent to FWKO tanks to remove the bulk of the water. The 
crude coming out of the FWKO tanks is saturated with water. It contains a large amOtmt of 
emulsion. To recover the marketable crude from this emulsion, it is heated to approximately 
65°C in hot o i l  bath crude heaters. Variabl e  speed, screw type Wet Crude Transfer Pumps feed 
the c rude to these heaters under crude o i l  level control from the FWKO Tanks. 
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Hot crude enter tw Wash Tanks (WT). Water present in the crude settles in the 
bottom of the inner hell of the tanks .  Dry crude leaves the WTs and enters the two storage 
tanks under gravity then the dry crude is export d .  
Water accumulated in the WTs i sent to  CPI separators. The o i l  separated from the 
water in the P I ' s  i routed to the sk immed oi l  drum ST. From there it is pumped back to the 
heater for emu I ion breaking. The water from the CPI ' s  outlet and FWKO/ T is l ined up to 
the MMP Water Disposal pumps. I t  i s  pumped out to  the water re- injection wel ls  in A I ­
Khlata o r  H aima We t formations and deep water disposal wel l s  in formations under 
production zone. 
The avai lable quanti ty of produced water is first util ized in the WI wells,  to sustain and 
improve oi l  production. The remaining quanti ty should be injected to DWD wel ls .  In the 
absence of any other destination, a smal l flow of the produced water can be diverted to 
Shal low Water Disposal (SWD) wel J s  also. However, the SWD wel ls  are not avai lable beyond 
the year 2003 except for necessary and l imited emergency situations. 
In  G station there is  two water storage tanks. The water stored there to make buffer for 
the horizontal WI  pumps. 
A layer of hydrocarbons may accumulate on top of the water in the Water Storage 
Tanks.  Due to the floating suction in the Water Storage Tanks the maximum height of this 
layer is  l imited . The oil should be "dead ' and i t  i s  very unl ikely that a c loud of hydrocarbon 
vapor wil l  be formed in the Water Storage Tanks. However air fans with explosion proof 
e lectric motors are provided on the roof of the Water Storage Tanks to refresh the vapor space 
i n  the Water Storage Tanks continuously. 
1 . 1 .6.3 M a rm u l  Oil P roperties 
Marmul oil i s  producing from H ushi fonnation (Late Carboniferous - M iddle Permian) 
and the source rock type was Marine Marl aged between Precan1brian to Cambrian (Geomark, 
2008) .  
Marmul oi l  is c lassi fied as a heavy or extra heavy o i l .  Heavy crude o i l  is any type of 
c rude o i l  whi.ch does not flow easi ly .  I t  i s  a relat ive term, compared to l ight crude oi l ,  but 
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CPI separators 
Keys: 
OPS : Oil Production Substations at Marmul concession 
FWKO : Free Water Knock Out tanks 
WT : Wash Tanks 
ST : Storage Tanks 
CPI : Corrugated Plate Interceptor separators 
WCP : Wet Crude Pumps 
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OC : Concentration of Oil Content in produced water 
DWD : Deep Water Disposal wells 
WI : Water Injection wells in Production Zone 
SDW : Shallow Water Disposal wells 
Flow direction of crude oil 
Flow direction of produced water ---
Figure 8 :  MMPS process scheme 
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relates to pecific technical i ssues of its own on production, transportation, and refining. 
Ph) ical properties that distinguish hea crudes from l ighter ones include higher iscosity 
and specific gravit) , as wel l  as heavier molecular composition. The specific gravity of crude 
oi l  generally ranges from 60° to 6° API .  A heavy crude oi l  has densi ty below 25° API .  
Centipoise (cP) is  a unit of dynamic vi cosity i .e .  water has viscosity of 1 cP (Norman, 1 99 1 ). 
Heavy oi l  from the Marmul area has a viscosity of over 1 0,000 cP, API gravity is  1 2 .4° and its 
in mi ld biodegradation (Geomark 2008), the biodegradation level sits between 5 and 6 of 
Table  IV .  General ly a di luents is  added at regular di stances in a production wel ls and pipel ines 
carrying hea\ crude to faci l itate i ts flow. 
As Waples and Machihara ( 1 997) most geologists agree that crude becomes heavy as a 
result of biodegradation in which l ighter ends are preferentially consumed by bacterial activity 
(bacteria attack) in the reservoir leaving heavier hydrocarbons behind. This hypothesis leans 
heavi ly  on the teclmiques of petrolewn geochemistry. 
1.1.6.4 Oilfield Produced Water 
JPEC ( 1 999) i l lustrated that in the Oman oi l  fields, the underground water drawn up 
with o i l  production amounts to more than three times the volume of the oil . As shown in 
Figure (9), the total volume of produced water at present is more than 800,000 m3 per day. The 
d ifference between red l ine and blue l ine in the graph is the amount of the produced brines in 
Marrnul area and its appear to be increased year after year from around 40,000 m3 per day in 
1 999 to 200,000 m3 per day in 2020. 
The produced water in Marrnul o i lfield is  moderately brackish. Thi s  water is  l ikely to 
be contaminated by a range of organic and inorganic  matter (Khan and Fuggle, 1 995) .  
I n  the o i l  field o f  the Marrnul,  produced water does not have to b e  re- injected to 
maintain pressure of reservoirs only, it i s  discharged to a shal low aquifer at 1 00-200m and 
deep formation at approximately 1 000 m.  S ince there is  a danger that the o i ly-water 
discharged to the shal low layer could contaminate grolmdwater sources the discharge is 
scheduled to be prohibited in the near future. It i s  therefore, desirable  to treat this massive 
volume of oi l -containing wastewater and reuse it as a water source (JPEC, ] 999). 
Produced brine water has been d isposed into shallow aquifer in Marmul area since 
] 980, with volume of approximately 96 Mm3 of produced water having been disposed. 
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Table  IV: tages of biodegradation of crude oils based on the presence or absence of certain 
cla e of compounds (after Volkman et all. 1 983) 
Level of Compounds Removed Extent of 
Biodegradation Biodegradation 
1 None Undegraded 
2 Short n-aIkane Minor 
3 >90% of n-alkanes Moderate 
4 Alkvlcyclobexanes; isoprenoids reduced Moderate 
5 Isoprenoids Moderate 
6 Bicyc1ic alkanes Extensive 
7 >50% of regular steranes Very extensive 
8 Steranes; hopanes reduced; demetbylated hopanes Severe 
abundant 
9 Demetbylated hopanes predominate; Extreme 
dia ieranes formed; steranes gone 
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Figure 9: Volumes Profile of produced water at Oman oilfields (red color) and Marmul  oilfield 
(blue color) (after JPEC, 1 999) 
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1 . 1 .6.5 Brine Oi lfield Di po al  
Disposal of the oilfield produced water by injecting i t  back to deep aquifer through 
water injection ells i the most accepted method of managing huge quantities of brines. 
Produced water is the PDO's  single largest environmental challenge. While a certain 
proportion water used to be re-injected into the producing petroleum reservoir. some of the 
\',:ater dispo ed in the deep formation rocks that contain more salinity water (PDO, 1 995) and 
the balance of this produced water has disposed by the WD. 
In year 1 993,  a Production Water Master Plan (PWMP) was developed by PD�. The 
main objecti e of PWMP was to develop a sound plan for the management of the oilfield 
produced water in Marmul oilfield and all PD� concession areas. Thus, a list of water 
handling options was derived and ranked on the basis of least environment impact. Three main 
options were identified. The first option aims to reduce the volume of oil field water produced 
by applying the best available technology without jeopardizing hydrocarbon recovery. 
HO\ ever, since the oil field water cannot be reduced to zero in most cases, the second option 
involving the reuse of produced water for reservoir pressure maintenance is also considered 
the l ast option is to dispose the produced brines into non-oil bearing rock formation. In fact, all 
options have to be approved by the government (Al-Sabahi, 1 999 and PWMP-PDO, 1 993) .  
Oil production within the Marmul area is associated with the production of large 
volumes of brine water. Oilfield brine water is disposed through more than 60 injection wells 
into oil production zone, deep and shallow rock bearing disposal wells (SWD). The SWD area 
is located approximately 8 km NNE of Marmul camp. It consists of 1 0  wells aligned in a ' 0.1 ' 
shape along two track lines (see Appendix A). These SWD wells have been injected in 
shallow groundwater aquifers of Darnrnam and Rus formations in Marmul and this type of 
disposal has been ongoing since 1 980. So far more than 96 Mm3 of oilfield brine water has 
been disposed (refer to Appendix B). Assuming an average oil in produced water content of 
1 00 mg/L it is estimated that approximately 9600 m3 oil has been disposed of to the aquifer. 
Reservoir characteristics in Marmul indicate that oil production shall be associated with a 
further increase in the volume of oilfield brine water. The water supply wells in Marmul 
Oilfield Area have been converted into much lower UeR aquifer. They serve as observation 
wells and reveal the evidence of interconnection of overlying Dammam-Rus and underlying 
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UcR formations. particular feature of most of water supply wells at Marmul area is the 
limited re idual oil trace. 
1 . 1 .6.6 Shal low G roundwater M o nitoring Wells 
Between the year 2000 and 2002 PDO drilled 1 8  monitoring wells to monitor the 
plume of disposed produced water in the shallow aquifer around the WD area. There are 15 
wells for observation the Darnmam Formation and a further 2 monitoring wells were installed 
into the RuslDammam aquifer and one monitoring well into the UeR aquifer. 
As shovvn in the appendix (C). there are some specification of MWs such as well ID 
number. coordinates. monitoring formations, and the depth. 
Whilst the MW s except wells nos. MW - 1 4  and MW - 1 5  has observed the specific 
formation as that mentioned in the appendix (C), MWR, 1 994c as will as Amerjeed, 2002 
noted that the PD� had constructed all water wells in such a manner to allow inter-aquifer 
flow. This situation found especially around the PDO concession areas whereas the study area 
located. 
1 .2  Study Objective 
The main aim of this study is to asses the following: 
l .  The groundwater quality in the study area using major chemical techniques including the 
analyses for major cations { Calcium (Ca+2). Magnesium (Mg+2), Sodium (Na+) , and 
Potassium (K+)} ,  anions {Sulphate (SO/-), Bicarbonate (HC03-), Carbonate (CO/-). 
Chloride (Cr), and itrate (N03-) } ,  trace metals like Cadmium (Cd). Chromium (Cr), 
Lead (Pb), Vanadium (V), Bromine (Br), Barium (Ba), Boron ( B), Phosphorus (P). Zinc 
(Zn). Strontium (Sr), Silicon Oxide (Si02), Molybdenum (Mo), Manganese (Mn), 
Aluminum (Al) Iron (Fe), Cobalt (Co), Copper (Cu), Nickel (Ni) and Mercury (Hg) and 
organic pollutants such as TPH and P AHs, and to identify the sources of petroleum 
pollution in such aquifers using Biomarker l approach. 
2 .  Determine the sources of the pollution in the groundwater . 
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3 .  et recommendations to eliminate groundwater pollution in the study area. 
The proposed tudy will identify the source and types of the groundwater pollution in 
Marmu! area. Also, the measured concentrations of organic and inorganic pollutants will be 
compared v,ith the pre ious levels as well as calibrated standards. Additional to the variables 
and chemical elements for understand more water characteristics in the study area. This 
parameters includes Fluoride (F), Alkalinity, Hardness and Sodium Adsorption Ration (SAR). 
The geological. topographicaL drainage characteristics and hydrogeology settings of 
the area will be used to interpret the obtained hydrogeochemical results and determined the 
pollutants pathways and point source. 
This study will also point out to the needed further study for preventing groundwater 
contamination and reserve this precious natural resource. The output of this study is also 
intended to serve as input for a groundwater flow and transport model to determine solute 
transport pathways, flow direction, and velocity. 
1 .3 Thesis Organization 
Addition to introduction in th is  chapter one, there are 4 chapters. Chapter two reviews l iterature on the 
organic and inorganic pol lutants in the world as wel l as in the region . Chapter three presents the 
materials and methods that used in th is  study. Chapter four reports and discusses the results of 
analyses which done in the study. The mitigation and recommendations simplified in chapter 
five and the summary and conclusions are included in chapter six. 
Appendices listed the measured raw data, which constitutes the basis of derived quantities 
and graphics of th is study. 
1 Biological m arkers or biomarkers are complex organic compounds derived from l i ving organisms.  Bi omarkers 
are found in oi l ,  bitumen, rocks and sediments and show l ittle or no change in structure from their origin 
molecules in l iving organ isms. I ts include steranes, hopanes and other compounds ( Peters and Moldowan, 1 993).  
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Chapter II : Literature Review Chapter 
2 . 1 Prev ious Literature of The tudy Area 
In order to col lect background information, a selective review has been made of the 
tudies and reports considered most pertinent to this study. Limited reports and fi le material 
covering aspects of groundwater qual ity and pol lution were reviewed for thi s purpose. 
2. 1 . 1  Su rface B reakth rough 
ignificant environmental impacts referred to as surface breakthrough caused due to shallow 
dispo al of produced water of M annul ( Reid, 1 992).  The first and second secondary surface 
breakthrough i tes of d isposal oi lfield brine water in the Marmul Asset was observed by 
Petroleum Development of Oman (PDO) at March and Apri l 1 992 respectively (Figure 1 0) .  In 
both evidences, c ircular areas of wet soi l  with l i tt le droplets of oi l  coating the surface soil were 
observed. ignificant quantities of oi l  were found to have accumulated at the surface with 
volumes approaching to 1 0  l i tres .  The area was previously without fractures but the 
developments of secondary fractures on the surface were also observed (Reid, 1 992). 
As Reid ( 1 992) mentioned the probable cause attributes secondary surface 
breakthrough to the long-term practice of d isposing of large volumes of produced water to the 
Rus Formation that in turn caused the dissolution of anhydrite beds within the Formation. The 
d issolution of the Rus Formation has subsequently caused col lapses of the overlying Rus and 
carbonate beds. The in it ial collapses created a system of large fractures extending to the 
surface providing a conduit for over-pressurised disposal water to return to the surface.  
S urface chokes in  water disposal wel l  WDW 6 have also been mentioned in the report and the 
fol low-up actions taken at that stage included the shut-down of water d isposal wel l s  WDW 3,  
4 , 5 and 6.  
2 . 1 .2 Contaminant  Model l ing Extent 
EIC ( 1 998) assessed shal low water disposal in Marmul . As part of the study a 
groundwater model was constructed using MODFLOW and a contaminant transport model 
was bui l t  using MT3D. Contaminant transport model l ing was carried out to assess the extent 
of contamination and for visual representation of the plume. 
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Figure 1 0: Old pictures of two breakthrough sites occur in the area at 1 992 
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ntaminants were ident ified and an attempt was made to describe the environmental 
impact due to the dispo al of produced water. Plume dimensions were model led for a 
conser ati contaminant (chloride ion). The report stated that extensive monitoring data, of 
which there i an ab ence is required to perm it groundwater mode l l ing. Further there is a 
paucit of rel iable and detai led infonnation pe11aining to the water resources of the area. 
A � ur-Iayer groundwater model was developed to include the DammamlRus 
Formations as wel l  as the three Umm Er RadhlUna (UeR) formations. The model assumed 
confined conditions within the UeR. For the model l ing of the DammamJRus formations, 
calibrations were carried out using a minimal number of groundwater level records. The 
model assmnes the potent ial for vertical leakage between the DarnrnamfRus Formation and the 
under! ing UeR (EIC, 1 998).  
Contamination plume were simulated for the years between 1 98 1  and 1 998 .  The EIC 
( 1 992) report tated that due to the paucity of data relating to hydrochemical and geo-chemical 
dynamics within the plume area coupled with only a l imited understanding of the behaviour 
of various chemicals with the variable geochemical conditions (Eh, pH,  temperature, pressure, 
aerobic and anaerobic conditions) of aquifers, as wel l  as the lack of rel iable  data, confidence 
cannot be placed in the mode l .  It is noted also that there is no mention of water level contrasts 
between Rus and UeR aquifers which could provide insight into cross-contamination between 
the Rus and UeR aquifers. 
The most important findings of the above study are : 
• Data avai lable on background physical and chemical groundwater features is very l imited. 
• The p lume extent in  M armul  i s  7 km i n  the DammarnJRus aquifer and 5 km in the UeR 
aquifer. 
• Commencement for a long-term monitoring programme at s ites and for the periodic review 
of monitoring data then a revised model cal ibrat ion should be carried out after accurate 
monitoring data has been col lected for period of at l ast three years. 
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2. 1 .3 P l u m e  Del ineation by u ing Boron 
Bhatnagar (2003) carri d out a detai led examinat ion of the produced water plume 
delineation using boron in the Mannul area. The study describes how init ial attempts were 
made u ing inorganic consti tuents to del ineate the extent of the plume of produced water in 
the aqui fer but the sal inity of produced water was almost comparable to that of recipient 
aquifer. The TD of the Rus Formation i recorded at 4 1 53 ppm, whi le  that of the disposed 
produced water ranged between 4300 to 4500 ppm. As there was l i ttle sal inity contrast, the 
inorganic  con ti tuents in produced water could not be used as precise pol lution indicators. 
The Bhatnagar study (2003) uses the presence of boron in produced water which 
exceed the norn1al concentrat ion present in the shal low aquifers and which effectively 
del ineated the plume extent in Marmul .  
Boron, a trace metal present i n  oi l ,  i s  soluble in  water and has a high mobi l i ty due to its 
atomic mass and ionic rad i i .  Boron is  considered suitable for model l ing due to its fairly 
conser ative nature - rarely  reacting with groundwater - and its abi l i ty, due to its low 
molecular weight to disperse at the same rate as produced water. Boron concentrations in fresh 
waters in M armul are in the range of 0.4 ppm whereas in M annul produced water they range 
between 3 . 5  to 5 ppm. Thus produced water mix ing with groundwater i s  l ikely to increase the 
boron concentration of the receiving groundwater. Model l ing the behaviour of boron indicates 
a p lume extent of approximately 1 50 km2 at Marmul, which can be attributed to the practice of 
disposing of produced water to a shal low aquifer (Bhatnagar, 2003) .  
2. 1 .4 M o n itoring of  Wells  Water Level 
Measurement of water level i s  important to determine the hydrological reglme of 
groundwater reservoirs and the interaction between groundwater, artific ial activity and surface 
waters. Measurement of water level is necessary for mass flow calculations in the aqui fer and 
must be measured at the t ime and place of water sampling (Chapman, 1 996). 
Whi lst the Marmul Asset is covered extensively by oil and water supply wel ls, data 
col lection for the uppermost Tertiary formations has been relatively sparse. Previous records 
of water level monitoring data are patchy and inconsistent. The absence of extensive water 
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qual ity and water level moni toring data i not unusual given the previous operational priori t ies 
of PDO. However, since 2000 a more systematic approach to water level monitoring 
commenced with ] 8 observation wel ls  being dri l led as part of the outh Oman plume­
monitoring program. Consequent to the plume moni toring programme, a regular quarterly 
water table and water qual i ty-monitoring programme has been inst igated. The water level 
monitoring data is  enc losed in  Appendix D. 
The regional groundwater flow is north-easterly .  In  Marmul ,  the Rus an d UeR 
fonnations are the main aquifers an d water supply wel l s  exploit them individual ly or in 
combinat ion.  It has been reported that before the conunencement of d isposal activi ties in 
M annul within the SWD area the Danunarn Formation was dry and none of the water supply 
\ e l l s  dri l l ed during 1 975 to 1 980 encountered water strikes in this part icular fom1ation 
(Bhatnagar 2003) .  The first water strike which is the depth at which dri l ler notices water flow 
from the formation, indicates the commencement of the aquifer. Figure ( 1 1 )  shows thus 
monitoring wel l s  dri l led in the SWD area have encountered water strikes in the Dammam 
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2.2 P h y  ica l ,  Biochemical and Ch emical Properties of Organic and I norganic 
Polluta nts 
Water i an unusual ub tance. In particular, it physical and chemical properties are 
ery di iTerent from those of most other l iquids. Water, as the only common and abundant 
l iquid on the Earth, has been a prime factor in the evolution of the Eat1h 's  surface and l i fe. 
Water i a ba ic component of l iving matter and most forms of l i fe exist in water. Then the 
c ircu lation of most of the common elements and compounds at the Earth ' s  surface is brought 
about b the movement of water in the environment (Brownlow, 1 996). 
2.2 . 1 O rga n i c  Compounds Pollutant 
Crude o i l  represent, a common source of organic contamination in  the environment 
because of the l arge volumes of these l iquids and their byproducts (Deutsch, 1 997).  There are 
a lot of organic  parameters used to determine the hydrocat·bon pol lution in  groundwater, 
especial ly measuring the TPH and P AHs in the water samples. 
2.2 . 1 a  Total Petroleum Hyd rocarbons 
ATSD R  ( 1 999) defined that TPH is  a term used to describe a large fatuily of several 
hundred chemical compounds that original ly come from crude oi l .  Crude oi l  is used to make 
petroleum products, which can contaminate the environment. Because there are so many 
d ifferent chemicals in crude o i l  and in other petroleum products, it is not practical to measure 
each one separately. However, it is useful to measure the total amount of TPH at a site. 
TPH is  a mixture of chemical s, but they are al l  made mainly from hydrogen and 
carbon, cal led hydrocarbons. Scientists d ivide TPH into groups of petroleum hydrocarbons 
that act l ike in soi l or water. These groups are cal led petroleum hydrocarbon fmctions. Each 
fraction contains many individual chemicals .  
orne chemicals that may be found in  TPH are hexane, jet fuels ,  mineral o i l s, benzene, 
toluene, xylenes, naphthalene and fluorene, as wel l  as other petroleum products and gasol ine 
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component . I lowe er it i l ikely that amples of TPI I wi l l  contain only some, or a mixture, 
of these chemical . 
Determi nation f TPH provides information on the contamination of groundwater with 
petroleum product . TPH i an e timate of the amount of hydrocarbons present between the 
carbons range from Cg to C4o. This range of carbon extends from the volat i le  hydrocarbons 
compound v ith the lower boi l ing to the non-volat i le compounds found at the higher boi l ing 
point range. 
2 .2 . 1 b Polycycl ic A romatic Hydrocarbons 
ATDSTR ( 1 995) highl ighted PAHs in  ampl ify. I ts defmition in  brief is  "P AHs are a 
group of  chemicals that are occur natural ly or formed during the incomplete burning of oi l  or 
other organic substances". There are more than 1 00 d ifferent PAHs which general ly  occur as 
complex mixtures not as single compounds. As pure chemicals, PAHs general ly  exist as 
coiorle s, white, or pale yel low-green sol ids .  They can have a faint, pleasant odor. They can be 
found in  crude o i l .  P AHs in general do not easi ly dissolve in  water and some of they evaporate 
into the atmosphere from waters. Also, certain PAHs in soi l s  or other pol luted sources wi l l  
contaminate groundwater. A lthough the health effects of individual PAHs are not exactly 
a l ike, the fol lowing 1 7  P AHs are considered as a group in Table (V). The 1 7  P AHs are 
estab l ished regarding to more information avai labi l i ty of them and they are suspected to be 
more harmful than the others, and they exhibit harmful effects that are representative of the 
PAHs.  
ATDSR ( 1 995) has also determined that numbers 4, 6, 7, 9, 1 0, 1 2  and 1 5  are known 
as animal carcinogens.  Also, IARC ( 1 989) defined numbers 4 and 6 are probably carcinogenic 
to humans, numbers 7,  9, 1 0  and 1 5  are possibly carcinogenic to humans and nwnbers 3 ,  6, 8 
1 1 , l 3 , 1 4, 1 6, 1 7  are not c lassifiable as to their carcinogenicity to humans. I n  addition, US­
EPA has determined numbers 4, 5 ,  1 0, 1 1 , 1 2 , benz[a] fluoranthene and andindeno [ I ,2,3-
c,d]pyreneare are probable human carcinogens and numbers 2,  3, 8 ,  l 3 , 1 4, 1 6  and 1 7  are not 
c lassified human carcinogeni city. In the previous references, number 1 acenaphthene has not 
c lassified for carcinogenic effects. Final l y, the finding of this substances wi l l  be l i ke that the 
al l 1 7  P AHs  compounds are carcinogenic except number 1 which is acenaphthene. 
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Ta ble V:  The mo t h a rmfu l  1 7  PA H 
P A H s  
1 - acenaphthene 7 - benzo[b] fllloranthene 1 3 - fllloranthene 
2 - acenaphth lene 8 - benzo[g,h,i ]perylene 1 4- fluorene 
3 - anthracene 9- benzo[j ] fluoranthene 1 5 - indeno[ 1 ,2,3-c,d ]pyrene 
4 - benzo[ a 1 anthracene 1 0· benzo[ k] f1uoranthene 1 6- phenanthrene 
5 - benzo [ a Jpyrene 1 1 · chrysene 1 7- pyrene 
6- benzo [e ]pyrene 1 2 · dibenz[a,h 1anthracene -
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2.2. 1 c Oi l  biodegrad ation 
Regarding the fate of hydrocarbons in the en ironment in L i ly and Young (2005) paper 
hich, i ba ed on a pre entation at the conference of Bioremediat ion and B iodegradation: 
urrent dvances in Reducing Toxicity Exposure and Environmental Consequences held on 
June 2002 in Cal i fornia - U , they e plained that during the past 1 5  years researchers have 
made great tride in understanding the metabol ism of hydrocarbons by anaerobic bacteria. 
The finding of the e researches were degradation which can be demonstrated for al l  
Hydro arbon under the di fferent anaerobic conditions. 
The anaerobic biodegradation pathways for reduced hydrocarbon compounds inc lude a 
eries of metabol ites unique to the anaerobic  degradation of these hydrocarbons. Because they 
are pecific and identifiable with these anaerobic processes, the metabol ites can be used to 
a ess the in situ biodegradation of these contaminants in anoxic subsurface .  
2.2.2 I n o rga n ic  element and compounds po l lu tants 
I norganic  elements and compounds and variables used to asses the quality of water. 
More detai l s  about these entai l parameters wi l l  showing in this sub-sections. 
2 .2.2a I m porta nt  Varia bles of G rou ndwater Qua l ity 
I n  addition to inorganic substances in  groundwater there are some variables that can 
influence the groundwater qual i ty and using in  different appl ications such as pH, TDS, EC, 
Hardness and SAR. 
pH 
Water ( H20) contains both H +  (hydrogen) ions and OR (hydroxyl )  ions. The pH test 
measures the W ion concentrations of l iquids and substances. The balance of positive 
hydrogen ions (H+) and negative hydroxide ions (OH-) i n  water determines how acidic or basic  
the water is .  When measuring pH,  determining the relative concentration of hydrogen ions. 
The pH scale ranges from 0 (high, strongly acidic) to 1 4  (high, strongly basic) (Markowitz, 
1 999). 
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The pH is  an important variable  in water quality a essment as it influences many 
biological and chemical processes within a water body and al l  processes associated with water 
supply and treatment (Chapman 1 996).  
TDS 
TD correspond to non-filterable and fi lterable material residue, that remalll after 
evaporation of  a water (Chapman, 1 996) .  TD used to represent the groundwater salinity as 
wel l  as e lectrical conductivity (E.C) and its used as an index for drinking and irrigat ion water. 
There are mathematical formula used to calculate TDS theoretical ly from E.C value by 
fol lowing equation : 
TDS (mg/l or ppm) = a * E. C  value ( IlS em- I )  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 1 )  
wherea (a) i s  a proportional coefficient which i s  ranging in value from 0 .55  to 0 .75 
depending on the area and hydrogeological environment. It i s  a in  0. 65 in th is  study because 
a +/cr dominate (Freeze and Cheery, 1 979). 
E.C 
Chapman ( 1 996) simplified that E.C is a measure of the abi l i ty of water to conduct an 
e lectric current. It is sensitive to variations in dissolved solids, mostly mineral salts. The 
degree to which these dissociate into ions, the amount of e lectrical charge on each ion, ion 
mobi l ity and the temperature of the solution a l l  have an influence on conductivity. 
Conductivity is  expressed as microsiemens per centimeter ( IlS cm- l )  and is  related to the 
concentrat ions ofTDS and major ions. In addition to being a rough indicator of mineral content 
when other methods cannot eas i ly  be used, conductivity can be measured to establ ish a 
pol lut ion zone or the extent of influence of runoff waters. 
H a rdn ess as CaC03 
The hardness of natural waters depends mainly on the presence of dissolved Ca and 
Mg salts. The total content of these salts is known as general hardness, which can be further 
divided into carbonate hardness and non-carbonate hardness (determined by Ca and Mg salts 
of strong acids).  Hardness in  mg/l i s  determined by t itration or determined from the sum of the 
d ivalent ions (Chapman, 1 996). 
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A R  
R inde. i used to c las ify water and judge its attitude to be uti l ized for irrigation 
purposes ( imino et af 2007). Because of elevated Na in certain soil types can degrade soi l  
tructure thereby restricting water movement and affecting plant growth. The SAR ratio 
e timates the degree to which a wi l l  be adsorbed by the soi l .  High values of SAR imply that 
the a in the i rrigation water may replace the calcium and magnesium ions in the soi l ,  
potential ly cau ing dan1age to the soi l  structure (Chapman, 1 996). The SAR for irrigation 
" aters is  defined as the fol lowing equation : 
A R  )
( a " 
:a�
g
" ) / 2  
in meq% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2)  
2 .2 .2b I norga nic  E lements and Compounds 
Major cations major anions and trace elements are the mainly inorganic found in 
water. The major ions composition of ground water is used to class ify groundwater into 
various types based on dominant cations and anions (Deutsh, 1 997). 
Trace elements defined as those elements whose concentration in the earth crust less 
than 1 .0 percent by weight. 
Table (VI)  shows the compendium of inorganic elements and compounds l imits for 
drink ing water qual ity according to WHO Guidel ines (Chapman, 1 996), Omani standard of 
drinking water no. (OS 8/98), Omani Law of protection of drinking water resources from 
pol lution no. ( RD 1 1 5/200 1 ), and IRC (2002). 
In certain the above cases standards are adopted to the publ ic  health c lassifications and 
actual prevai l ing characteristics of available water resources. 
Calci u m  
Calcium is present i n  all waters a s  Ca+2 and is  readily dissolved from rocks rich i n  Ca 
minerals, particularly as carbonates and sulphates rocks, especial ly l imestone and gypsum. 
The cation is abundant in surface and groundwater. The salts of Ca, together with those of 
magnesium, are responsible for the hardness of water. Ca concentrations in natural waters are 
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typical ly < 1 5  mg/I . For waters as ociated with caJbonate-rich rocks, concentrations may reach 
30- 1 00 mg/l . alt water have concentrat ion of everal hundred mi l l igrams per li tre or more 
( hapman, 1 996). 
M a goc i u m  
Magnesium I S  common 10 natural waters a s  Mg+2, and along with Ca, is a malO 
contributor to water hardnes . Mg arises principal ly from the weathering of rocks containing 
ferromagnesium minerals and from some carbonate rocks l ike dolomite. Natural 
concentration of Mg in fresh waters may range from 1 to > 1 00 mg/l, depending on the rock 
types \: i thin the catchments (Chapman, 1 996) . 
odium 
I l  natural waters contain some sodium since sodium salts are highly water soluble 
and it i s  one of the most abundant elements on earth. It i s  found in the ionic form Na+. The 
ouree c an al 0 contribute to increased Na in groundwater. The WHO guideline l imit for Na in 
drinking water is 200 mg/I . Ground-water concentrations frequently exceed 50 mgll 
(Chapman 1 996). 
Potass iu m 
Potassium as  K+ is found in low concentrations in natural waters since rocks which 
contain K are relatively resistant to weathering. K is usual ly found in the ionic fom1 and the 
salts are highly soluble .  Concentrations in natural waters are usual ly less than 1 0  mg/l , 
whereas concentrations as high as 1 00 and 25 ,000 mg/l can occur in hot springs and brines, 
respectively (Chapman 1 996). 
Sulphate or u lfate 
Sulfate is  naturally present in surface waters as sol-. It  arises from the atmospheric 
deposition of oceanic  aerosols and the leaching of sulfur compounds, ei ther sulfate minerals 
such as gypsum or sulfide minerals such as pyrite, from sedimentary rocks .  I t  i s  the stable 
oxidized form of sulfur and is  readi ly soluble in  water (with the exception of lead, barium and 
strontium sulfates which precipitate) .  Sulfate can be used as an oxygen source by bacteria 
which convert it to hydrogen sulfide ( H2S ,  HS-) under anaerobic conditions. 
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ulfate concentrations in natural waters are usually between 2 and 80 mg/l ,  although 
they may exceed 1 ,000 mg/l near industrial di charges or in arid regions where sulfate 
mineral , such as gyp urn, are pre ent. H igh concentrations (> 400 mg/l)  may make water 
unpJea ant to drink (Chapman, 1 996). 
Bicarbonates and ca rbonate 
The presence of carbonates (CO/-) and bicarbonates (HCO)-) influences the hardness 
and alkal in i ty of water. The inorganic carbon component (C02) arises from the atmosphere 
and biological respiration. The weathering of rocks contributes carbonate and bicarbonate 
salt . In areas of noncarbonated rocks, the HC03- and col originate entirely from the 
atmosphere and soi l  CO2, whereas in areas of carbonate rocks, the rock itse lf  contributes 
approximately 5 0% of the carbonate and bicarbonate present. 
The rel ative amounts of carbonates, bicarbonates and carbonic acid in pure water are 
related to the pH.  As a result of the weathering process, combined with the pH range of 
surface \ aters (�6-8 .2) bicarbonate is  the dominant anion in most surface waters. Carbonate 
is uncommon in natural surface waters because they rarely exceed pH 9, whereas 
ground waters can be more alkal ine and may have concentrations of carbonate up to 1 0  mg/l . 
Bicarbonate concentrations in surface waters are usual ly < 500 mg/l, and commonly < 25 
mg/1 . 
The concentrat ion of CO/- and HC03- can be calculated from the free and total 
alkal i nity.  I n  some cases, hydroxyl ions are also present, and even unpol luted or mildly 
polluted waters contain components which affect the calculation (Chapman, 1 996). 
Chloride 
Most chlorine occurs as chloride (Cn in solution. I t  enters surface waters with the 
atmospheric deposition of oceanic aerosols, with the weathering of some sedimentary rocks 
(mostly rock salt deposits). High concentrat ions of chloride can make waters unpalatable and, 
therefore, unfit for drinking or l ivestock watering. 
In pristine freshwaters chloride concentrat ions are usual ly lower than 1 0  mg/l and 
sometimes less than 2 mg/l but the WHO guidel ine l imit  for cr in drinking water is 250 mg/l 
(Chapman, 1 996).  
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Nitrate an d  n i t rite 
The nitrate ion (NO) -) is the common form of combined nitrogen found in natural 
water . It may be biochemically reduced to nitrite (N02-) by denitrification processes, usually 
under anaerobic condition . The nitrite ion is rapidly oxidized to ni trate. Natural sources of 
nitrate to surface waters include igneous rocks, land drainage and p lant and animal debri s. 
itrate i an es ential nutrient for aquatic plants and seasonal fluctuations can be caused by 
plant growth and decay. atural concentration which seldom exceed 0 . 1 mg/) NOJ--N . When 
influenced by human activities, surface waters can have nitrate concentrations up to 5 mg/l 
0]-- . WHO recommended maximum l imit for N03- in drinking water is 50 mg/l, and 
waters with higher concentrations can represent a significant health risk. Nitrate occurs 
natural ly in groundwaters as a result of improper sewage system, agrochemical activities and 
oi l  leaching (Chapman, 1 996). 
Trace m etal  
The development by Goldschmidt ( 1 888- 1 947) of the principles of trace elements 
geochemistry is the one of the reasons that he is considered the father of modem 
geochemistry .  So, trace metals are those elements whose concentration in the Earth crust is 
less than 0 . 1 % ( Brownlow, 1 996). 
Domenico and Schwartz ( 1 990) s implified that the major group of contaminants is the 
trace metals .  As a group, trace metals contain the largest proportion of elements found in the 
periodic table .  The most common sources of contamination with trace elements include fossil 
fuels .  
Trace metals can be  toxic and even lethal to  humans even a t  relatively low 
concentration because of their tendency to accumulate in the body. Some studies have found 
positive correlations between the concentration of trace metals in water, i .e .  Be, Cd, Pb, and 
i, and death rates from some cancers .  B ioacummulation of trace metals in the food chain has 
produce the most wel l -known cases of metal poisonings. Organisms higher up the food chain 
progressive ly accumulate metals .  Eventually, humans at the top of the chain can experience 
severe health problems (Domenico and Schwartz, 1 990). 
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Tabl e  V I :  Inorgan ic  e lement and compounds l imits in water (WHO Guidel ines for drinking 
\ ater quality (Chapman, 1 996), 0 8/9, RD 1 1 51200 1 and IRe, 2002) 
. Oman RD 
Element or Compound Unit -; WHO Oman OS 98 1 1 5/200 1 41 limit "CI .... Desirable Miserable A l  A2 
Calcium Ca mg/I 80 75 200 
Magnesium Mg mg/I 30 Remark I 1 50 
Sodium Na mg/I 1 00 200 �OO 400 
Potassium K mg/l 25 
pH 6-9 8 7-8.5 6.5-9.2 6 to 9 
silicon S1 mg/I 
Bicarbonate HC03 mg/l Remark 2 
Chloride CI  mg/l 1 00 250 200 600 650 
Fluoride F mg/l 0.7 l . 5 0 .8  1 2 
Sulphate S04 mg/I 200 250 200 400 0. 1 
Nitrate N03 mg/l 6 50 - 45 50 
Nitrite N02 mg/I 6 3 
E lectrical Conductivity E. C. I1S/cm 700 Remark 2 2000 2700 
Total Alkalinity mg/l 
Total Dissolved Salt TDS mg/l 450 500 1 500 1 500 2000 
Total Hardness mg/I Remark 2 1 00 500 
Cadmium Cd mg/I 0 .003 0 .003 0 .0 1 0 .0 1 
Chromium Cr mg/I 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Lead Pb mg/I 0.0 1 0.0 1 0 .0 1 0. 1 0 .2 
Vanadium V mg/l 0 . 1 0. 1 
Broom Br mg/I 
Barium Ba mg/l 0.7 1 2 
Boron B mg/I 0 .3  
Phosphor P mg/l 30 
Zink Zn mg/I 3 3 5 1 5  5 
Strontium Sr mg/l 
S ilicon Oxide S102 mg/l 
Molybdenum Mo mg/l 0.07 0 .0 1 0.05 
Manganese Mn mg/l 0.05 0 .5 0.05 0 .5  0. 1 0 .5 
Aluminum Al mg/l 0. 1 5  0.2 5 
Iron Fe mg/l 0.0 1 0 .3 0. 1 1 1 5 
Cobalt Co mg/I 0.25 0.05 
Copper Cu mg/I 0 .5  2 0.05 1 . 5 0 .5 1 
Nickel Ni mg/l 0 .5  0.02 0 . 1 
Mercury Hg mg/I 0.00 1 0 .00 1 0.00 1 0 .00 1 
Remark I <30 if SO-/ �50 or <1 50 i f  SO-/ <250. * I Re, 2002: Ideal chemical requirements for drinking water. 
Remark 2 WHO guideline value. 
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2 .2.3 Pre iou Analy e Data of M a rm u l  P rodu ced Brine Water 
Groundwater that i s  contact with hydrocarbons typically has high concentrations of 
di solved organic and inorganic minerals that accumulate over time. Groundwater 
contamination i predominantl associated with sodium and chloride hydrocarbons, as wel l  as 
other organic such as TPH and P AHs and heavy metals. Ostroff ( 1 979) explained that 
odium and cWoride are the ions present in the largest anl0unts. The other ions present in 
larger than trace anlounts are sulfate, bicarbonate, carbonate, calc ium, magnesium, and 
ometimes barium. Other ions l ike potassium, strontium, and bromide may present but are not 
general ly  determined in standard water analyses. 
The qual i ty of produced water abstracted at Marmul is summarized in Table (VII ) .  
ubsequent subsections describe the characteristics o f  the pol lutants identified.  
2.2.3a Sal in ity as TDS 
Oi lfield produced water at  Marmul is  brackish with an average TDS of 4000 to 7000 
mgli . The main pollutants of concern are major cations and anions, which constitute the bulk 
of pol lutants found in produced water, inc lude sodium, chloride and sulphates. The 
concentration of chlorides is in the range of 1 700 to 3600 mgll; and sodium at around 1 500 
mg/I .  which exceeds the Oman drinking water standards OS 8/98 .  
Chloride is  commonly considered one of the most conservative contaminants, i .e .  they 
do not alter or react with the recei ing groundwater. However, they are a concern because 
produced water has much h igher chloride content than the receiving groundwaters, which 
typically  are natural ly  c lose to Oman's  required potable groundwater qual i ty standard. Thus 
chloride disposed with produced water is contaminating the aquifer and remain as a 
contaminant for a prolonged period of t ime. Only adjective mixing and diffusion could reduce 
the Ie els of chloride in these conditions. Most of the major ions are relatively conservative 
and are probably  to remain as pollutants. 
2.2 .3b Oil in Water 
The Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) in produced water quality from produced 
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waters range between 50 to 250 mg/1 . The average concentrations reported are 1 00 mgll, but 
there i considerable ariation. With reference to Oman regulations 0 8/98,  M D 1 45/93 and 
RD 1 1 5/200 1 ,  the oi l  in water concentrations for produced water di sposed at Marmul exceed 
th prescribed l imits for both potable water and wastewater discharge standards respectively. 
The l i rril t  prescribed is 0.5 ppm. Oil in water is considered to be a major pol lutant and is a 
parameter for which consideration is  required for any proposed remediation of contaminated 
aquifers. 
2.2.3c H eayy M etals 
The pre ious data reVIew indicates that there are undesirable levels of boron and 
aluminum present in  Marmur s produced water. Concentrations of other metals, including 
si l icon, zinc and barium may are at undesirable concentrations. 
In an alkal ine environment, such as may be found in l imestone, heavy metals tend to 
form insoluble compounds. Thus an alkal ine aquifer enhances the precipitation of heavy 
metals .  Of the trace elements ana lyzed, si l i con and boron are present in significant 
concentrations, and are i dentified as a pol lutant. Boron exceeds the l imits specified in  
Drinking ,Vater Qual i ty Standard OS 8/98 . 
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Table I I :  Chemical analyse of produced water from MMPS m Mannul o i l field area 
(modi fied after HMR, 2004) 
Para meters Months 
(mgll) September 1 999 December 2000 November 2 006 
pH 8 . 7  8 .27 8 .48 
TDS 7 1 2 1 4380 5750 
Sodium Na 1 530.0 1 730  1 582 
Calcium as Ca 25 .3  39 .3  32 .9  
Magnesium 9 . 1 1 2 .4 1 1 .93 
Chloride 36 1 0  2050 1 797 
Sulfate 84 72.2 4 .07 
Bicarbonate 769 907 905 
Carbonate 3 5  0 0 
I ron 0 .03 0. 1 0.06 
M anganese 0 .0 1 9  0 .033 0.02 
Strontium 0 .0 1 6  1 .66 1 .6 1  
Potassium 28 . 3  3 1 . 1 4 1 .0 
Phosphorus <0. 1  0 .2  0 .07 
S i l icon 9.63 1 2 . 1  1 0 . 86 
Boron 3 . 52 4 .8  4 .52 
A luminum 0.039 0 .04 0.0 1 
Zinc 0 .04 1 0 .026 0 .033 
Barium 0 .264 0 .367 0. 1 7  
Nickel 0 .004 0 0 
V anadium 0 .00 1  0 0 
Cadmium 0 .0003 0 0 
Strontium l .09 l .66 1 .6 1  
Lead 0 .0003 0 .004 0. 002 
Chromium 0 .002 0 0 
Oi l  in  water 226 - 1 50 
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2 .3 G roundwater Quality in  Nejd Plateau/ Dhofar Region 
By fol lowing the objective of water resources ustainabi l ity, Sultanate of Oman has 
condu ted and ponsored many projects and re earche in the ejd aquifers to maintain them 
for current and future uses and protect them from waste and pol lution. 
2.3. 1 Chemical  Constituents 
Generally Amerjeed, 2002 concluded that the groundwater occurs in the Tertiary 
aquifers display an increase in sal inity towards the north and northeast of the ejd plateau. 
The trend corresponds to the groundwater flow direction and probably reflects increasing 
residence time in the l imestone formations and dissolution of salts from gypsum beds in the 
Rus Formation in to the groundwater. Also, most of the chemical constituents of the aquifer 
groundwater exceed the maximum permissible Ie el set by the Omani Water Quality 
tandards for Drinking Water (OS 8/98). For example, the average Fluoride levels in Nejd 
range between 2 .0  and 5 .3 1 mg/l exceeding the l imit set by OS 98 of 0.8 mg/1. 
AR vs. EC plot in the shallow aquifer groundwater samples in Figure (3 1 )  show that 
alkali hazard is medium to high which is suitable for agricultural purposes but the salinity 
hazard is very high which suggests modifications in the agricultural practices, accordingly . 
2.3.2 The P u b lic  Authority of Water Resou rces Reports 
Public Authority of Water Resources (PA WR) in the period between 1 983 and 1 986  
has produced a number of preliminary reports on groundwater resources of  the Nejd. The first 
PA WR report on the Nejd consisted of a brief overview of the hydrology of the Dhofar, 
included as part of report on the hydrology of Oman was produced in 1 983 (P A WR, 1 983) .  In 
this report, the geology, cl imate and occurrence of groundwater in the Nejd were discussed in 
broad. regional terms, as a component of the entire Southern Oman hydrologic area. 
Subsequent to the inception of PA WR exploration dril l ing in the Nejd area in 1984, a 
preliminary report (Rippon, 1 985) was produced on the first pilot phase of exploration, 
consisting of the results of three test holes dri l led in the near Nejd. The report attempts to 
evaluate the potential of the UeR Formation as a regional aquifer, concluding that in this area 
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the upper horizon of the Lower UeR i s  the most productive horizon, with wel l  yield (specific 
capacit) ) of up t 20 l i ter/second (Us). 
Further reports by Rippon were produced in 1 986.  The first of these ( Rippon, 1 986a) 
discussed prel iminary results obtained from exploratory dri l l ing in the Nejd  proper. This was 
fol lowed by Rippon 's  final report, on the PA WR dri l l ing program in the ejd (Rippon. 
1 986b), and Rippon ( 1  986c), which proposed further work to be done including the feasibil ity 
of l imited pi lot development. 
Quinn ( 1 986) also v,'[ote a brief report on abandoned wel ls  in the Nejd .  Finally, Fritz 
and Clark ( 1 986) produced a comprehensive study for the P A WR of environmental isotopes in  
the hydrosphere of Oman. The probable recharge sources and estimated residence time of 
ground waters associated with major aquifers are defined, with impl ications regarding the 
future groundwater resource potential of Oman .  
2 .3.3 T h e  M i n istry of Water Resou rces Reports 
First MWR report on the Nejd  in 1 993 consists of a compilation of all wel l  data 
avai lable in the Nejd .  The main report ( MWR, 1 993) provides a number of i sopach and water 
qualities for all  Nejd aquifers . Many reports by MWR were produced for the same area in 
1 994. The first of these was a report on the control of flowing wel ls  in the Nejd  (MWR, 
1 994). The study reports that 70 wel l s  in  the ej d were suspected of al lowing flow to surface 
or subsurface ( inter-aquifer flow). The magnitude of water lost to surface evaporation was 
with reference to one wel l  that was known to have discharged about 1 2 . 5  Mm3 of water over 
1 0  years. This was fol lowed by two reports (MWR, 1 994a and MWR, 1 994b) on pumping test 
analysis and hydrochemistry at West Ranfeet and Haylat Raqah.  The purpose of the work was 
to obtain detailed information on the characteristics of Aquifer C in these areas . The results 
obtained reflected a complex aquifer system with apparently many barriers boundaries 
encountered. The reports suggest that for model ing purposes a transmi ssivity value of 300-400 
m2/d and storage coefficient of 4 x l O's should be applied in West Hanfeet . In Raylat Raqah the 
suggested value of 300-380 m2/d for transmissivity and a storage coefficient of 6 x l O'
s . 
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ub equent to the West Hanfeet and Haylat Raqah pumping test, an appraisal of inter­
aquifer flow in the ejd was produced (MW R, 1 994c) .  The amounts of retrievable 
groundwater from the ejd aquifers were e timated at 3 32,400 Mm3, 277,200 Mm3 and 
490,000 Mm3 for aquifers A, B and C respectively. Inter-aquifer flow scenarios were studied 
looking at upward flow from Aquifers B and C into A or to surface as artesian flow. Three 
levels of leakage (5%. 1 5% and 25% leaking) were investigated for the documented 50 wel ls  
dri l led into aquifer B and the 76 completed into aquifer C .  In addition, i t  was noted that the 
PD� had dri l led 292 e l ls  and constructed them in such a manner to al low inter-aquifer flow. 
Calculations indicate that these wel l s  could release 66 Mm3/yr from aquifer C and B into B 
and A .  Regional water qual ity change with respect to sal inity as a result of inter-aquifer flow 
was calculated to be minimal . The study conducted that whi l st inter-aquifer flow did occur in 
the ejd. and particularly around the PD� concession areas the actual amount of water 
movement i e tremely smal l in relation to the total reserve avai lable. 
In 1 997, MWR conducted a study ( MWR, 1 997) on Qitbit shal low aquifer (Aquifer A). 
This study identified a significant reserve of groundwater suitable  for agricultural use in  the 
Dawkah-Qitbit area within the shallow aquifer. Hydrogeological i nterpretation indicates that 
the aquifer may extend over an area of 6,000 km2 and has recoverable reserves of about 6,000 
M m3 of which about 900 Mm3 are potable.  
2 .3.4 Addit ional  Studies fo r Other Agencies 
The geology of northern Jabal Qara was first described by Fox ( 1 947), who conducted 
a reconnaissance survey of the i nterior. Beydoun ( 1 980) of the I raq Petroleum Company 
publ ished the fust substantive work on the geology of the Nej d  in the form of a series of 
papers and maps of the East Aden Protectorate and Dhofar, between the period of 1 964 and 
1 966. umerous consultants in  response to development requirement have conducted 
hydrologic studies in the Nejd  areas, primarily  in the period 1 970 to 1 985 .  
The fust hydrogeological evaluation was done by the Food and Agricultural 
Organization ( FAO, 1 973)  of the United Nations Development Program as part of an overall 
agricultural feasibi l ity study for Oman, on a Preparatory Assistance Mission . The water 
resources section deals very briefly with the various hydrogeologic regions of Oman, 
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including the Dhofar. The maj r hydrogeologic units of the Nejd are outlined, along \vith 
c l imatic trend , and a brief di cus ion of variations in groundwater quality throughout the 
regIOn. u eful compilation of existing reports is also presented . 
Halcro ( 1 975) di cussed the ejd, as part of a regional evaluation of the land and 
water re ources of Dhofar. The geology and hydrogeology is presented in  some detai l along 
with a partial well  inventory, and concludes with development possibi l i ties. 
Tetra Tech International Inc .  fol lowed thi s  study in December 1 978 by a report on the 
hydrogeology of Jabal Qara (Tetra Tech International, 1 978). The study attempts to relate the 
occurrence of labal groundwater to that of the Nejd  and Salalah plain although with onl 
minor references to the former. The genesis meteorological processes and areal distribution of 
the mon oon are discussed in some detail .  
Pencol International Ltd. ( 1 979) conducted a more exhaustive hydrogeologic study of 
the Jabal, v..ith a minor component relating to the Nejd .  The report describes the dri l l ing and 
testing of 25  boreholes constructed primari ly in the Jabal, with three sites in the Nej d, and 
including correlation of hydrostratigraphic units, estimation of transmissivities, and discussion 
of relative water qual ity as a function of formation and geographical location. 
As a result  of the construction of the Salalah-Muscat road, Consol idated Contractors 
I nternational Ltd. ( 1 980) and 1 and P Contractors Ltd. ( 1 98 1 )  have produced reports on water 
supply wel l s  dri l led for road construction purposes. In these reports are presented l ithologic 
logs, pumping test curves and water chemistry tabulations for wel l sites where appl icable .  
However, there i s  very l ittle discussion of the hydrogeology of the aquifer units encountered. 
Mott Mac Donald and Partners Ltd. ( 1 98 1 )  conducted a study in the Thurnrait area and 
gives an overview of ejd hydrogeology .  The report detail s  the construction of a water supply 
wel l  in  Thurnrait, including analysis of aquifer parameters. This was fol lowed by Watson­
Hawksley ( 1 983), who further defined the hydrogeology of the Nej d  and Near Nejd  in the 
vicini ty of Thurnrait as a result of a phased dri l l ing program for M inistry of Defence (MOD). 
Hydrotechnica ( 1 985 )  submitted a report reviewing the previous studies done, and evaluated 
the long-term safe yield of the MOD wel l  field in Thurnrait. 
PD� i ssued a comprehensive report written by Parker ( 1 985)  on the hydrogeology of 
the Cainozoic aquifers within the PD� concession areas of Oman .  This report detai l s  previous 
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groundwater exploration work conducted by PD�, and di scusses the hydrogeology of the 
concession area in considerable detai l .  However ery l i tt le of the report relates to the area of 
inter t. Th report includes regional hydraul ic head and electrical conductance di stributions 
in eastern ejd,  as wel l  as carbon- l  4 age dating of some northern Nejd groundwater. 
Harza Engineering Co. Ltd. ( 1 985)  discussed the water resources and development 
potential of the ejd, with recommendations for a major exploration/development dri l l ing 
project to assess groundwater potential . 
From 1 985 to 1 987  Roger et al. ( 1 992) carried out a geologic survey of approximately 
1 7.000 km2 of Dhofar. They produced nine geological maps covering the entire area.  
During the period 1 988-97, J ICA conducted a study (J ICA, 1 997) on the agricultural 
development project in the ejd region . The hydrogeological component of the J ICA study 
included both a dri l l ing and testing program and l imited surface geophysical surveys. On the 
basis of their hydrogeological analysis, J ICA then addressed the problem of UeR resource 
evaluation on a regional scale. JlCA interpreted data from the PDO farm near Marmul and 
concluded there was a 0 . 7- 1 .2 rnJy water level dec line.  J ICA also examined the water level 
record from wel l s  between Thurnrait, Qitbit and Dawkah. J ICA made an attempt to estimate of 
the l i fe of the UeR resource by considering 3 models for the regional flow system (from Jabal 
Qara to U mm al Samim). An isolated confined aquifer with a stagnant water mass, a system 
with residual paleo-gradients, a system with a residual paleo-gradient and modem day 
recharge. 
Mott M acDonald International ( 1 99 1 )  conducted a study on the development of up to 
1 000 ha of irri gated l and in Nejd  region. This report describes in great detai l and with 
reference to previous studies, the hydrology of the region, the geology in terms of the 
stratigraphy, l i thology and structure of the Quaternary and Tertiary Hadhramaut Group 
sequences found in the ejd;  and the hydrogeology of the aquifer systems. 
Mott M acDonald fol lowed this study by a report (Mott MacDonald, 1 994) on the 
deterioration potential of ejd groundwater. The study investigated groundwater quality and a 
prediction of the risk of corrosion and looked at the historical performance of borehole 
components (casing and screen) exposure to Nejd groundwater. The report concluded that 
there was strong evidence for the presence of corrosive groundwaters in the Nejd.  A 
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hydrog logical study of the south Oman alt basin in particular, and the Oman basin in 
general , \\ as carried out by AI-Lamki and Terken ( 1 996) to support basin model l ing. The 
study focused on major aquifer systems:  the Tertiary UeR aquifer and the Paleozoic Haima­
Haushi aquifers. Temperature, water quality ,  radiocarbon age dating and potentiometric data 
were used to determine the flow, thermal and salinity regimes of the systems. The resulting 
models were then u ed to define areas where oi l biodegradation due to meteoric water influx 
could be expected. 
2.4 I nternational Documents in Water Resources 
Water issue is very important internationally .  Additive to WHO Guidel ines for 
drinking-water qual i ty (Chapman, 1 996), the one of the most of these records i s  tit led as 
" Implication of Groundwater Rehabi l itation on Water Resources Protection and 
Conservation: Artificial Recharge and \\later Qual i ty Improvement in the Economic and 
Social Commission for Western A sia  Region (ESCWA), United Nation (UN)" by 
UNIE C WA, 200 1 .  This article discussed that groundwater is a major source of drinking and 
irrigation water for urban centers in ESCWA region which the Sultanate of Oman is a 
member. The development i n  this region has put great pressure on groundwater resources and 
resulted i n  varying degrees of depletion and contamination. 
There has been l ittle  systematic i nvestigation of groundwater contamination ill 
ESC A member states, so there is l i tt le  publ i shed data, but this  report presents a general 
description of the relevant pollutants and their sources, as wel l  as a number of case studies. 
The main sources of groundwater pol lution in the region are discharge of wastewater i nto the 
environment and the inj ection of brine water from oil production into aquifers, especial ly in 
the Gulf Counci l  Countries (GCC). These activities have resulted in  a deterioration in water 
quality in many parts of the region. Major pollutants found in groundwater are nitrates, 
phosphates, sodium chloride, sulfates, heavy metals such as chromi um and lead. 
Contamination has made some groundwater resources unsuitable for human consumption and 
therefore further reduced the avai l abi l i ty of safe water supplies in the region. 
The report also has explained many viable remediation techniques for the removal, 
flushing or disintegration of contaminants through treatment of water inside or outside 
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aquifers. Remediation methods may consist of in situ and on-site or off-site physical and 
chemical treatments. atural attenuation or enhanced natural attenuation which keep 
interference \\lth the natural environment to a minimum is another new approach to 
groundwater remediation. While numerous widely approved techniques as wel l as new 
approaches, are de cribed in this report the selection of a suitable remediation technique 
depends on particular natural and social conditions, type of pol lutants. and financial 
constraints. 
The appl ication of remediation techniques in the ESCW A region has been l imited 
becau e of lack of awareness of groundwater pol lution, lack of experience and financial 
resource . and lack of commitment by decision-makers. 
ince groundwater remediation is usual ly very costly and sometimes impossible. 
preference hould be given to prevention. This requires the development, implementation and 
enforcement of policies and legislation to minimize the ri sk of groundwater pol l ution through. 
The study also emphasizes the need to enhance capacitv-bui ldinl! to achieve the 
obj ectives of minimizing public health risks through groundwater rehabi l i tation. 
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II I :  Material and M ethodologies 
3.0 Background 
Through the last twenty years, detection methods in analytical chemistry have 
developed into powerful techniques that can eparate, identify and quantify a large number of 
sample compounds in a time pan of hours or even minutes. It is, therefore, striking that 
analysts often rely on sample preparation methods that have changed very little since the turn 
of the century. (8m adt and Hawthome, 1 995). 
This research work going step by step to detem1ine many parameters, that displaying in the 
chapter one. In the study area, collect water samples from the 1 9  MWs in add ition to a sample 
from MMPS station in Mannul oi lfield area. These samples directly submit to the chosen 
laboratories (Table V I I I) to conduct the required analyses. The obtained data was analyzed and 
processed by using stat istical analyses and data processed software to complete the study 
objecti e. The results were related to geological, hydrogeological, chemical data in the 
previous l iteratures. 
3. 1 Water Sampling 
Water samples were collected from 1 9  MWs (Figure 1 2) and MMPS in Marmul 
oi lfield area as shown in Table (VI I I ) .  Al l  samples were taken in glass bottles, refrigerated by 
ice « 4°C), acidified by nitric acid ( HN03) 5 ml for inorganic chemical samples and 
hydrochloric acid (HCI) 5 ml or sodium sulfate (Na2S04) for organic chemical analyses and 
kept frozen prior arrival to in  the mentioned laboratories. This is to prevent any change in the 
elements or volati le compounds from evaporation or chemical degradation. 
3.2 Determination of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons 
Determination of total TPH by Fourier Transform InfraRed (FTIR) system provides 
information on the contamination of water with petroleum products. The groundwater samples 
were acidified at time of col lection by adding 1 :  1 ml of HCl .  The analyses for TPH 
determination are based on the CLU SOP-SP-FT IR-04 procedure in the CLU. 
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Table VI I I :  Deta i l  of water sampl ing from M MPS and MWs at Mannul  o i l field 
No. Date of sampling No. Place 
Pu rpose of the 
La bora tories 
sam ples 
1 1 st October, 2006 2 M MPS I norganic e lements - CLU-UAEU 
test . 
"I 3 1  st October, 2007 1 9  M W  Petroleum hydrocarbons - Geochemistry Lab -' 
and and the inorganic  Geology Dept . -UAEU 
M M PS elements test. - WSFLC, MEW-UAE 
- CAARF-SQU 
4 7Ul February 2008 1 9  M W  Chemical elements test . - FEWMC 
5 2 1  5l March, 2008 20 M W  TPH and PAHs test - UAEU-CLU 
and 
M MPS 
F igure 1 2 : Sampl ing  from one of  the M Ws i n  the study area 
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3.  3 Determination of Polycyclic A romatic Hydrocarbons 
Anal}' i of P H were carried out by H igh Perfonnance Liquid Chromatograph (HPLC) in 
the C LU a per the OP-CH-HPLC-02 procedure .  
3.4 Determination of Petroleum H ydrocarbons by GC and G CfMSfM S 
instruments 
To determ ine the qualitative of petroleum hydrocarbon pol lution GC then further GCIMSIMS 
instrument wi l l  be used to test the water sample contamination by o i l .  In  the fol lowing there 
are three stages to fol low: extract the hydrocarbons from the sample by the extraction method, 
i nj ect GC device by extracted samples, then inj ect GCIMS/MS instrument by same extracted if 
the sample need further test to show biomarker. 
3.4. 1 E xtraction method of the Sam ples 
After a methodical i nvestigation the solvent mixture of hexane (70% of mixture 
volume) and dichloromethane (30% of m ixture volume) has been found to be appropriate for 
the extraction of petroleum hydrocarbons from water sample. The same solvent mixture is  
used for c lean-up i f  needed . 
Sample extraction should be performed as soon after collection i s  possible. Samples 
should never be stored more than 3 - 4 hours and should be kept in  refrigerator or icebox 
during the Storage. The extraction is performed with a solvent mixture of fluorescence free 
hexane and dichloro-methane (7/3 ; v/v) .  One hundred ml  of the solvent mixture i s  used in two 
successive 5 0  ml  extractions and the extracts are combined. 
The Separatory Funnel Method is the most convenient method. This technique requires 
two c lean and sol ent rinsed 2 l i ters separatorv funnel s  with Teflon stopcocks and stoppers. 
Assuming a m aximum of 2 l i tre sample the fol lowing procedure is fol lowed . H al f  the sample 
is transferred to separatory funnel no. l and 50  ml  of solvent mixture added. The funnel  is then 
shaken vigorously  for a few seconds and the cap loosened to allow solvent vapor to escape. 
Thi s  process is repeated for about five times after which the funnel is racked so as to al low the 
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solvent phase to separate. The ater phase i then withdrawn and added to funnel no.2 50 ml 
of fresh s I ent mixture i then also added to fun el no.2 and the shaking process repeated. 
Aft r a l lo\\ ing the solvent phase to separate in funnel no.2 the water phase is  drained and 
discarded. The econd half  of the sample is then added to funnel no. l (which sti l l  contains the 
fir t 50 m l  of sol ent mixture), shaken, al lowed to separate, and the water phase transferred to 
funnel  no.� where it is haken again, al lowed to separate and the water pha e drained off and 
discarded. The 5 0  ml of extract in funnel no. 1 is then drained into funnel no.2 ,  and a few 
gram of anh drous Na2 04 is added to break any emulsion and remove excess water. Once 
the combined extract is dry, it is poured out of the fun el into a c lean, solvent-rinsed, l Oa ml 
volumetric flask, the funnel rinsed with fresh sol ent mixture and the ri sings used to make the 
volume up to the 1 00 m1 mark. Then the flask should be labeled, and stored for later analysis. 
3.4.2 Gas C h romatograph Device 
After the hydrocarbon extraction procedure, the extract is quantitatively transferred to 
a l Oa ml measuring cyl inder. Transfer apportion of it to a 2 ml GC auto-sampler vial and 
inj ect 1 Jl l  in the GC-FID. 
The Varian CP-3 800 GC 2000 wil l  runrung the sampl es then the result wil l  be 
processed and final results printing in the workstation. 
The GC chromatogram fingerprints of the extracted samples show that if  further test 
required for biomarker by using the GCIMSIMS instrument. So, the fingerprints that have 
peaks from C26 to C35 were evidences for biomarkers. 
3.4.3 G as C h romatograpb.!M:ass Spectrometer I nstrument 
The Waters Quattro rnicro™ GC is  a mass spectrometer configured for Integrated 
GCIMSIMS.  A tandem quadruple mass spectrometer is a versati le instrument and can be used 
to perfonn a wide ariety of experiments. Transfer apportion of quantitative hydrocarbon 
extraction to a 2 ml auto-sampler vial and inject 1 Jll in the GCIMS/S . 
The various c lasses of biomarkers depend upon their molecular structures. So, sterane 
molecules yie ld a large amount of the fragment ion with a mass of 2 1 7  daltons (rnJz 2 1 7). 
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imi larly, h panes general! yield l arge quantities of the mJz ] 9 1  fragmention (Waples and 
Machihara, 1 997) .  
3.5 H ydrogeochemical Analysis 
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (AS ) and Inductively Coupled Plasma (rCP) are a 
analytical techniques for determining the concentration of a particular metal element in a 
ample in  A system. ICP  instrwnent used for the detection of trace metal s in environmental 
ample . 
3.6 Measurem ent of Water Table 
The field work included water level measurements at the 1 8  monitoring wel l s  by using 
an electronic water level probe, which use to measure the depth to the water table (meters 
below measuring point). Then, the depth to water table was subtracted from the ground surface 
elevation of the measuring point (meters above mean sea level, m asl)  to obtain the water table 
or potentiometric surface elevation for the shal low aquifer. 
In  additionaL since 2000 PD� has been investigated a more systematic approach to 
water level monitoring comm enced with the above eighteen monitoring wel l s  as wil l  as the wel l 
no. S W  - 1  (This wel l  has been used for measuring water table since 1 975)  by a regular 
q uarterly water table measuring in same time of water quality moni toring program. 
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3.7 tati tical Analyses and Data Processing Software 
tatistical method in this stud inc lude correlation matrix and c luster analysis .  The 
stati tical correlation matrices are mul tivariate analyses used to correlate the relationships 
between variable . The correlation is a measure of the relation between two or more variables. 
Correlation coeffic ient can range from - 1 .0 to 1 .0 .  
The value (0 .0)  - ( - l .0) represents a perfect negative correlation of the parameters 
whi le a value of the value of (0.0) - ( 1 . 0) represents a perfect positive correlation that is with 
pair of the parameters. A value of zero represents a lock of correlation. A correlation matrix is  
alway a symmetric matri to  locate the correlation for any pair of variables, find the value in  
the intersection for those two variables (AI-Katheeri , 2004 and Al  Adba, 2008). 
tati stical method can produce hierarchical c lusters of items (cases) or variables based 
on distance measures of dissimilarity or simi larity . The i tems being c lustered are usual ly cases 
from the acti e dataset, and the di stance measures are computed from their values for one or 
more variables. C luster assumes that the items being c lustered are c ases and uses the squared 
Euclidean distances between cases on the variables in the analysis as the measure of distance . 
Euclidean di stance i s  the default speci fication for measure the distance between two 
i tems. x and y. I t  i s  the square root of the sum of the squared differences between the values 
for the i tems (values for two rows or columns). Average L inkage (a compromise) of the 
d istance between two c lusters i s  defined as the average distance between points in them 
(SPSS 1 5 .0. 2006). 
The chemical associations of the various organic and inorganic constituents can be 
assessed using statistical analysis. Dendrogram C luster is  an interesting method of displaying 
rel ationships between multivariate items. The c losest relationships are between nearest 
obj ects.  L inkage refers to how the d istance between an object and a c luster, or between two 
c lusters i s  measured. Average l inkage reflects the simi larity of the two simi l arity measure and 
l inkage method affect the appearance of the resulting dendrogram. The most widely used 
parameters for measuring distance are the correlation coeffi cient and Eucl idean d istance. 
Microsoft office™ 2003 XP programs was used widely in  this study such as MS Word, 
M S  PowerPoint MS Picture Manager, MS Document I maging and the l ast but not least MS 
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Excel oftware which was used for plotting hapes and histogram charts of trace elements, 
TPH and P AH . 1 o.  urfer™ ersion 8 program was used for mapping the Calc ium,  
1agne i um,  odium, Potassium, Bicarbonate. Chloride and Sulphate concentrations in the 
tudy area as wel l  as mapping of TPH concentration, P AHs concentration, water l evel in meter 
abo\ e sea level (masl) and first strike contouring of the morutoring wel ls .  Adope PhotoshopTM 
C wa u ed to re-draw some figures and enhancing pictures of this study .  
v.'aterloo hydrologic AquaChemTM version 5 ,  the leading software package designed 
for managing, analyzing and plotting water quality data, was used to develop professional 
report of the sample data from the studying place. 
For statistical methods, SPSSTM 1 5 .0 for Windows Evaluation Version program was 
used to carry out statistical analyses for the obtained geochemical data such as h istogram 
correlation matri ' and c luster analyses. 
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Chapter IV:  Results and Discussions 
4. 1 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon 
The TPH concentration and di tribution map variation in study area shown in figures 
( 1 3 ) and ( 1 4) respectively. The maximum TPH concentration values were recorded in 
monitori ng wel l  no. MW - 1 0  which is  1 .582 ppm and the minimum TPH concentration values 
were recorded i 0 . 1 70 ppm in wel ls no. MW-5, MW- 1 4, MW- 1 5 , MW- 1 6, and MW- 1 7  
imi larly. Clearly, in Figure ( 1 4) the increasing trend of TPH is to the central of the area where 
are the place of WD. 
In other hand, The TPH variation in Marmul field area is  within low l imi ts. But the 
result of the produced sample from MMPS is relatively high 273 ppm. Regarding to the 
Production Water Management Plan (PDO-PWMP, 1 993), the excess l imit of oi ly contents or 
TPH in produced brine should be 1 00 ppm. Whatever, this si tuation need more investigation to 
confirm the high concentration as it appears may due to some fai lure in MMPS in time of 
sampling and its not to be seemed as dangerous because PD� have adhered to phase out the 
shal low i njection of brines since Apri l 2008 .  
4.2 Poly Aromatic (Cyclic) Hydrocarbons 
The 1 6  types of P AHs that analyzed, are divided into 7 individual P AHs were detected 
and other 9 individual P AHs were not detected in the laboratory instruments. The 
Benzo(a)pyrene ( BaP), which is the most acute deadly carci nogenic, was not inc luded in the 
detected P AHs.  
The concentration and distribution map of total P AHs in  the Marmul study area are 
i l lustrated i n  figures ( 1 5) and ( 1 6) .  The total P AHs found in 8 monitoring wel ls  and they range 
betv.'een zero ppm ( in case of not detected in other 1 1  wel ls) and 0.806 ppm. The maximum 
value was recorded in monitoring well no. MW- I 0  (this well shown highly concentrations in 
both TPH and P AHs over the study area because it is the closet well to the SWD area). 
Various high concentration spots of total P AHs concentration trend increases towards middle 
of upper north of the study area. However, the central part of the study field shows low of 
P AHs concentration. 
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A it hown in figure ( 1 5 ) and ( 1 6) and Table ( IX) there are 7 individual PAHs 
obser ed m the monitoring well of the studying area. Naphthalene has the highest 
concentration among other indi idual PAHs with 0 .9 1 6  ppm, which may attribute to its 
ituation in the way of contaminated water way in the study place from the SWD and hence 
the almost of P AH concentrated is Naphthalene. Concentration results and interpretation 
detai l are howed and di cu sed in the fol lowing: 
1 .  Naphthalene shows variation in  Marmul oi lfield area through out the monitoring wel l  
stations. Naphthalene was detected in  three monitoring wel ls with highest concentration of 
0 .636 ppm in  monitoring wel l  no.  MW- 1 0 . 
2 .  The concentration of Acenaphthylene ranges between 0.0 ppm and 0.095 ppm. The 
mCLximum concentration recorded was in M W  - 1 8 . 
3 .  Flourene was detected only in monitoring well no. MW- 1 2  with concentration o f  0.095 
ppm. 
4 .  Also, Indeno(1 ,2,3-cd)pyrene was noticed in MW-5 with concentration of  0 .07  ppm. 
5 .  Phenanth rene i s  identified at 5 of 8 monitoring wel ls  with highest concentration of 0.244 
ppm in M W- 1 8  and lowest concentration of 0 .005 ppm in MW- 1 2 . 
6 .  Anthracene i s  identified at  al l  wel l s  of 8 monitoring wel l s  expect wel l no .  M W- 1 3  with 
same concentration that is 0 .03 ppm in MW- 1 8 . 
7 .  In  otherwise, Pyrene was founded at al l  detected wel ls without wel l  no. MW- 1 8  and the 
concentrations are 0 . 1 5  ppm, 0 .043 ppm, 0 .098 ppm, 0 .04 ppm and 0.064 ppm from wel ls 
MW-4, MW-5, M W-6, MW- I O, MW- l l ,  M W- 1 2  and MW- 1 3  respectively .  
In  general the distribution of P AHs in the area trend to increase toward the area of 
d isposal of brines in the shal low aquifer. And th is  i s  a determinism consequence of disposal of 
oi lfield produced water by re- injection i n  the shal low aquifer. 
There are 9 of P AHs were not detected in any of the 1 9  sampl ing monitoring wel ls  in 
Marmul study area. They are Acenaphthylene, Fluoranthene, Benzo(a)anthracene, Chrycene, 
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4.3 Determination of Petroleum Hydrocarbons by G C  and G CIMS Device 
The figure ( 1 7) of the G device fingerprints 1 of three selected samples; MMPS 
produced water, monitoring wel l s  no. MW - 1 7  and MW - 1 9  c lari fy that the type of petroleum 
hydrocarbons is ame and it s imilar to the once from MMPS.  In this case, the source of 
hydrocarbon pol lution in the area trend to be the activity of oi lfield brines disposal on the 
shallow aquifer. The other samples fingerprints are quite s imi lar to that presented for both 
sample of MW- 1 7  and MW- 1 9. 
A l l  fingerprints contain around 1 9  of hydrocarbon compounds from C2 1 to CJ9 (some 
ha e addit ional Cg and/or C40). Al l  samples did not include prestane and phytene isprenoids 
i .e .  Figure ( 1 7) shows the chromatograms of GC of three mentioned above samples. 
Carbon Preference Index (CPI) ,  which is a ratio between the amounts of normal 
alkanes of odd and even numbered carbon atoms between C24 and CJ4, was calculated from the 
GC chromatograms. Within the study area, the CPI  in samples was ranging from 0.6 to 1 .7 
v-lith a erage 1 . 1 8  of the area, reflecting in almost simi lar anthropogenic sources of pol lution 
rather than biogenic,  as in Table (X). In addition, the correlation matrix (Table X I I I) shows 
there is strong negative relationship between sulfate and TPH. This si tuation may refer to the 
presence of sulfate reducing bacteria, the type of bacteria find in subsurface and can make 
hydrocarbon biodegradation primari ly under anoxic conditions avai labi l i ty of dissolved 
sulfate. CPI  was calculated in the present study according to the fol lowing equation: 
I n  the Figure ( 1 8) showed of the chromatograms of GCIMS/MS instrument for the 
three samples of MMPS,  MW- 1 7  and MW- 1 9. These chromatograms i l lustrated steranes and 
hopanes biomarkers in these samples. By comparing between MWs samples chromatograms 
and MMPS sample chromatogram, there are losing of biomarkers abundance in MWs 
c hromatograms which may attribute to the minor to moderate oil biodegradat ion in  the 
Marmul o i lfield area. 
1 Appendix G incl udes a l l  GC fingerprints chromatograms of the 1 9  monitoring wel l s  and M M PS produced 
water. 
7 1  
Final ly,  the result of chromatograms of GC and G 1M 1M clari fied that the ongm of 
petroleum h drocarbon pol lution in Marmul hal low aquifer is one ource point which is from 
the act ivity of produced water re-inje  ted in it .  Also, hydrocarbons are known to biodegrade in 
groundwater depending upon the presence of bacteria, oxygen and sulfates and because of the 
development of secondary fractures on the surface that observed and th is  finding agreed with 
Reid 1 992. 
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Table IX :  ncentration ( Ilg/ml)  of  detected individual P H in the study area 
Sam ple I D  ,. trl \0 0 � M !"'l I I - .... � -� � � I I I I � � � � 
Nap h t h a l e ne 0 0 0 0.636 0 0 . 1 4  0 
Ace n a p h thene 0.03 0.03 0.03 0 .03 0 0.03 0.03 
FloUJ 'e ne 0 0 0 0.04 0 0 0 
Phena n t h re n e  0.07 0.07 0 0 .07 0 O.OOS 0 
A n t h racene 0.03 0 .03 0 .03 0.03 0.03 0 .03 0 
P re ne O. I S  0 .043 0 .098 0 .04 0 .OS9 0.04 0 .064 
I n deno( 1 ,2,3-cd ) py rene 0 0 .07 0 0 0 0 0 
Table X :  Values of ePI  of the MWs and MMPS at Marrnul area 
Well ID CPI Well ID CPI Well ID CPI Well ID 
M W - l  0 . 7  M W-6 1 .S M W- l l 1 .2 M W- 1 6  
M W-2 1 . 1  M W-7 1 . 7 M W- 1 2  1 .2 M W- 1 7  
M W-3 1 .6 M W-8 0.9 M W- 1 3  1 . 3 M W- 1 8  
M W-4 0 . 6  M W-9 1 .3 M W- 1 4  1 .4 M W- J 9  
MW-S 0 . 6  M W- I 0  1 .3 M W- I S  0 . 9  MMPS 
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4.4 Hydrogeochemical Analysis 
hal l w aquifer in the ejd i contained within the Dammam, Fars and Upper UeR 
[om1ation . I t  i s  a ociated mainly with the l imestone, which are interspersed with other types 
of rock uch as dolomite and marl units. Regionally, this hal low aquifer varies from poor to a 
very good aquifer due to the highly ariable nature of fissured l imestone horizons. Primary 
pem1eabi l ity in the l imestone and dolomite horizons is  very low, in contrast to secondary 
pem1eabi l ity, which is quite wel l  developed, as a combined result of planes of structural 
weakne enhanced by dissolution during Pleistocene times (Amerjeed, 2002). 
After a period of 28  years of re- injected of more than 96 Mm
3 
of oi lfield produced 
\ ater in the shal lo aquifer, it must be changed more of groundwater characteristics are 
expected. 
4.4. 1 M ajor I on s  
Data from 1 9  water samples were used to  assess the lateral distribution of groundwater 
qual ity in the shal low aquifer. These data have already been tabulated in Table (XI T) and the 
supplement data that exist in Appendix H .  Figure ( 1 9) shows major cations and anions in the 
monitoring area i l lustrated in Schoel ler plot. 
The picture comprehension of Figure ( 1 9) is that al l  samples is  c lose together 
marginal ly  except wel l  no. M W  - 1 5  which exceeds in chloride, sodium and l ittle bit in calcium 
and this situation that also observation in  some of trace elements, may refer to the type of the 
rocks which is mainly evaporates rocks. Then the result of major ions in MWs without MW-
1 5  range between 0 . 1 to 36  meq/l for Ca, 1 to 27 .75 meq/l for Mg, 7 .5  to 65.5 meqll for Na, 
8 . 89 to 67 .7  meq/l for CI, 1 to 52 .9  meq/l for S02, and 0 .5  to 1 0 . 5 8  meq/l for HC03 (Table 
XJ1) .  
F urthermore, the result of wel l  no. MW - 1 9  is the lowest sample in  the sal inity (TDS is 
1 29 1 .48 mg/l) and its used for the desal ination plant of Marmul to produce drinking water. 
Wel l  no. M W- 1 8 and M W- 1 8 are belonging to UeR Formation. 
The main purpose of the Tri l inear or Piper diagram proposed by Piper ( 1 944) is to 
show d ifferent water types in a particular area. The central d iamond shaped field of this 
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Table X I I I :  Chemical constituents of the shallow aquifer in the studying area as compared to Omani Standard of drinking water OS 
8/98 
Substance TDS Mg2+ Ca2+ cr S042- N03- Tot. pH F 
H ardness (PH Uilll) 
Highest desirable level 500 <30 if < 1 50 if 75 200 200 - - 1 00 7 to 8 _5 
(mg/I) SO} ;:£50 SO-/<250 
Maximum permissible level (mg/I) 1 500 - - 200 600 400 45 0_8 500 6.5 to 9.2 
I No. Sample ID Concentration mg/I -
1 MMWMW 1 3 549_ 3 1 1 82 .2  - 290. 57  1 243 .5  1 077 0.22 5 . 1 2  1 486 7 .74 
2 MMWMW 2 6244.24 3 3 7 . 3 2  - 722. 1 5  1 5 32. 1 2543 0 .22 5 .66 3 2 1 1 7 .53 
3 MMWMW 3 4757. 1 1  1 28 . 1 5  - 3 9 1 .2 1  1 628.4 1 395 0.22 4 . 87 1 5 1 2  7.45 
4 MMWMW 4 57 1 9 . 3 5  206.25 - 689.25 1 626.8 2036 1 8 .64 4 .92 2582 7.49 
5 MMWMW 5 3 867.89 1 3 8 .6 1 - 483 .78 1 234 .5  1 232 0.22 4 .77  1 787 7 .6 1  
6 MMWMW 6 2835 .4  1 23 . 8 7  - 342.49 62 1 1 1 99 1 2 .73 3 . 7  1 372 7 . 7 1  
7 MMWMW 7 2258.89 60.5 1 - 308 800 . 2  502.7 1 2 . 1 9  2 .28 1 022 7 . 76 
8 MMWMW 8 205 Ll l  65 . 1 4  - 286 8 1 1 .4 3 7 1 . 1  8 .25 0 .05 986.4 7.65 
9 MMWMW 9 243 3 . 5 7  5 0 . 7  - 3 2 1 894 5 1 3 .4 1 2 .92 1 . 99 1 0 1 4  7.66 
1 0  M MWMW 1 0  4243 - 49 1 68 2 1 57 . 1 2 1 7. 3  0.22 2 . 95 624.2  7 . 54 
1 1  MMWMW 1 1  4985.76 1 95 .65  - 520.72 1 47 3 . 3  1 694 0.22 4. 7 1  2 1 1 7  7.64 
1 2  MMWMW 1 2  4078 .36 - 1 3  3 . 3  2343 52 .4 0.22 2 .08 62.42 9. 1 3  
1 3  MMWMW 1 3  4 1 52 .75  - 2 5 . 5 5  1 06.2 1 240 1 . 1  1 3 5 .8  0.22 2 . 52 3 72 7 .33  
1 4  MMWMW 1 4  2568 68.36 - 282.52 700 892 . 7  1 9 .85 2.73 99 1 . 1  7 . 8  
1 5  MMWMW 1 5  1 5040.48 397 - 1 280 6854.3 2765 0.22 6 .97 4854 7 . 52 
1 6  MMWMW 1 6  3 3 1 9. 4 8  1 44 . 3 7  - 3 86.46 840. 5 1 325  1 1 .2 0.05 1 568 7.68 
1 7  MMWMW 1 7  229 1 .6 98.44 - 243 . 3 2  527. 1 869.6 0.22 9.22 1 0 1 8  7.97 
1 8  MMWMW 1 8  3 8 1 0 .56 228 - 5 1 2  739. 1 1 840 0.22 3 . 96 2230 7.94 
1 9  NW1 2 1 3/287 1 29 1 .48 55  - 1 98 3 1 5 . 1  426.3 4 . 86 2 .23 724.2 7.8 
-. 
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diagram is  omposed of two equal triangular fi Ids; one for cations and the other for anions. 
General ly Walton ( 1 970) simpl ified that the data which plots on the upper portion of the 
central triangle repre ent water where (S04 + CI)  exceeds (Na + K) and the characteristic 
water types are Ca and Mg chlorides and ul fates. On the other hand, data that plots on the 
lower portion of  the central triangle repre ents water where (C03 + HC03) exceeds (Ca + 
Mg) and the characteristic water types are Na and K carbonates and bicarbonates. 
Figure (20) i a Piper plot of the chemical analysis of water samples collected from the 
Tertiary shallow aquifer in the Marmul area in May, 2008 .  The appearance of most of the 
amples in the upper portion of the central diamond suggests that the Ca and Mg-chloride and 
sul fate water type are dominant .  However, a few water samples belong to the Na and K­
carbonate and bicarbonate types. 
Furthermore, the Durov diagram that was developed by Lloyd ( 1 985)  is a graphical 
method to compare the percentage of each major ion as a fraction of the total cat ions or anions 
and the concentrations of two addi tional chemical constituents. It aims to present percentage 
of cations and anions in water on triangles. The cation and anion triangles are separated in 
sections along each axis  individually for each dominance. The Durov diagrams have the 
d istinct advantage over Piper diagrams in that it provides a detai led and better d isplay of 
hydrochemical types and some processes. The Durov plot presents the percentage of each 
cation to the cation sum in meq/l in one triangle and the percentage of each anion to the anion 
sum in meq/l in the other triangle .  
The water samples from 1 9  water wel l s  in the Marmul area are plotted in  the Durov 
Diagram (Figure 2 1 ) . The samples fal l  in the upper left of the Durov square and that rel ated in 
almost to cr and Ca +2 dominant, otherwise the groundwater may result from reverse ion 
exchange of a + - cr waters. Also, the d iagram show no dominant anion or cation; indicates 
that waters exhibit simple dissolution or mixing in some of wel ls which plotted i n  which the 
middle of the squre. I n  general the water type by Durov plot is Ca-Mg-CI-S04 .  
Contour maps of the major cations in the study area in  figures (22), (23),  (24) and (25) 
and major anions in figures (26),  (27) and (28) showed the difference among major ions 
concentration and clear the effect of re-injected in the groundwater. The Ca, Mg and S04 
contour maps showed increase gradual ly from the south to north of the study area. I n  the area 
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of  re- injected wel ls  the increa ing in both the east and west direction and it's c learly shown 
the effect of inj ection of produced wat r in shal low groundwater. However Na, K, and C! are 
increa ing from the outh to nOlih and the concentrations appear as lens in the area of DWs. 
he II 03 cont ur map showed that the area of WD have high concentration (the nearest 
M Ws i wel l  no. MW- I O  is  645 . 38  mg/I) and it i s  decreasing in al l  d irection of the study area 
(the lowe t concentrat ion is  20 .37 mg/! in wel l  no. M W- 1 8) .  
In order to determine geochemical ind icators, the CalMg and NalCl ratios were 
aluable. The majority of the collected samples have CalMg ratio more than 1 .0 (average 
1 .95),  except in  few sample, indicating exposures of carbonate rocks in the area. I n  the study 
area, col lected samples have NalCI ratio between 0 .77 - 1 .2 with a mean of 0 .95 ind icating a 
fre h water source.  However the results of MMPS produced water samples (Table XIV) have 
average alCI ratio of 1 . 1  and average CalMg of 0 . 1 that suggested none i nfl uence of this 
water in the groundwater. 
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Tabl e  IV :  The concentration of major ions in the study area 
Parameter Concentration meq/l 
(Major ion ) Range of the 1 8  samples Result of wel l  no. MW- 1 5  
Ca 0 . 1 - 36 63 .87  
Mg 1 .0 - 27 . 75 32 .66 
a 7 . 5  - 65 . 5  1 55 . 77  
C l 8 .89  - 67 .7  1 93 . 36 
04 1 .0 - 52.9 5 7 . 5 7  
HC03 0.5 - 1 0 . 5 8  1 . 8 1  
Schoel l e r  Plot Lege n d 
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Figure 22 :  Contour map of Calcium (Ca) distributions (mg/l) in the study area 
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Figure 24: Contour map of Sodium (Na) distributions (mgll) in  the study area 
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Figure 26: Contour map of Bicarbonate (RC03) distributions (rng/I) in the study area 
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Figure 27: Contour map of Chloride (CI) distributions (mg/I) in the study area 
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Figure 28:  Contour map of Sulfate (S04) distributions (mg/l) in the study area 
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4.4 .2  T race  M eta l 
There are 1 7  of trace element have been analyzed in thi study i .e .  Cd, Cr, Pb, V, Ba 
B, P, Zn, r, i02, Mo, Mn, AI,  Fe, Co, Cu and Ni .  Table (XIV) shows the results of 1 1  trace 
metal concentrat ion which obtained [rom the tudy area monitoring wel ls  sampling. The 
highe t concentration was detected for the d issolved si l ica i02 with an average amount 24.79 
ppm, which can be attributed to chemical weathering of s i l iceous minerals in the groundwater. 
Iso, r, is one of dissolved polyvalent metal l ic ions comes from sedimentary rocks, 
appeared in moderate a erage amount concentration of 1 1 . 56  ppm. On other hand, the lowest 
concentration average for Co is 0 .0002 ppm and its detected in monitoring wel l  no. MW-2 
only.  
The average concentration of the rest of 9 trace metals are ranging between zero to 1 .2 
ppm. They gradually are Cr 0 .002 ppm, V 0 .004 ppm, Mo, Zn and P 0.02 ppm, Ba 0 .03 ppm, 
Mn 0.08 ppm, B 1 . 1 8  ppm and Sr 1 1 . 56 .  
Table (XIV) and Figure (29) show the distribution of the trace elements concentration 
results . The interpretation detai l s  are discussed in the fol lowing: 
1 .  i02 distributed in all of the monitoring wel ls .  The maximum rate is in wel l  no. MW - 1 7  
(44 .47 ppm) and the minimum rate in wel l  no. M W- 1 8  (2 . 1 6  ppm).  
2 .  Sr also distributed in al l  of the MWs.  The highest rate is  in  wel l  no. MW 1 5  (25 ppm) and 
the lowest rate in well  no. M W- 1 2  (0 . 7  ppm). 
3 .  B found in all M Ws and the maximum value is  in wel l  no. MW- I 0  (3 . 8 5  ppm) and the 
minimum in wel l  M W- 1 9  (0.05 ppm). 
4 .  Mn distributed in  6 wel l s  (MW- I O, M W- l  1 M W- 1 2, M W- 1 3 , MW- 1 5 , and MW- 1 8) .  The 
max imum rate is in wel l  no. M W- 1 3  (0 .82) and the minimum rate in wel l  no. M W- 1 2  
(0.02 ppm). 
5 .  P found only i n  wel l  no. M W- l l (0.3 ppm).  
6 .  Mo distributed in  9 wel ls  (MW-3, M W-4, M W-5, M W-6, MW-7, MW- 1 5 , M W- 1 6, 
M W- 1 7, and MW- 1 9). The maximum rate is in wel l  no. M W- 1 5 (0 . 1 9  ppm) and the 
minimum rate in well no. M W-7 (0.007 ppm). 
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7 .  Z n  found only in 4 wel ls  (MW- l M W-2 MW-7, and MW- 1 9). The highest value i s  0 .2 1 
ppm found in wel l  no. M W- 1 9  and the lowest one 0.02 ppm in wel l  no. MW-7.  
8 .  Ba d i  tributed in all M Ws except MW-2, MW-4, M W- 1 1 ,  M W- 1 2, and M W- l S . the 
maximum value is in v el l  no. MW- I O  (0 . 1 4  ppm) and the minimum value is  in wel l  no. 
M W- 1 4  (0 .003 ppm). 
9 .  r found only in M W-8, MW- I O  MW- l S , and MW- 1 7  and the maximum rate 0.02 ppm 
found in wel l  no . M W- 1 6  and the minimum rate 0.00 1 ppm in wel l  no.  M W-7. 
1 0 . V d istributed in  9 MWs (MW-4, MW-4, MW-S,  MW-6, M W-7, MW-8, M W-9, MW- 1 4, 
and M W- 1 9). The highest value is  0 .0 1  ppm found in wel l  no. MW- 1 4  and the lowest one 
0.00 1 ppm in wel l  no. MW-4. 
1 1 . Co found in one sample of wel l  no. M W-2 wi th concentrat ion of 0 .004 ppm. 
1 2 . Cd, Pb AI, Fe, Cu, and Ni not found in al l of M Ws. 
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Table XV :  The concentration of trace metal in MW and MMP 
Concentration of M Ws ppm 
Coneen tra tion 
Parameter M aximum M inimum Average 
rate rate 
of MMPS ppm 
Cd 0 .0  0.0 - 0 
Cr 0.02 0.00 1 0 .002 0 
Pb 0 .0  0 .0  - 0 
V 0 .0 1 0.00 1 0 .004 0 
Ba 0 . 1 4  0 .003 0.03 0 . 1 7  
B 3 . 8 5  0.05 1 . 1 8  4 .52  
p 0.3  0 .0  0 .02 0.07 
Zn 0 .2 1 0.02 0.02 0 
r 2 5  0 .7 1 1 . 56 l .6 1  
i02 44.47 2 . 1 6  24.79 -
Mo 0 . 1 9  0 .007 0 .02 0 
Mn 0 .82  0 .02 0.08 0 .02 
Al  0 .0  0 .0  - 0.0 1 
Fe 0 .0  0 .0  - 0 
Co 0 .004 0.0 0 .0002 0 
Cu 0.0 0 .0 - 0 
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All previous points i l lustrated that the all results of trace metals fit with WHO 
Guidel ine for drinking-water qual ity (Chapman 1 996) and RD 1 1 5/200 1 except 4 water 
amples: M W- I O  MW- 1 2. MW- 1 5 . M W- 1 3  as the B concentration reads (B = 3 .85 ppm), 
Mo = 0 . 1 9  ppm. and Mn = 0.82 ppm. 
The analyses of MMP produced water sample which taken from MMPS in 1 1 1 0/2006 
showed that there are only 6 trace metals which can be detected. They are B 4 .52  ppm. Sr 1 . 6 1  
ppm. B a  0. 1 7  ppm. P 0 .07 ppm M n  0 .02 ppm, and A l  0 .0 1 ppm. So, there are l imited trace 
metal in Marmul oi lfield produced water and they are correspond with RD 1 1 5/200 1 and not 
upper the l imits of WHO Guidelines for drinking-water quali ty (Chapman, 1 996). So, it can be 
concluded that no impact of produced brines in terms of trace element concentration in  the 
hal low aquifer. Then, al l trace metals found in  the MWs samples may regard to both 
anthropogenic and natural sources and its level not indicated as trace metal pol lution case. 
4.4.3 Variable of Water Quality 
Groundwater salinity zone map for this aquifer is  shown in  F igure (30) .  Thi s  map is  
based on data presented in  Appendix H and displays an increase in  sal inity towards the north 
west of the study area. This increase may correspond to the groundwater flow direction and 
probably reflects increasing residence time and dissolution of salt into the groundwater. 
Monitoring wel l  no. MW- 1 5  is represented by EC value greater than 1 9000 �s/cm .  
This i s  due to  the contamination of the aquifer by  poorer qual ity water present in  overlying 
formations. This reason i t  may reflect the type of bedrock in the formation as dolomite, 
l imestone, gypsum or another type that cause increasing of groundwater sal inity. 
In other hand, this figure shows that there is  difference in salt concentration in north to 
north east of the S WD area. Hence, the groundwater movement in the Nejd area is northward 
from Dhofar mountains.  So, i t  shows the effect of recharging of produced brines i n  this area. 
Table (XIII)  summarizes the water chemical constituents and variables present in  the 
aquifer and compares them with the Omani Standards for Drinking Water (OS 8/98) .  
As seen in  Table  (XlI I) the chemical variables present in  the shal low aquifer are also 
compared with the OS 8/98 l imits. It c learly shows the fol lowing for all samples: 
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1 .  Total hardness concentration are exceeding the maxImum pemlissible levels  except 
ample of wel l  no. MW 1 3  and the ample of wel l  no. MW 1 2  its in below the highest desirable 
Ie el . 
2 .  TD are exceeding the maximum pemlissible levels except the sample of wel l  no. MW- 1 9  
which is in the maximum pemlissible level and use for Marrnul desal ination plant for 
drinking water purpose and its depth approach to UeR Formation . 
3 .  The pH values are within the highest desirable level except sample of wel l  no. M W- 1 2  
which is in  the maximum pemlissible levels .  
The plot of the water samples in  the Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) graph (Figure 3 1 )  
shows that there are also four distinct groups of irrigation types of groundwater for the shallow 
ground ater aquifer, the S l -C3 (low sodium hazard-high sal inity hazard) S2-C4 (medium 
sodium hazard-very high sal inity hazard), S2-C4 (medium sodium hazard- very high sal inity 
hazard) and S4-C4 (very high sodium hazard-very high sal inity hazard). If crop production is 
desired using the groundwater aquifer, then medium to very high salinity tolerant crops should 
be grown. 
9 1  
4.5 Water table 
Appendix D shows that the water table measured in 1 8  MWs and wel l  no. W- l (use 
in water table monitoring in the area) in 1 5th and 1 6th of February, 2008 .  
The water table  monitoring program fel low up the situation of the groundwater and 
find the relationship between this measuring data and the quantity of the oi lfield produced 
water which di pose of in the re- injection wel l s  in the shal l ow aquifer. 
F igure (32) shows the difference of the systematic water table measured for 1 8  MWs 
since 2000 by PDO. There is  fluctuation in water table of wel ls  no. M W- 1 ,  MW-3, W- 1 0, 
M W  - 1 1 ,  M W  - 1 2, and MW - 1 3 . this may be regarding to the effect of the o i lfield 
produced brines re-injection in  DWs. The other wel l s  seemed to have stable water 
table .  I n  other side wel l  no. SW- 1 has been used for measuring water table since 1 975 and the 
amount of oi lfield brine water that dispose of in  the shallow depth has been recorded since 
August 1 980 .  F igure (33 )  gives view how the activity of produced water re-injection effecting 
the water tabl e  of the groundwater of the area during 28 years ago. 
Observations water table that shown in F igure (33 )  indicate a net drop in  water level 
during the period of reduced the produced water volumes disposed i nto shal low aquifers. The 
fluctuations i n  water level correlate wel l  with variations in the d isposal volumes over the 
years. 
Water table also used for detecting the direction of the groundwater movement. F igure 
(34) shows the direction of the groundwater flow from the south to the northeast. But there are 
an effect i n  groundwater level as shown i n  concave contours which tend to create a shape l ike 
dome i n  the area of SWD. That ' s  mean the water table  in this aquifer is  ri sing i n  response to 
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Figure 32 :  Water table  of the 1 8  M Ws in  the study area 
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Legend : 
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Figure 34:  Water table contour map in the study area 
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• Shallow Disposal Wells (SOW) 
• Monitoring Wells (/\nYs) 
o 5\\1·1 ( Monitoring Water Table) 
4.6 Stat i t ical analysi 
The stati tic of the result parameters which tested in the study area i l lustrate the 
corr lation between them and the plot of a cluster dendogram shows the relationships between 
the e variables. 
4.6. 1 Correlation matrix 
Table (XVI )  shows that there are negative as wil l  as positive correlation coefficients 
bem een the parameters. The value (0.0) - (- 1 .0) represents a perfect negative correlation of 
the Parameters. The value of (0.0) - ( 1 .0) represents a perfect positive correlation that is with 
pair of the parameters. A value of zero represents a lock of correlation between the variables. 
A correlation matrix is always a symmetric matrix to locate the correlation for any pair of 
variables, fmd the value in  the intersection for those two variables. 
The strongest positive correlation was between Alkalin ity and RC03 with the value of 
1 .00 and the lowest negative correlation was bem'een TPH and S04 with value of -0 .55 .  
4.6.2 Cl uster an alysis 
M ultivariate cluster analysis is used to study the simi larities between monitoring wel ls .  
Applying the c luster for al l parameters on al l MWs has resulted in  Figure (35) which mainly 
shows a high similarity between al l wel l s  except wel ls  no. MW- l M W-2, M W-6, M W- 1 3 , 
and M W- 1 5 . Well  no. M W- 1 5  has the highest TDS concentration with other high elements 
concentration such as Na and Ca which support the dissimi larity from other MWs throughout 
the study area. Table (XVI I )  i l lustrates the hierarchal of these c lusters. So, the variables of 
first c luster showing that may the source of these parameters except P AHs and TPH is not 
resulting from the pol lution source. The second cluster is because of the alkal i nity measured as 
CaC03. the third cluster indicate that the natural source of these parameters . The clusters from 
4th to 8th may are reflect the rock types in the wel l s  formations. 
The c luster analysis i .e .  average l i nkage and eucl idean distance were performed on the 
data matrix comprising 24 variables. The obtained cluster dendrogram in F igure (36) shows 23 
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maj or clusters which are simpl i fied successi ely from the strongest cluster to the weakest 
cluster in Table (XV I ) . 
The strongest cluster v a among Cr, Cu. V ,  Ba. Mo, Zn. P ,  Mn, PAHs, TPH, B 03, 
r, and K and Mg as one positi  e relation cluster' this can indicate a source of pol lution was 
from pol lution source point without the trace metals . The weakest c luster was between all  
c lu  ter with TD . This  reflects the rel ationship between these variables with TDS, which 
indicates the sources may came from the activity of disposal of produced water in the area. 
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Table XV I :  Correlation matrix bctwecn the measured p aramcter s in the study arca. 
C& 1 .00 
Mg 0.92 1 .00 
Na 0.6 1 0.5 1 l .00 
K 0.29 0.25 0.70 1 .00 
HCO) -0.25 -027 0.07 -OJ3 1 .00 
CI 0.64 0.53 0.99 0.69 0.03 1 .00 
S04 0.9 1 0.96 0.40 0. 16  -03 1 0.4 1 1 .00 
NOJ -0.04 -0.23 -0.34 -OJ4 -0. 16  -0.33 -0.08 1 .00 
Alkalinity -0.25 -0.27 0.07 -0.33 1 .00 0.03 -OJ I -0. 16  1 .00 
TDS 0.85 0.77 0.93 0.59 -0.06 0.94 0.69 -0.29 -0.06 1 .00 
Hardness 0.99 0.97 0.58 0.28 -0.26 0.6 1 0.95 -0. 1 1  -0.26 0.83 1 .00 
Cr -0.05 -0.05 -0. 1 7  -0. 1 5  -0.24 -0. 1 7  0.01 OJ7 -0.24 -0. 1 3  -0.05 1 .00 
V -0. 2 1  -0.42 -0.46 -0.44 0.00 -0.4 1 -OJ3 050 0.00 -0.44 -0.30 -0.07 1 .00 
Da -0.39 -OJ7 0.07 OJ5 0.44 0.04 -0.43 -0.29 044 -0. 1 2  -0.39 -0 03 -0.25 1 .00 
B -0.0 1 -0 04 0.57 OJO 0.66 0.52 -0. 10  -0.44 0.66 0.38 -0.02 -0.26 -0.32 0.43 1 .00 
P 0. 1 1  0. 1 4  0.02 -0.02 0.06 -0.0 1 0. 18  -0 1 8  0.06 0.07 0. 1 2  -0.08 -0.20 -0. 1 7  0.08 1 .00 
Zn -0. 12  -0.07 -0.24 -0.22 -0.04 -0.22 -0. 12  -0.07 -0.04 -0.22 -0. 1 1  -0. 1 1  0.24 -0. 16  -0.30 -0.08 1 .00 
Sr 0.6 1 0.70 0.36 0.50 -0.46 0.38 0.68 -0.28 -0.46 0.54 0.66 -0.02 -045 -0.06 -0. 1 8  0.29 0.0 1 1 .00 
Si02 0.32 0.22 -0. 1 0  -0.5 1 0.09 -0.08 0.3 1 0.27 0.09 0.06 0.29 0. 19  0.20 -0.29 -OJ I 0 . 1 7  -0.05 0.06 1 .00 
Mo 0.75 0.59 0.81 048 -0. 1 9  0.84 0.5 1 -0.09 -0. 19  0.85 0.70 0.01 -0. 1 5  -0.20 0. 1 5  -0.09 -0 08 0.33 0.24 1 .00 
MD -0.25 -0.25 0.27 0.7 1 0. 12  0.25 -0.33 -0.3 1 0. 1 2  0.08 -0.25 -0. 14 -0.35 0.85 036 -0.06 -0. 14 0.20 -053 -0.07 1 .00 
Cu 0.28 0.47 0.03 -0.06 0.00 0.00 0.44 -0. 1 8  0.00 0. 1 7  OJ6 -0.08 -0.20 -0. 1 7  -0. 1 1  -0.06 0 . 1 7  0.2 1 -0.06 -0.09 -0 10  1 .00 
PARs -0. 13  -0.09 0.07 0. 1 0  0.57 0.04 -0. 1 1  -0.20 0.57 0.00 -0. 1 2  -0.20 -OJO 0.57 059 -0.04 -0. 2 1  -0. 16  -0.35 -0. 19  0.42 -0. 14 1 .00 
TPH -0.44 -0.45 0. 18  0.37 055 0. 1 5  -0.55 -0.26 0.55 -0.08 -0.45 -0. 1 8  -0.26 0.83 0.56 0.03 -0. 16  -0. 16  -0.46 -0.25 0.84 -0 1 0  0.5 1 1 .00 I 
Correlation Cn Mg Na K HCOJ CI S04 NO) Alkalin ity TDS Hardness Cr V Ba B P Zo Sr SiOI Mo Mo Cu PAlls TPH I 
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De n d r o g r am u s i n g  Ave r a g e  L i n k a g e  ( Be t w e e n  G r o up s ) 
Re s c a l e d  D i s t a n c e  C l u s t e r  C omb i n e  
CAS E  0 5 1 0  1 5  2 0  2 5  




MW 1 4  
MW 1 7  
MW 1 9  
MW 3 




MW 1 6  
MW 1 8  
MW 1 2  
MW 1 3  
MW 1 0  
MW 2 
MW 4 
MW 1 5  
F igure 3 5 :  C luster analysis dendrogram for the M Ws i n  the study area 
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Table XVI I :  Hierarchal c luster of the variables of the study area 
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May the source of these parameters 
except P AHs and TPH i s  not resulting 
from the pol lution source. 
Because alkalinity measured as 
CaC03. 
The relationships indicate that the 
natural source of these parameters. 
The clusters from 4tn to 8tn may are 
reflect the rock types in  the wel l s  
formations. 
D e n d r o g ram u s i n g  Ave r a g e  L i n ka g e  ( Be t w e e n  G roup s ) 
R e s c a l ed D i s t a n c e  C l u s t e r  C omb i ne 
o 5 1 0  1 5  2 0  2 5  CAS E 
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A l k a l i n i t y  
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H a r d n e s s  
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Figure 3 6 :  Cluster analysis dendrogram for the tested parameters in the study area 
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Chapter V :  M itigation and Recom mendations 
5. 1 Mitigation 
5. 1 . 1  M itigation Definition 
Mitigation or En ironmental mitigation projects or programs intended to offset 
known impact to an e isting natural reSOillces such as a groundwater (Wikipedia, 2008). 
Environmental mitigation i typical ly apart of an environmental crediting system. Debits OCCill 
in ituations where a natillal reSOillce has been destroyed or severely impaired and credits are 
given in situations where a natural reSOillce has been deemed to be improved or preserved. 
5. 1 . 1  M itigation obj ectives and activities 
Groundwater contamination is the degradation of natillal water qual ity as a result of 
human activities. To mitigate or prevention of aquifer pol lution E lshorbagy and Eid ( 1 999) 
found out that the one of six objecti es of seven programs cited by Agenda 2 1  (United ation 
conference on environment and development, Rio de Janiro, 1 992) is to el iminate and/or 
minimize pol lution of water bodies by establishing and applying quali ty criteria for al l  water 
bodies and discharge standards for municipal  and industrial effluents. So, this objective need 
to developed and established pol lution preventi e tools and practices to protect waters and 
groundwater reSOillces. This requires monitoring systems and control and rehabil itation 
programs to restore aquatic systems. 
The main objective of Production Water Master P lan (PDO-PWMP, 1 993)  was to 
develop a rel iable plan for the management of the oi lfield produced water in  M armul oi lfield 
and al l PDO concession areas . Now, the project of Polymer use more than 50% of produced 
water to inject it back to the oi l  reservoir at M armul Oi lfield. So, the SOillce of pol l ution in the 
area stopped and the area should be yield under group of studies and meaSillements of 
remediation which wil l  enclosed in the next sub-division of this chapter. 
5.2 Recommendations 
I n  the beginning of this year 2008, Petroleum Development of Oman Company (PDO) 
adhere to phase out and completely stopped the shal low re-injection of produced oi lfield brine 
water in Marmul and reuse all amount of it in polymers enhance oi l  project. In this  case the 
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continual ity of the source point of pol lution cutoff and the fol low up of the area's GWP 
situation should be gives in the next recommendations. 
S.2. 1 G eneral  Reco m mendations 
The P DO with cooperative of the go emment should conduct and undertake al l  the 
nece sar measurements to remediate the contamination problems of the shal low groundwater 
by h drocarbons and may be Natural ly  Occurring Radioactive Material (NORM). The best 
practices with thi s  i ssue are : 
1 .  At least six additional Water Monitoring Wells should be dri l led; four wel ls  in UeR 
Formation and two wel ls  in Rus formation to provide a better monitoring network. 
2. Delineation of disposal plumes and plume monitoring should be continued by water level 
measurements and trace element analysis using Boron as an indicator. Then the 3 D 
mathematical flow and solute transport model ing should be completed for plume 
prediction and fate analysis. The monitoring program should allow the actual extent of the 
plume to be determined through groundwater monitoring and assist with predi cting the 
p lume's  future extent. 
3 . Completely cessation of shallow disposal in  favour of deep disposal other suitable type of 
d isposal or reuse to protect the aquifer and avoid possible surface breakthrough. Also 
disposal wel l  should be separated from the re-injection l ine of the area. The water table 
·wil l  be stable in the area after stopping the re-inj ection activity. 
4 .  A detailed, long-term monitoring program should be designed to assess water levels and 
water quali ty for a period of at least three years. 
5 .  A l l  the major ions including TDS should b e  analyzed to enable a complete understanding 
of the degree and level of contamination of the recipient aquifers. 
6.  Monitor ORM pol lutants in samples col lected from wel ls  dril led into the contaminated 
area, as wel l  as monitoring of water supply wel ls .  The results should be analysed to 
determine concentration trends. 
7 .  An alternative techniques would be to reduce the volumes o f  water being produced or to 
re-inject the water into oi l-bearing rocks. 
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8 .  Further investigations are required regarding the natural biodegradation of  hydrocarbons in  
the aquifer. 
9 .  Geological investigation I .e .  fracturing system, faulting and joints, for improve any 
tructural change due to the WD acti ity during the disposal period in the area. 
5. 1 .2 Remediation 
Grollild" ater remediation rums to reduce contaminant concentrations to below the 
threshold tandard for the intended use. Potential source of groundwater contamination is 
discussed in the chapter four which is source point. Then, the remediation of groundwater is 
always difficult and this entry examines the particular problems of remediating of the aquifer 
study area. This point source releases are best remediate as close to the source as possible to 
minimize the volume of water to be treated and decreased remediation time. Groundwater 
remediation from point sources begins by control l ing the contaminant source through either 
remo al or containment. After source controls have been initiated, a site characterization is 
usual l y  performed to determine exposure pathways, physical properties of the contaminants, 
and extent of migration of contaminants. Results from the site characterization are applied in a 
risk assessment to determine the potential for contaminants to impact public health and the 
environment. If any level of risk is present, a feasibil ity study is usual ly  performed to 
determine the optimum remediation strategy. This may include a wide range of treatments 
inc luding no action pumping and treating of groundwater, in situ bioremediation, in situ 
groundwater treatment (biodegradation), or a combination of methods. Groundwater treatment 
systems may be placed at or near the location of the pol lution source (Disposal Wells (SWD) 
of re-injection produced water) . 
5.2.3 Beneficial  Reuse of Produced water 
In  case of continuation idea to continue disposal produced water by re-inj ection wel l s  
into the shallow aquifer, the suggestion of beneficial reuse wil l  becoming good manner to  deal 
with this problem. And in a long term the cost of the re-use (treatment, transportation .. etc . )  
have return to the environment and competitive with brine water disposal . 
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To date, the focus has been on the treatment and remo al of dispersed oi l  fractions in 
the produced water, and over the last decade with the application of more ad anced 
technology (OGP. 2002) wil l  be removed all  contaminants from the produced brines to 
di charge it to the environment without any apprehensiveness. 
Production water of Marrnul oi lfield i s  suitable for many re-uses in i rrigation, amenity 
areas, .. etc .  if it treatment by appropriate technology methods (Khan and Fuggle,  1 995) .  Fox 
and Burnett (2002) suggested that treated brine water provides a valuable resource that has yet 
to be tapped. As a resource, this water could potential ly provide an extremely valuable service 
in the restoration programs across much of the drought area. The restoration of sustainable 
arid and semi-arid rangeland systems can benefit from this untapped resource. 
Khan and Fuggle ( 1 995) suggested that treatment strategies of produced water depend 
on the technologies and economy. As a minimum this involves oi l/water separation to remove 
free phase hydrocarbons. This may fol lowed by processes to reduce dissolved hydrocarbons, 
other organics, and heavy metals. When these steps are accomplished the sal inity may need to 
be reduced before the water can be accepted for irrigation purposes. 
The treatment steps which carried out depends on the characteristics of the produced 
water. According to Khan and Fuggle ( 1 995) and OGP (2002) the typical processes are as in 
the fol lowing five types: 
• O il/w ater separation tech niques have been establ ished for many years, as below: 
l .  Gravity separation. 
2 .  Coalescence. 
3 .  Dissolved air flotation. 
4 .  A i r  stripping. 
5 .  Sparging (heating) . 
• E n h anced separation :  
1 .  H ydro-cyclones. 





3 .  Centrifuges. 
A lternative (new)  technology :  
1 .  Absorption (polymers, MPPE or clay). 
2 . dsorption (acti ated carbon or natural fibers). 
3 .  Hydro-cyclones with solvent extraction. 
4. Membranes. 
5 .  Steam stripping. 
Biological treatment systems. 
1 .  I n  fixed film. 
2 . S uspended growth. 
Desalin ation processes: 
1 .  M ulti-stage flash desalination (MSF).  
2 . Reverse osmosis (RO) . 
F urther research is required on the subj ect of practicalities of col lecting produced 
water. Also the location of suitable areas of l and with the potential for establishing or 
extending beneficial reuse, i .e .  agricultural operations by irrigation with this water must be 
studied in  evaluating the feasib i l ity of this scheme (Khan and Fuggle, 1 995) .  
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Chapter V I :  S u m mary and Conclusions 
6. 1 u m m a ry 
During the period of 28 years of re-injected of more than 96 Mm3 of o i lfield produced 
water in the hallow aquifer, which ha a major impact on groundwater characteristics. In tlus 
thesi the result data from 1 9  monitoring boreholes and from MMPS were used to assess the 
lateral effect in the shallow groundwater. 
6. 1 . 1  Total Petroleu m Hyd roca rbon 
The maximum TPH concentration values in the study area were recorded in  monitoring 
wel ls is 1 . 5 82 ppm and the minimum is 0 . 1 70 ppm. Clearly, the increasing trend of TPH is to 
the central of the area where are the place of produced water re- injected. The TPH variation in 
M amml field area is within low l imits except 5 samples which are exceeding 0 .5  ppm 
regarding to RD 1 1 512200 1 .  
6. 1 .2 Poly A rom atic (Cyclic) Hydrocarbons 
The 1 6  types of P AHs that analyzed, are divided into 7 individual PAHs which were 
detected and other 9 individual P AHs were not detected in the laboratory instmments. The 
Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), which is the most acute deadly carcinogenic, was not included in the 
detected P AHs.  
The concentration and distribution of total P AHs in  the Marmul study area found in 8 
mOlutoring wel ls and they range between zero ppm and 0. 806 ppm. Various high 
concentration spots of total P AHs concentration trend increases towards middle of upper north 
of the study area. However, the south part of the study field shows low of P AHs 
concentrati on . .  
There are 7 individual PAHs observed in  the monitoring wel l s  of the studying area. 
Naphthalene has the highest concentration among other individual PAHs with 0 .9 1 6  ppm and 
the lowest concentration is F lourene with concentrat ion of 0.004 ppm. 
General ly, the distribution of P AHs in  the area trend to increase toward the area of 
disposal of brines in  the shal low aquifer. And this i s  a determinism consequence of disposal of 
oi l field produced water by re-injection in  the shal low aquifer. Also the wel l  no. MW - 1 0  has 
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shown highly concentrations in both TPH and P Hs over the study area. This wel l  is located 
north of the WD . 
6. 1 .3 Determ ination of Petroleum Hydrocarbons by G C  and GCfM S Devices 
The GC device fingerprints of the samples c larify that the type of petroleum 
hydrocarbon i same and its s imi lar to the once from MMPS.  In this case the source of 
hydrocarbon pol lution in the area is associated with the activity of oi lfield brines disposal of in 
shal low aquifer. 
A l l  fingerprints contain around 1 9  of hydrocarbon compounds from C2 l  to C39 and did 
not include prestane and phytene isprenoids. 
Carbon Preference Index (CPI) was calculated from the GC chromatograms.  The cpr 
i n  samples of the study area was ranging from 0.6 to 1 . 7 with average l . 1 8 , reflecting in 
almost s imi lar anthropogenic sources of pol lution rather than biogenic .  
The chromatograms of  GCIMS/M S  instrument for the three chosen samples i l lustrated 
B iomarkers (steranes and hopanes biomarkers) are found in these samples and it showed that it 
may attribute to the moderate to highly o i l  biodegradation in the SWD area. 
6. 1 .4 Hyd rogeochemical Analysis 
All water samples are close together marginal ly except wel l  no. MW - 1 5 . So, the results 
of major ions in MWs without wel l  no. M W- 1 5  range between 0 . 1 to 36 meq/l for Ca, 1 to 
27 .75  meq/l for Mg, 7 .5  to 65 .5  meq/l for Na, 8 .89  to 67 .7 meq/l for CI, 1 to 52.9 meq/l for 
S02, and 0 .5  to 1 0 .58  meq/l for HC03 . 
The result of wel l  no. M W- 1 9  is  the lowest sample in  the sal inity (TDS is  1 29 1 .48 
m g/l) and its use for the desal ination plant of Marmul to produce dri nking water. 
Most of water samples appeared i n  the upper portion of the central diamond in the 
Piper plot of the chemical analysis  and suggests that the dominant water types is Ca and Mg­
chloride and sulfate. And a few water samples belong to the Na and K-carbonate and 
bicarbonate types .  
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The result of water samples fal l  in the upper left of the Durov square and that related in 
almost to cr and Ca dominant, otherwi e the groundwater may result from reverse ion 
exchange of a+ - Cr waters and in general ly the water type by durov plot is Ca-Mg-CI-S04. 
The distribution of major ions in the study area are roughly simi lar to each other and 
bright ly showing the effect of oi lfield brine produced re-injected in the shallow groundwater 
aqui fer and they predict that the point ource of the groundwater is same source. 
The majority of the col lected samples have CafMg ratio more than 1 .0 (average 1 .95), 
indicating exposures of carbonate rocks in the area. Similarly NafCI ratio  below 1 .0 (mean 
0.95) indicates fresh water existence. In consideration, the results of M M PS produced water 
samples have average NafCI ratio of 1 . 1  and average CafMg of 0. 1 that suggesting none 
influence of this water in the groundwater in side of Na and CI .  
eventeen of trace elements have been analyzed in  this study, only 1 1  trace metals 
ha e results of concentration. The h ighest concentration detected was for the d issolved Si02 
with an average amount of 24.79 ppm, which may attribute to chemical weathering of 
s i l iceous minerals in  the groundwater. The lowest concentration average is  for Co of 0.0002 
ppm and it detected in only one monitoring wel l .  The average concentration of the rest of 8 
trace metals are ranging between zero to 1 .2 ppm (B 1 . 1 8  ppm, M n  0 .08 ppm, B 0 .03 ppm, 
Mo, Zn and P 0 .02 ppm, V 0 .004 ppm and Cr 0 .002 ppm) . Hence, Cd, Pb, AI ,  Fe, Cu, and Ni 
are not found in all of M Ws. 
All results of trace metals fit with WHO Guidel ines for drinking water qual ity and RD 
1 1 5/200 1 except 4 samples; B in two samples and Mo and Mn in  one sample. 
The analyses of trace metals in MMPS produced water sample contain only 6 trace 
metals. They are gradually B 4 .52  ppm, Sr 1 .6 1  ppm, Ba 0 . 1 7  ppm, P 0.07 ppm, Mn 0 .02 ppm, 
and Al 0 .0 1 ppm. So, there are l imi ted trace metals in M armul  oi lfield produced water and 
they are correspond with RD 1 1 5/200 1 and upper the l imits of WHO Guidelines for B and P.  
Then, a l l  trace metals found in the M Ws samples may regard to anthropogenic and/or natural 
sources and i ts level not indicated as trace metal pol lution case. 
Groundwater salinity zones display an increase in sal inity towards the north west of the 
study area. Thi s  increase may correspond to the groundwater flow direction and probably 
reflects increasing residence time and dissolution of salt into the groundwater. 
1 1 1 
Monitoring wel l  (MW- 1 5) i represented by high EC value, regarded to the pol lution 
of the aquifer by poorer quality water present in overlying formations. This reason it may 
reflect the type of bedrock in the formation as dolomite, l imestone, gypsum or another type 
that cause increasing of groundwater sal inity. 
There is difference in salt concentrat ion in north to north east of the SWD area and this 
adjustment with the groundwater movement from Dhofar mountains in the Nejd  plateau. 
The ummary of water chemical constituents and variables present in the groundwater 
c larify that the l evels of total hardness and pH are within OS 8/98 l imits except hardness in 
one sample (MW - 1 3) .  But TDS exceeding the permission levels except one sample (MW - 1 9) .  
The plot of sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) versus Electrical Conductivity (EC) of 
water samples show that there are four distinct groups of i rrigation types of groundwater for 
the shallow groundwater aquifer, the S l -C3 ( low sodium hazard-high sal inity hazard), S2-C4 
(medium sodium hazard-very high sal ini ty hazard), S3-C4 (high sodium hazard-very h igh 
salinity hazard, and S4-C4 (very high sodium hazard- very high sal inity hazard),). This 
si tuation of alkal i and sal in i ty hazards suggests that for crop production should be modified in 
the agricultural practices, accordingly. 
6. 1 .6 Water table 
Because the effect of oi lfield produced brines re- injection activity in DWs during 28 
years ago, there is  fluctuation in the recorded water table in  the study area. A lso, the water 
l evel fluctuations correlate wel l  with variations in the di sposal volumes over these years. 
The groundwater flow direction is from the south to the northeast. But in the SWD area 
there are an increase in  groundwater l evel which tend to the response of disposal volumes of 
produced water. 
6. 1 .7 Statistica l  analysis 
There are negative as wi l l  as posit ive correlation coefficients between the studied 
parameters. The strongest positive correlation was between Alkal inity and HCO] with the 
1 1 2 
value of 1 .00 and the lowest negative correlation was between TPH and S04 with value of -
0 . 55 .  
Multivariate cluster analysis is used to study the similarities between monitoring wel ls .  
Apply the cluster for all  parameters on all  MWs show a high simi larity between all  wel ls 
except 6 wel l  (MW- l ,  MW-2, M W-6, M W- 1 3 , and MW- 1 5) and Well no. MW- 1 5  has the 
highest TD concentrat ion with other high element concentration such as Na and Ca which 
upport the dissimi larity from other MWs throughout the study area. 
The cluster analysis of average l inkage and eucl idean distance were performed on the 
data matrix comprising 24 variables. The c luster shows 23 major clusters which are simplified 
successively from the strongest cluster to the weakest cluster in the parameters. The strongest 
clu ter was among Cr, Cu, V Ba, Mo, Zn P, Mn, PARs, TPH, B, N03, Sr, and K and Mg as 
one posit ive relation cluster; this can indicate a source of pol lution was from pol lution source 
point without may be the trace metals . The weakest cluster was between al l  c lusters with 
TDS, This reflects the relationship between these variables with TDS, which indicates the 
sources may came from the activity of SWD area and/or natural source. 
6.2 C o n c l u s i o n s  
Patterns in  groundwater pol lution are consistent with produced water contamination 
that affirm pol lution is  originating from one source (point source) of a produced water re­
injection d isposal wel ls  in the study area. 
Produced water d isposal to the shal low groundwater aquifer has been ongoing for over 
2 8  years. The pollution plume appears to be migrating northeast along the direction of 
groundwater flow. From the review of various case studies and analysis of the data, the 
findings of this study, the PD� Company should stop re- injected produced water in SWD area 
and do further investigations and reclamation projects to remove the pol lution from Marmul 
shal low groundwater. 
1 1 3 
Appendices 
A p pe n d i x  A :  S h a l low Disposa l W e l l s  
Well I D  Lat coordinate Long coordinate 
DW-3 3 1 85 .23 20 1 76.96 
DW-4 3 1 85 .27 20 1 77.06 
DW-5 3 1 85 .45 20 1 77 .53 
DW-6 3 1 83 .02 20 1 79.04 
DW-7 3 1 78 .37  20 1 8 1 . 8 
DW-8 3 1 74.08 20 1 84 .5 1 
DW-9 3 1 90 .35  20 1 8 1 .92 
DW- l O  3 1 93 . 7  20 1 84 .77 
DW- 1 1 3 1 97 . 1 5  2 0 1 87 .69 
DW- 1 2  3200.59  20 1 90.64 
1 1 5 
A pp e n d i x  B: Dispo a J  Vol u me of P rod u ced Water i n  t h e  S h a l low a q u i fe r  
Yea r D isposal i n  m3IDay D isposal  in % from Remark 
(Average) m3IYear Totally 
1 980 3 .64 ] ,329 0 .00 Low than 1 %. 
1 98 1  407 1 48,827 0. 1 5  Low than 1 %. 
1 982 1 ,7 1 3  625,273 0.65 Low than 1 %. 
1 983  2 ,382  869,620 0.9 1 Low than 1 %. 
1 984 3,253 1 , 1 87,573 1 .24 
1 985 7,3 73 2,69 1 ,4 1 5  2 .80  
1 986  1 0, 1 35 3,699,58 7  3 . 8 5  
1 987  1 1 ,702 4,27 1 ,284 4 .45 
1 98 8  1 3 ,433  4 ,903 ,2 1 8  5 . 1 0  
1 989  1 4,353  5 ,239, 1 67 5 .45 
1 990 1 6,562 6,045 ,299 6.29 
1 99 1  1 6,542 6,03 8,03 5 6 .28 
1 992 1 7, 1 99 6,277,782 6 .53 
1 993 2,934 .56  1 ,07 1 , 1 1 5  1 . 1 1 
1 994 1 9,479 7, 1 1 0,043 7 .40 
1 995 24, 1 56 8 ,8 1 6,957 9. 1 8  H ighest level of disposal . 
1 996 2 1 ,405 7,8 1 3 04 1 8 . 1 3  
1 997 1 1 , 1 80 4,08 1 ,025 4 .25 
1 998 1 2,789 4,668,223 4 . 86 
1 999 1 4,595 5,327,3 77 5 .54 
2000 1 4,96 1 5,460,782  5 .68 
200 1 1 3 3 98 4,890,272 5 . 09 
2002 5048 1 ,842,792 1 .92 
2003 464 1 69,438  0 . 1 8  Low than 1 %. 
2004 595 .68 2 1 7425 0.23 Low than 1 %. 
2005 1 90 .52  69540 0.07 Low than 1 %. 
2006 1 90 69350 0.07 Low than 1 %. 
2007 1 568 .43 572478 0 .60 Low than 1 %. 
2008 5222. 1 4  1 906082 1 .98 PD� phase out the shal low 
disposal at the beginn ing of 
Apri l ,  08 .  
Total C u m ulative Vol ume 96084349 1 00% More than 96 M mj has 
d isposed. 
1 1 6 
A p p e n d i x  C :  M o n i to ri n g  W e l l  C h a racteristics.  
Well I D  Easting North ing M o n itoring Formation Depth 
M M WM W I 3 2 1 050 20 1 7970 Damrnam 1 52 
MMWMW 2 325039 2020497 Dammam 1 29 
MMWMW 3 32 1 1 94 2022055 Dammam 48 
IMWMW 4 3 1 8968 2020699 Dammarn 97 
MMWMW 5 3 1 503 1 202 1 078 Dammam 83  
MMWMW 6 3 1 502 1 20 1 9 1 1 4  Damrnarn 76 
M I WMW 7 3 1 5352 2 0 1 622 1 Dammam 1 84 
MMWMW 8 3 1 7542 20 1 5369 Dammam 1 2 1  
MMWMW 9 3 1 9950 20 1 5 855  Dammam 1 1 4 
MMWMW 1 0  3 1 8243 2 0 1 8730 Darnmam 60. 8  
MMWMW 1 1  3 2 1 827 2020462 Darnmarn 60 . 8  
M M W M W  1 2  3 1 794 1 20 1 7824 Dammarn 97 
M M WM W  1 3  3 1 7769 20 1 7656 Danunam 74 
M M W M W  1 4  3 1 2800 20 1 3500 Rus/Dammarn 1 62 
M M WM W  1 5  3 1 063 1 20 1 9 1 3 8 Rus/Dammam 1 78 
M MWMW 1 6  3 1 4904 2024700 Dammarn 1 78 
M M W M W 1 7  3 1 9994 2025366 Dammarn 1 75 
MMWMW 1 8  3202 1 8  202 1 629 UeR 303 
1 1 7 
A p pe n d i x  D :  W a te r  Ta ble  o n  t h e  M o n itori n g  Wel ls  
Well l D  Date Water level ( m as l) Well I D  Date Water level (masl) 
MW- 1 1 4/05/07 22 l . 57  MW- 1 0  1 3/05/07 2 1 8 . 7 1 
M W-2 1 4/05/07 1 94.44 MW- l 1 1 4/05/07 208 .86 
MW-3 1 3/05/07 204. 1 6  MW- 1 2  1 3/05/07 22 1 . 1 7  
MW-4 1 3/05/07 200 .52 MW- 1 3  1 4/05/07 222.76 
MW-5 1 4/05/07 200.95 MW- 1 4  1 3/05/07 204.42 
MW-6 1 4/05/07 205 .09 MW- 1 5  1 4/05/07 203 .3 1 
MW-7 1 3/05/07 205 .42 MW- 1 6  1 4/05/07 1 96.97 
M W-8 1 3/05/07 205 .82 MW- 1 7  1 4/05/07 1 97 . 74 
MW-9 1 4/05/07 2 1 1 .22 M W- 1 8  1 4/05/07 1 89.67 
1 1 8  










Sam ple ID  
M MWMW-l  0 
M MWMW-2 0 
M MWMW-3 0 
M MWMW-4 0 
M MWMW-5 0 
MMWMW-6 0 
M MWM W-7 0 
M M W M W-8 0 
M M W M W-9 0 
M MWMW-IO 0.636 
M MWMW- l l  0 
M MWMW- J 2  0. 1 4  
M M W MW- 1 3  0 
M M WMW- J 4  0 
M M WMW- 1 5  0 
M MW M W- 1 6  0 
M MWMW- 1 7  0 
M M WM W-1 8 0. 1 4  
NWI 2 1 3/287 0 
I nd iv idual  0 .9 1 6  
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QJ III III III C III C C C Q.I 
Q.I III CJ C Q.I III Q.I "-..c ..c c CI: t � ,.. ..... "-C C III ..c c.. III Cl:I CI: "- - ,-.. c � III "0 III .... .... c.. c Q., CJ -; CJ ::I ::I ..-.. ell :::- I C- o 0 e:r ,-.. !"l .... c: c: '-' ..c ..c r{ 0 ..c ,-.. ..-.. S CI:� eil E--U ,:; .:c '-' '-' -'-' '-' c: 0 0 '-' S 0 � N N 0 � i:Q c: c = C III III III III III ,:; i:Q "0 i:Q Q:I i:5 c -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.28 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07 0.243 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 58 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.806 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.089 , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.245 I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.094 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .509 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .07 2 .424 
A p p e n d i x  F: Total  Petroleu m  Hyd roca rbons concen tratio n s  ( /-lg/ml )  
ample I D  TPH(�g/ml)  Sample ID TPH(�g/ml)  
M M WM W- I 0 .402 MMWMW- l 1 0 .487 
MMWMW-2 0.269 MMWMW- 1 2  0 .634 
MMWMW-3 0.270 MMWMW- 1 3  1 . 362 
M M WM W-4 0.222 M MWMW- 1 4  0 . 1 70 
M MWMW-S 0 . 1 76 MMWMW- I S  0 . 1 70 
MMWMW- 6 0 .203 M MWMW- 1 6  0 . 1 70 
MMWM W- 7 O .S I O  M MWMW- 1 7  0 . 1 70 
MMWMW- 8 0 .4S7 MM WMW- 1 8  0 . 1 82 
M M W M W-9 0 .S28 NWR 2 1 31287 0. 1 99 
M M WM W- I O  1 . S82  
1 20 
A p pe n d i x  G :  Gas C h ro ma togra p h  F i n gerpri n t  C h ro m a togra m s  
I D No. I MW-l  I nj ection and Calcu lation Date: 25-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( J  Volt) 
Workstation I nstrument: 
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q C 1 0  
1 0  C J l  
1 1  C .J 2  
12 C 3 3  
1 3  r.: J 4  
1 01  r..:3 5  
l �  e l f>  
1 6  C 3 7  
] 1 C J 8  
I H  (;)9 
l �  C .o1 0  
1 3 1  J 
00 1 ]  
0 1  ,. �  
o O l Q O  
o OO � S  
o \ 4 7 fj  
o D O !) I;  
o 0 4 6 Q  
a � .1 5 5  
o Jj 2 1 11  
0 • ..1 9 6 1  
0 . 1 0 .3 )  
o . o o �O 
0 . 2 2 0 2  
O . O 6 1:1 �  
0 . 0 0 1 2  
a 2 4 .) 11  
o O l !l J  
o 0 9 9 4  
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____ _ � � �  __ �m�. 
Tot.d ls : 2 . 38 9 4  
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0 . 7 9 "1  
1 . 10� 
1), 4 '1 :i 
1 4  2 0 4  
1 £' . 4 5 3  
1 1 . 1 1 8  
1 8 . 62 6  
l !'l . l l l  
1. 9 . 1 3 3  
2 0  4 1 8  
2 0 . 9 9 3  
2 1 . S �0 
2' . O c. 6:  
2 2 . 604 9  
2 J . 2 !! 6  
2 3 . 7 2 1 
24 08 6 
2 !J . 2 98 
2 8 . 0 G �  
B us Add ress: 44 
R u n  Time:  38 .960 min 
T.1.me Wl.d�h 
01 t afoo l ALea s.p 1 / 2  St..t.us 
(run) fcount.) Code ( De c )  Codr.!I 
- ---------
- 0 . 0 1 0  r.' 8 4 f)V 1 . :iI  
- O . O S fi  � 3  TS o 0 
0 . 1  j r;  !) Co/(i  DV 2 1 
O . C 'I'7 -4  9 0 �  BB 7 . 11  
- 0 . 0 1 1  < 5 2  BB 2 , 
-O . Olii "10 40  "" L a  
0 . 0 1 S  2 1j (j  AP 
- 0 . 0 8 3  2 2 3 9  VB 0 
-0 O � .,  2 0 7 7  ) VI< 'i n 
-0 . 0 1 1  2 0 1 02 v;; 2 7 
-0 . O J 9 1 88 '.::i � BV 2 • 
o 2 6 �  4 9 l G  BV 2 � 
- 0 . 0 4 -4  ' 3 1  TS 0 . 0  
- 0 . 02 8  1 0 502 vv 2 . 6  
o 1 0 1  ] 7 8 8  ,;V 2 . J  
0 . 02 6 J � 4  n o  2 . S  
- 0 . O � 9  1 1 61 , VB ? !l  
0 . 0'16 7 " 9  BV 2 . 6  
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- - _  .... . -
0 . <1 9 2  1 1  J9"14 
I D No. j MW-2 I nject ion and Calculation Date: 
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1 9-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 
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Bus Add ress: 44 
R u n  Time:  
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I D No. 1 M W-3 I njection and Calculation Date: 25-02-2008 Detector Type: 3800 ( 1  Volt) Bus Add ress : 
Workstat ion I nstru ment: Varion Star # ]  I Channel:  Front = FID Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz Run Time: 
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Pea k P«a k Resul L 
No . N a me ( ) 
- - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 C 2 0  0 . 2 0;> ·' 3 
2 C 2 1  0 . 5 0 1 0  
3 C2 3 0 . 2 5 1 2  
1 C 2 9  0 . 3 3 2 5  
5 C 2 9  0 . 1 3 7 9  
6 C 3 0  0 . 0 3 9 3  
7 C 3 7  0 . 0 5 1 J  
- - - - - - - - - -- - =-=====::'" ��-.,.� 
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Pet . T ime 
T ..Lme O t ! � " t  
( "' 1 0 )  ( tn� n )  
- - - - - . - - - - - - - -
1 4 . 5 1 8  - 0 . 0 2 1  
1 5 . 4 8 3  0 . 0 3 5  
1 7 . 0 2 6  - 0 . 02 0  
1 9 . 9 4 7  0 . 0 2 8  
2 0 . 6 1 3  0 . 0 3 6  
2 1 . 2 3 1  0 . 02 3  
2 4 . 7 0 6  - 0 . 0 0 3  
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( co un t s )  
- - - - - - - - - -
8 2 0  
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1 4 1  
- - - - - - - ==�c=.-="""",.. �= _ _  . '"",,-"""==""'Ii' 
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38 .960 min 
W1dLh 
Sep . 1 / 2  StaLuS 
Code ( " ec ) Codes 
PB 2 . 4  
VV 4 . 2 
VV 1 .  � 
VV 0 . 0  
TS 0 . 0  
TS 0 . 0  
TS 0 . 0  
l D No. 1 M W-4 I njection and Calculation Date: 1 9-02-2008 Detector Type: 3800 ( 1  Volt) 
Workstation Ins trument :  Vari�n Star # 1  I Cbannel:  Front = FID Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
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, , ,  - �l ' .,......-r'i , I  II 
- - - , - - - -
:: � � ;! � � :: � � g ;;; � � 1\ III � 
5 !:I 1.) . l:l � \:; G � � G j)' 3 :!! � l!! fl u u l1 u u () u u u " 
1 24 
Bus Address: 44 
Run Time:  38 .960 min 
'(l mc.' W H Jt.. h 
()l fs(:t Nl,;ii  Sc:p . 1 1 2  �; t ... Ll..lOii 
( m 1. n )  'coun t £:! )  Co(j� ( &t.�CI Code 
- - - - - - - - - -
- O . PO� �tI'U T'V , . 1  
o 1 6 (, lO7 J uv ' . f)  
· 0  D 1 3  6 5 8  �v '2 . !i  
- 0  0 4 1  J l 9  BV 2 7 
-n . 00 1  9 6  T S  o 0 
0 . 02 6  1 " 60 .... 2 . '  
- D . 0 2 0  1 1 5 4 3  VV 3 . 1  
- 0 . 0 1 6  ) ° 1  IN 2 2 
D . 008 · 37 [IV 2 . 6  
- 0 . 0 .«1 5  !> l l  BB 0 . 0  
-0 . 0 1 4 5 £. 3 2  VI'  3.  -, 
0 . 0 4 0  9 1 G 8 l  V P  2 . 7  
0 . 0 3 3  5 0 � 50 HV 2 . 5  
- O . ooa 1 1  S, VB 3 2 
0 . 0 0 '7  2 2 01 4  VV 2 . 7  
O . H l  3 1 0  bV 2 . ]  
- I).  0 6 �  1 0 .) 4  1m 2 . 2  
0 . 2 0 1 1 88 �" 2 . 1  
_ .. ..... _-----
0 . 32 0  a � 5 1 0 
I D No. J M W-5 I njection and Calcu lat ion Date: 1 9-02-2008 
Workstat ion I nstru ment:  Varion Star # I I Channel :  Front = FID 














'\ ! II 1 
� ,I 
1 : I I I : i I I I I i . i � � II I I� f �\ � 
I 
' " il r III >l 
:il � ... S , ' :R - \ � I � ; � #8 ,l ;�I -l-UN � i �: \�IYJI . , l . '� � � 
_ ----:rr.---AA-J ..... T - .: _ .A" '\--,A . 
' fl � r _ I . ru 
, II I ' l -:iT , 
f 
Detector Type: 
Sam ple Rate: 
P�� k Pe� k 
No . NdT"a 
1 C B  
2 e 2 1  
3 C 2 2  
� c ? J  
5 C 2 4 
6 C 2 5  
C 2 �  




1 3  
1 4  
1 5  
H i  
1 1  
1 8  
1 9  
2 0  
1 0  e 2 q  
C3 0 
C 3 1  
C32 
C33 
C .1 4  
(;35 
C J 6  
(; :; 7  
c ':s S  
C J q  





l , -.---- , , " ' 
o � � � � = 
C m = = = 
� = m 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
n 5 § [j � � 5 re " 5 13 i3 ::l (J � ;7,  
'" 
13 "  13 III (J 3 � G 
1 25 
3800 ( 1  Volt) Bus Add ress: 44 
1 0.00 Hz Run Time: 38 .960 min 
-- ---
P e L . T 1.tnt" w l d L h  
n�.sul L T .. 1.Inc:.: O f ! !; c t  Ar e a  Sep . 1 /2 nL "" t\l� 
f )  ( In.l I' ) (miI'l ) ( C:01Int.�J ) CCHJtf ( !:of!c l C("I(le" 
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - _  .. -
� 2 . ()O q l  0 . 9 3 6  O . O2 � 4 2 (j � .1 ,l 5  V I>  " �; 
O . O l B O  1 3  4 !') :)  O . l GH � J 1  BV 7. !> 
0 . 0 1 1 !>  1 � . J 1 9  - 0 . 0 1 1  5 2 8  BV 2 . 1 
O . O O S ]  1 5 . 00 7  0 . 1 1 8 2 J 4  B P  2 . 2  
0 . 4 0 1 3 J 5 .  , � 4  - O . 1 � 3  1 9 4 & 1  BTl 2 . " 
0 . 02 2 4  1 6  1 9 3  0 . 02 0  1 0 ) 2  "B 2 _ J  
0 . J 3 !- 6  1 7 . 1 t:i!> - 0 . 02 0 1 H � 2  VV J . 3  
0 . 0 0 0 7  1 7 . 0 62 -0 . O J 1  3 !J 9  vv 2 � 
0 . 0 1 62 l A . � ' A  0 . 0 1 0  7 4 &  B I'  Z . 4  
0 . 01 :) 9 1 9 . 1 � 1  - 0 . 0 4 )  7 3 3  OV :S . ,  
0 . 1 0 4 2  1 9 .  -' 4 8  - 0 . 0 12 4 7 f.} 9  VI' J � 
1 . 8 1 0 9 2 0 . 4 7 1  0 . 0 4 2  8 3 7 7 8  VV 2 . 7  
1 . 0 3 3 9  I I  0 4 6  0 . 03 4  4 7 b 2 0  VV 2 . 6  
0 . 00 2 8  2 1 . 7 4 1  O . l , G 1 30 BV 7 . 6  
0 . 0 3 R B  2 2  1 36  - 0 . 00 1  1 7 8 6  VV 2 . 9  
0 . 0 62 2  2 2 . 60 3  0 . 00 7  ? 8 r. :;  VV 2 fi 
0 . 0 0 6 G  2 3 . 31 6  0 . 1 4 "  30 6 8V 2 . 3 
0 , 0 .(1 1 7 2 3  4 4 1  - 0 . 2 5 4  2 1 9 q  va 7 . 2  
O . 02 8 �  7 4 . 12 2  - O . O f) )  1 3 7 q  VB 2 . !>  
0 . 0 0 4 7  2 5 . 4 2 4  0 . 202 7 1 8  Be 2 . 0  
.c..::. ... ___ c: ;;  __ ---="""----
9 6 . 5 9 1 7  a . J 2 I 4 4 4 u e 90 
I D No. I M W-6 I njection and Calculation Date: 1 9-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 
Workstation i nstrument:  Varion Star # 1  I Channel:  Front - FID Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
P" a k  Pp-:il k RErsuJ. t 
J'l � 
No . Nclme ( )  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----
1 C El  9 :l  . 
.
, e 60 
I I � 2 C 2 ) 0 . 0 1 3 6  3 C 2 2  0 . 00 8 3  C 2 3  0 . n0 3 4  
� C 7, 4  0 . ... 0 7 8  
6 C 2 !)  0 . 02 2 8  
1 C 2 6  O . 2 � � �  
8 C 2 7  O . O O G ?  
9 C 2 8  0 . 0 1 "' 6 
I� 1 0  C 2 Q  0 . 0 1 0 0  1 1  C 3 0  0 . 0 9 4 5  
1 2  e n  1 .  4 8 7 2  § 
1 3  C 3 2  0 . 0 0 8 2  
1 4  C 3 3  0 . 0 0 6 7  
1 5  C 3 4  0 . 0 '1 1 9 
1 6  C 3 5  0 . 0 6 5 5  
1 7  C J 6  0 . 00 7 1  
._'!1 1 8  C 3 0  0 . 0 2 '7 5  
1 9  C 3 9  O . O O t> 6  
- - - - - -- - - - - - ----------
Tot.a l s : 
, 2  
� 




� :!! :: co .. 
5 fl M .,. [i Ilii � � !'l !j (.) (.) !j u 
g N fl 
5 ;;; § fl i'i " 
� 
!I! II! (.) (.) 
- -









0 . 0 4 J  
1. 1 . 4 4 9  
1 4 . 1 1 :l  
1 4 . 8 �3 
1 5 . 5 4 3  
1 6 . 4 11 !>  
1 7 . 1 S 9 
) 7 . 0 5 5 
1 8 . 5 5 1  
1 9 . 1 4 1  
1 9 . 1 4 0  
7 0 . 4  G 5  
2 1 . 0 3 9  
2 1 . �8 �  
2 2 . 1 30 
2 7 . 6 7 7  
2 3 . 3 2 �  
2 4 . 1 l !:>  
2 �  . 1) 1 5 
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38 .960 min 
T t me W i d l.h 
ot t . e t.  Ar u a  S"p . 1 /2 St.a t.u" 
(ITI1 n )  ( coun L s ) Code ( sec ) Co(jro; 
- - - - - - - - - -
0 . 0 3 6  5 0 8 4 4 4 1  BB 4 . 1  
0 . 1 62 1 .n HV 2 . 6  
- 0 . 0 1 1  4 �2 BV 2 . 4  
- 0 . 0 4 6  1 8 6  PV 2 . (,  
- 0 . 1 7 4  1 6 6 9 5  P!\ 2 . 7  
0 . 02 .1 1 2 3 6 nil 2 . 3  
- 0 . 02 6  1 60 2 2  VV 3 . 1  
- 0 . 02 1  3 7 1  BV 2 . 2  
0 . 00 3  '1 3 5  flV 2 . 5  
- 0 . 0 � 3  � 4 1  VV 3 . 0  
-0 . 0 8 0  � 1 2 2  VP J . 5  
0 . 03 6  8 0 6 2 6  VI' 2 . 7  
0 . 02 8  4 8 1 5 3 VV 2 . 5  
0 . 0 00 ..1 6 4  IlV 3 . 6  
- 0 . 0 1 0  1 7 30 vv 3 . 3  
0 . 0 0 1  3 5 5 0  VV 2 . 1  
0 . 1 4 0  3 0 7  flV 2 4 
- 0 . 0'10 1 4 0 8  VB 2 . 4  
O . l ? )  3 0 4  B S  2 . 2  
--- ------
0 . 1 2 3  !:> 7 6 :! 1 32 
I D No. I MW-7 












I , , , , N N 0 _ N o 0 .,.... -r-
I njection and Calculation Date: 20-02-2008 
Varion Star # 1 I Channel :
_. 
Front - FID 
0 0 
1: � � 
� § lil 
Detector Type: 3800 ( l  Volt) 
Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
Peak P� C't k  P.e !J u l t  
No N.ome- I )  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  a _ _ _  
1 C 8  0 . 1 6 6 9  
2 e:< 1 0 . 0 1 1 2  
3 C 2 2  0 . 00 � 3  
• C :> 3  0 . 0 0 8 1  
5 e2 4 0 . 1 ,62 
6 C 2 5  0 . 00 12 
7 C26 0 . 1 1 1 3  
e C 2 7  0 . 0 1 1 3 
" C Z U  0 . 0 ) 1 5 
1 0  C2 9 0 . 00 8 0  
1 1  <: 3 0  o 0 5 6 8  
1 2  e 3 1  0 . 8 5 4 8  
1 3  C 3 2  0 . 5 3 0 5  
1 4  e 3 3  0 . 0 6 '1 .  
1 5  C 3 4  0 . 0 6 9U 
1 6  C 3 5  0 . 0 "' 5 4  
] 7  C 3 G  0 . 0 1 52 
18 C3-' 0 . 0 5 0 8  
1 9  C 3 8  0 . 02 0 6  
2 0  C 3 9  0 . 00 5 6  
- - - - - - - - - - - - --------�� 
T()t ... � s :  2 . 2 7 0 9  
Rt:t L .  
T.une 
(roi n )  
o 1 9 6  
1 3 . 0 9  
1 1  . 2 1 9  
1 4 . U OO 
1 5 . 52 6  
) 6 . '  9 1  
1 "I . 1 !> 2 
1 7 . 8 6 6  
1 0 . 5 60 
1 9 . 1 5 3 
J Q . 1 U  
2 0 . 4 6 3  
2 1 . 0 3 '1  
2 1 . 5 9 6  
22 . J  :, fi 
2 7 . 6 8 1  
2 3 . 3 3 7  
2 3 . 4 4 .0  
2 4 . 1 2 5  
2 5 . 1 2 7  
1:1 
� � Il ; Al �, �AIJW \l Tn rrrr Y�-J ,� � 1"f"I IIFf' i"f"rf'll II I i 11 1  " 
:0: � 
fi § § 11 t) 
� 
1l 
� � � 
!l § a t. u 
/l N � 
g 





� � pa 
ill u 8 
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38.960 min 
Tjme W'idl.h 
O ! ! !l c t  Area S"p . 1 12 S t olt\lC 
( 1I'1. n )  ( counr r. )  Codes: ( sec ) C ';'HJ <: D  
- - - - - - ----
-o . oo q  8 1  :17 BV 1 . 0  
O . 1 �2 19 I av 3 . 6  
0 . 0� 9 2 "2 11B 3 . �  
- 0 . 1 3 9  J 1 �  BB 8 . 9  
- 0 . 1 9 1  -' 2 2 7  VV 2 . 5  
0 . 02. 1  � 3 3  VV 3 . 1  
- 0 . 0 3 3  5 4 2 6  VV 3 . 0  
- 0 . 0 1 0  5 7 5  VV 3 . 3  
0 . 0 1 2  � J 2  FV J . 5  
- 0 . 0 4 2 3 6 9  VV 0 . 0  
- 0 . 0 7 6  2 G Z 8  VV 4 . 6  
0 . 0 3 4 3 QS 4 1  VV o 0 
0 . 02 5  '-4 5 38 VV 2 5 
0 . 0 1 3 3 1 1 6  VV o 0 
- 0 . 00 1  3 2 J O  VV o 0 
0 . 0 1 1  3 4 9 0  W o 0 
O .  J 4 6  7 0 '  VV o 0 
- 0 . 7. 5 ]  2 3 50 VB 7 a 
- 0 . 0 6 0  9 '"  V �  2 . . 1 
0 . 2 0 5  2 60 BB 2 3 
__ ______ eot-"* 
- 0 . 0 9 Q  1 05 4 2 3  
I D N o. I M W-8 
Workstation I nstru ment: 









� U TT T 




I njection and Calculation Date: 24-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 







' . I . 
... ��I �� � � � � !  � �1�  lJh\i - � :!I,M. -
' .  • 1 111 HI I 1111'1111 111111 
-,-' ......,.. . . -.- ..-- -.,-' --. -.-�.-.. . . , 
N ('ol N ('01 � � � � '" '" N ;! � � � ; � � � � � � 
� � 
, 
f' c a l<  f'ea k 
No N<1me 
1 c a  
-- -
5 C2 3 
6 C2 4 
7 C 2 5  
8 C 7 6  
9 C 2 7  
1 0  C 2 8  
1 1  C 2 9  
1 2  CJO 




17 (; 3 5  
1 8  e 3 F.i  
1 9  C 3 7  
2 0  C 3 8  
2 1  C ;, 9  
2 2  C 4 0  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
T o t,a l s : 
1�l l�TIf lUI , llIllJlPJlII .l 
, , N N N N .... N N N til lEI " l'l l1l g ;; PI P. 
5 B B  n 5 � 5 5 5 H 3 0 fl n o � 5 G  0 � 
1 28 
1 0 .00 Hz 
R c; : w l t:. 
( ) 
- - - - - - -.-
1 2 . 1 7 51 
0 . 0 0 0 7  
0 . 0 1 0 :)  
0 . 0 0 1 2  
0 . 00 3 J  
0 . 00 2 4  
0 . 0 1 1 !>  
0 . 1 7 1 2  
0 . 00 '1 7 
0 . 00 4 6  
0 . 0 4 7 4  
0 . 4 8 7 8  
0 . 7 5 8 2  
0 . 6 6 9 6  
0 . 0 4 5 4  
0 . 0 9 4 1  
0 . 2 5 6 6  
0 . 1 1 3 0  
0 . 0 8 5 2  
0 . 02 7 8  
0 . 02 1 1  
0 . 0 0 0 7  
,, � ;.o;,  .:.. = ___ 
4 4 . "' 9 2 0  
Re t .  
Tim(.! 
( m i n )  
- - - - - --
O .  "/ 9 3  
'/ . 2 '/ 0 
1 3 . 1 2 2  
J 4 .  J 0 5  
1 4  0 "1 1  
1. 5 . 8 5 4  
1 6 . 4 6 5  
] 7 .  J 4 0  
1 '/ .  � 1 4  
1 8 . 5 7 8  
1 9 . 1 J O 
1 9 . 7 6 8  
2 0 . 4 3 8 
2 1 . 0 2 3  
2 1 . 5 "1 9  
2 2 . 1 1 2  
2 2 . 67 1  
2 3 . 1 5 8 
2 3 .  '/ 3 2  
2 4 . 2 4 8  
2 ; . 2 2 5  
2 8 . ':' 9 7  
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38 .960 min 
T l.me Wid"h 
O ! t " ct. Area Scp o 1 / 2  S t..ol Lu!io 
( min ) ( C O U U L 5  ) Code ( .s �c ) Cod p s  
- - - --- - - - -
- 0 . 0 1 4  1 .3 3 4 8 1 0  BV 4 . 7  
- 0 . 0 4 0  7 1  B S  0 . 0  
o . 1 :) �  1 0 6 0  IN 3 . 2  
- 0 . 0 2 5  1 2 1  VV 2 . 7  
- 0 . 0 6 8  3 2 1  PV 2 . 0  
o . l .n 2 4 9  BV 2 . 9  
0 . 0 0 1  I HI 6  BB 2 . 3  
- 0 . 0 4 5  1 "7 5 9 6  VV 3 . J  
0 . 0 3 8  4 8 3  VV 2 . 5  
0 . 0 3 0  4 69 VV 3 . 2  
- 0 . 0 6 4  4 6 7 3  VV .3 . 0  
- 0 . 052 5 0 1 3 9  VV .3 . 4  
0 . 0 0 9  "1 7 9 3 3  VV 0 . 0  
0 . 0 1 1  (,8 8 1 9  VV 2 . 6  
- 0 . 0 0 6  4 6 6 4  VV 0 . 0  
- 0 . 0 2 0  9 6 7 0  VV 0 . 0  
- O . O O �  2 (, 3 7 5  VV .3 . 7  
- 0 . 0 3 1  1 1 6 1 7  VV 0 . 0  
O . O Tl 0 7 5 5  VV 0 . 0  
0 . 0 6 3  2 8 5 3  VV 0 . 0  
0 . 0 0 3  2 1 68 VV 0 . 0  
- 0 . 0 2 2  7 3  TS 0 . 0  
-.,..-- -�--.... --
0 . 0 6 4  4 6 2 4 3 0 5  
l D No. I M W-9 
Workstation I nstru ment :  








I "  
r" 
o � � 
I nj ection and Calculation Date: 20-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 







; � � I� ;! , j ll  ·-------r',1 � 
Sa mple Rate: 
P e a k  
No . 
1 CS 
2 C 2 1  
.J C ;> ;>  
4 C 2 4  
5 C2 5 
6 C2 6 
7 C 2 7  
8 C2 6 
9 C2 9 
10 C 3 0  
1 1  C J 1  
1 2  C 3 2  
1 3  C 3 3  
1 4  C 3 4  
l S  C 3 !l  
1 6  C 3 G  
1 7  e n  
1 6  C 3 6  
1 9  C 3 9  
P"a k 
Na me-
- - - - - --
] 0.00 Hz 
H..e s u ) t 
( )  
-- -- -- - - - -
0 . 1 9 1 �  
0 . 02 S '.>  
0 . 0 1 6!) 
O . ? !H;? 
0 . 0 1 3 1  
0 . 2 2 4 4  
0 . 0 1 2 !> 
0 . 0 0 6 6  
0 . 00 8 9  
0 . O S 6 4  
1 . 00 9 8  
0 . 7 . 01 
0 . 0 0 7 5  
0 . 0 3 2 1  
0 . 07 ] 0  
0 . 0 0 8 0  
0 . 0 4 98 
0 . 0 2 5 !>  
0 . 00 7 5  
- - - -- -- - -- -- ----------
TOLd i s :  2 . 1 9 7 9  
, I • • i f , , , , i , ""T  T , , 
l{ � L  • 
1 1tne 
( nl i n )  
0 . 7 9 6  
J :L � 5 6  
1 � . 2 3 4  
1 5 . 5 4 4  
J (; . 4 5 0  
1 1 . 1 5 9  
1. 7 . 6 62 
) 0 . 5 5 8  
1 0 . 1 4 9  
1 9 . 7 4 '" 
2 0 . 4 6 5  
7 1  . 0 4 2  
2 1 . 7 3 6  
2 2 . 1 3 !>  
2 2 . 6e �  
2 3 . 3 3 1  
2 3 . 4 4 2 
2 4 . J 2 2  
2 5 . 4 2 3  
� � � � '" " .., 
... '" ... ... '" '" '" � : � ; � a a ; ; � � ; � � N � � � � � � 
13 N � u u 5 � � § [l 5 8 5 13 5 3  13 13 [l ti 
1 29 
Bus Address: 44 
Run  Time:  38.960 min 
Tl.me W.id:.h 
O f f s e t  l\.t ca ,seop . 1 1 2  St.atus 
( ml n )  ( count. s )  Code ( �ec ) Cc,des 
--- - - - - - - -
- O . O � l  9 0 ) 1  BV 1 . J  
0 . 1 69 1 3 � 9  BV 2 . 4  
0 . 1 0 4  7 8 0  BS 2 . 9  
- 0 . 1 7 3  1 7 0YO SA 2 . 5  
0 . 0 2 6  6 1 6  fiR 2 . 2  
- 0  O � (  1 0 5 9 0  VV 2 . 9  
- 0 . 0 1 �  5 6 9 vv 2 3 
0 . 0 1 0  3 1 1 BV ;> 6 
- 0 . 0 4 5  4 ? O  VB 3 . 7  
- 0 . 07 3  4 0 7 8  VB 3 0 
0 . 0 3 6  4 7 6 5 5  VB 2 . 7 
0 . 0 30 3 4 9 2 9  BV 2 . 5  
0 . 1 5 1  3 53 U P  1 . 8  
- O . OO !>  1 5 1 4  VV S 6 
O . O O S  3 4 4 4  VV 2 7 
0 . 1 4 ;>  3 7 6  OV 2 . 2  
-0 . 2 5 3 2 J . �  VB 2 . 2  
- 0 . 0 6 3  1 2 0 4 Sf! 2 . 0  
0 . 2 0 1  .3 5 ?  sn 2 3 
.... _____ ... -Ol;= 
0 . 2 1. 5  1 32 0 3 1  
I D No. I M W- 1 0  I njection and Calculation Date: 20-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 








---r--.--- " .--. ..  -----,.------.-� � c � � � � 
� - � � - � � 
B 
- .. - -r--.,..--",.---,---------
G = G N N N 
- � - � � � 





Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
Pf':�k Pe a k  Rcoult. 
No . Natoe I )  
- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
] <": 8  9 7 . 0 9 1 1 
2 C 2 1  0 . 0 1 5 1  
j C 2 2  0 . 00 2 7 
• C 2 .  0 . 1 7 9 0  
5 C 2 5  0 . 0 1 1 8  
� C 2 6  o 1 7 4 9  
"1 C 2 1  o 0 0 5 1  
6 C 2 8  0 . 00 5 1  
9 C2 9 0 . 00 2 ?  
� O  C 3 0  o 0 6 3 �  
1 1  C 3 1  0 . 5 11 1 3  
1 2  C 3 2  0 . 4 0 2 7  
U C 3 3  0 . 00 4 5  
1 .  (.; 3 4  0 . 0 1 1 6  
I S  C 3 5  O . O !> 2 0  
1 6  (: 1 6  O .  [ JO n  
1 7  e l Y  0 . 0 2 0 0  
1 8  C 3 f1  0 . 00 4 5  
- - - - - - - - - - - - ------�---
TOLa 1 5 : 9 6 . 5 9 2 3  
'''--�---''�--.,..---r---r---....,�-r---r---r I t ,--.,-- -r--
N � � N N N N N � � N � N N � 
� � � � � � � � N � � � � � � 
N f:l 
() " 5 fi � 5 !l � 5 5 i3 fl 5  Il � 1l 
1 30 
ill " 
B us Address: 44 
Run  Time:  3 8.960 min 
Aet . • T1IM" Wldth 
Time O t t s e t  Ar e a  Scp o 1 / 2 S t l\ LUn 
(udo) ( m I ll )  ( t;.o'm1.. � l  CCldo ( Sf-oc. ) Codlf!t$ 
0 . 8 3 7  0 . 030 6 3 7 7 � 66 BB !"I . "1 
1 3 . 4 5 4  0 . 1 67 990 BV 2 . 5  
1 4 . 1 32 0 . 002 1 ; 1  BV 2 . 7 
1 5 . 53 9  - 0 . 1 7 0  1 1 6 9 2  BB 2 5 
1 6 . 1 8 6  0 . 02 4  7 7 5  BB 2 . 3  
1 7 . 1 5 6  -0 . 01 9  1 1 4 92 VV • .  0 
1 7 .  B 6 ]  - 0  0 1 5  3 ) 4  BV 2 1 
l U . 5 5 �  0 . 00 7  3 3 7  B V  2 . 8  
1 9  0 7 8  - 0 . 1 1 6  1 4 8  BB o 0 
1 9 . 7 . 4  - 0 . 07 6  4 U 3  VB J 1 
20 4 57 0 . 0' 8  3 5 6 9 ]  va 2 7 
2 1 0 3 3  0 . 02 1 2 6 4 1 9  BV 2 5 
2 1 . 7 3 2  0 . 1 4 7  2 9 .  BP 2 . 8  
2 2 . 1 .:n - 0 . 009 1 6 4  VII • •  
2 2 . 6 8 0  0 . 00 '  3 0 !>  VV 2 . "  
2 3 . 32 9  0 . 1 4 0 3 1 1  BV 2 . 1  
2 4 . 1 17 - 0 . 0 68 1 3 1 1  VB 2 . 3  
2 5 . 4 2 0  0 . 1 9 8  2 9 5  B B  2 . 1 ....... -------
0 . 2 7 7  6. 7 6 5 8 4  
I D No. I M W- l l I njection and Calculation Date: 20-02-2008 Detector Type: 3800 ( 1  Volt) 







I �! I 
I I 
o I ", I  
;J 
I . 
�- - --. 
Varion Star # I I Channel:  Front = F l D  Sam ple Rate:  1 0.00 Hz 
--
f'f""a k  P�JS k: Re s u l t  
N o  Ndme ( I  
- - - - - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - -
1 CD 0 . 2 2 0 4  
2 (; 2 1  0 . 0 1 9 � 
3 C 2 2  0 . 0 2 0 1  
• C 2 3  O . OO 2 S  
* f 5 C 2 4  O . � f)2 �  6 C 2 5  0 . 0 1 � 5  7 C 2 6  0 . 2 3 U  8 C 2 7  0 . 0 0 9 9  
9 C28 0 . 00 4 6  
1 0  C 2 9  0 . 00 3 9  
1 1  C30 O . 1 0 3 �  
1 2  c : n  0 . 9 2 2 6  
1 3  C 3 2  0 . 6 8 6 4  
1 4  C 3 3  0 . 0 0 7 9  
1 5  C J 4  0 . 0 2 4 2  
1 6  (:35 0 . 0 9 9 5  
1 7  C 3 6  O . O l l B  
1 8  C 3 7  0 . 0 6 4 0  
1 9  C.3e 0 . 0 3 9 8  
2 0  C '; 9  0 . 0 1 0 1 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  • _ _ -_ r ____ 
I 
; I � . I 
I T o t- o l s :  Tota l s : 
I ' �i p� � _  
; � � .I ! . 
II I. -$.. I. � I U I I �] ) II l f . .  � ����Wy�\ , �'�h--
2 7 "' 3 2  
2 .  '/ 6 3 2  
::l ::l ::l � � � � � � � � - � M � � � � _ � � '" :? .., � '" '" '" ., M � .., ., M .. ... M � N f:J '" l:: M '" M ;:; !.l ill 
tJ 5 § 5 S i'l � 5 5 § 3 ti � 5 8  fl � � B 
1 3 1  
Rcl. . 
']'�mc.! 
( m.l. n )  
0 . 7 9 5  
L L  4 5 5  
1 4 . 2 3 4  
1 4 . B O )  
1 5 . 5 4 1  
1 6 . 4 8 9  
1 7 . 1 60 
1 7 .  � 62 
1 8 . 5 5 6  
1 9 . 1 4 7  
1 � , ' 4 6  
2 0 . 4 60 
2 1 . 0 3 6  
2 1 .  7 32 
2 2 . 1 3 5 
2 7 . 6 e 7  
;l J . 3 30 
2 3 . 4 4 0  
2 4 . 1 2 1  
2 5 . 4 2 1  
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38 .960 min 
Tl.rne WlrJll 
O t ! t: e t  Ax .. ..  Sep . 1 / 2  S l. a Lus 
e m : n )  ( count, JI ) CCHJn ( s�c ) t. OltVf> 
- - - - - -- -- .-
- 0 . 0 1 2  9 !J 5 1  EN 1 0 
0 . 1 68 8 iQ S  BV 2 . 5  
0 . 1 0 '  a J O  ell 2 . 7  
-0 . 1 ) f,  l O r,  Oil 1 6 
-0 . 1 7 6 1 1 3 7 4  BB 2 . �  
0 . 02 5  672 BB 2 . 3  
- 0 . 02 5 1 0 1 4 )  VI> 2 . Q  
-0 . 0 ) 4  4 2 7  vv 2 . •  
0 . 0 0 0  1 9 8  FlY � . 3  
- 0 . 0 4 7  1 67 va 0 . 0  
-0 . 01 .:1  4 50 4  VIl 2 . 9  
0 . 0 3 1  ) 9 9 8 1  VB 2 . B  
0 . 02 4  2 9 7 4 4  BV 2 . 4  
0 . 1 4 7  3 4 3  BP 3 . 0  
- 0 . 00 5  1 0 4 8  vv 3 . 5  
0 . 0 0 6  4 .> 1 3  vv 1 . 9  
0 . 1 4 1  5 1 1  BV 2 . 2  
- 0 . 2 5 5 2 " 7 2  VB 2 . 2  
- 0 . 06 '  1 "1 2 4  V� 7 . 3  
0 . 1 �9 < 3 7  BB 7 . 7  
--------
o 0 4 5  1 1 9 / 3 2  
o 0 4 5  1 1 9 7 3 2  
I D No. I MW- 1 2  
Workstation I nstru ment: 
��'i 
o o 
; 1  




� I  
I njection and Calculat ion Date: 20-02-2008 
Varion Star # 1  1 Channel: Front == FID 
-_.-
; i !� ; J. ; .Ai ;kll 
-"')I� jj II '" �  f-
� 
� N a 
0; 
Detector Type: 3 800 ( J  Volt) 
Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
Paak Peak )·u!""ul L 
No.  Name ! )  
------------ - - - --- ----
1 C8 � 6 . 9' 9 9  
2 e 2 l  0 . 00 9 6  
3 r; 2 2  0 . 0 2 0 5  
4 C 2 4  0 . 1 3 6 7  
5 c 2 S  0 . 0 0 8 1  
6 C2 6 O . 1 4 2 �  
C 2 7  0 . 0 0 5 11  
C26 O . OO S �  
e2 9 0 . 0 0 58 
10 C J O  0 . 0608 
1 1  c : n  0 . � 2 4 &  
1 2  C J 2  O. IJ 0 2 S"1  
1 3  C3 � 0 . 0 0 1 4  
1 4  C 3 5  0 . OG2 9 
1.5 C: 3 6  0 . 0 0 8 4  
1 6  C 3 8  O .  02!)� 
11 C 3 9  0 . 00 6 1  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  � .� ___ D 
'J'r) t_a l s : 9B . 36 �0  
� � � � � � � � l;j � 0 _ � �-
� N � � � � - - � 
r--T T N "i '" � � � 
, __ -...---r ---r--� � N N N � N N N 
� � � � � � � � � � 
B - � n " 5 D o o 5 B n fi B � � � 10 i.J <) <) <J 
1 32 
11l <) 
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38 .960 min 
�H. Time 'Wldlh 
Time O f 1ut=t. Az.ee S.p. 1/2 St.tu:!'t 
( mi n )  ('fI.1 n )  ( counLa ) C'.JI!a. ( $€-c ) Codes 
-------- - -
0 .. 8 2 1  0 . 0 2 0  6 � q ) } 2 0  88 G • 
13 • ., 5 0 0 . 1 6 3  6 9 '  8V 2 • 
1 • .  2 3 1  0 . 1 0 1  1 4 7 9  Be 2 . '  
1 5 . 5 3 3  - O . lt H  9 8 7 2  BB > . 5  
1 6 . 4 8 4  0 . 0 2 0  5 8 J  BB 2 . �  
1 1 . 1 5 3  - 0 . 032 1 0 2 1 8  vv 3 0 
1" a S 1  - 0 " 0 ]  q ' 9 G  BV , 1 
1 8 . 658 0 . 1 1 0  n 8  BP 1 . q 
1 9 . 1 4 1  - O . O !l 3  4 2 1  VB 3 . 3  
1 9 . 1 4 0  - 0 . 0 8 0  4 J 8 8  VB 2 . 9  
? (' )' ''' � 7  0 . 02 8 J 1 0 0 a  va 2 . 1  
2 1  0 3 2  0 . 02 1 2 Q0 8 4  BV 2 . 6  
2 2  1 2 9  - 0 . 0 1 1  5 : n  TS 0 . 0  
2 2  6 8 1  O . OO� q 5 � 4  vv 2 . 6  
2 J . J 3 0  0 . 1 4 1 60' ,N 2 0 
2 4 . 1 1 9  - 0  O C i  1 0 61 VEl 2 3 
2 5  4 1 9  o 1 � 1  I1 B 5  88 2 � 
- - . _  . . -_ ... 
(J . J6C1 7 J O J 2 < 6  
I D No. 1 M W- 1 3  I njection and Calculat ion Date: 20-02-2008 Detector Type: 
Workstat ion I nstru ment :  Yarion Star # 1  1 Channel:  Front - FID Sa m ple Rate: 
i PFl a k Pea k No . Name - fl � 
1 ctJ 
'" 2 C 2 1  '" J C 7 2  
4 C 2 4  
5 C 2 5  
6 C 2 6  
.... 7 e2 7 
9 r:2 8 I 
9 C 2 9  
"' 
N 
�- 1 0  C 3 0  
1 1  c.n 
12 C 3 2  
1 3  C 3 3  
1 4  C 3 4  
1 5  C 3 5  1 0 : 
16 C 3 6  '" �-
1 7  C J 7  
1 6  C 3 8  
1 9  C 'l 9  
- - - - - - - -- - --
ToLd ) 5 :  
I I �! 
'" 
-"' i ':! 
� 
... 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � M � � n � � � � N N N N � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
B N !iI " " 5 � � fi 0 [i 8 fi 5 0 8  n 0 8 3 
1 33 
3 800 ( l  Volt) Bus Add ress: 44 
1 0.00 Hz Run Time:  38 .960 min 
R � t.:. . Time N'J.dth 
Re s\.11 t T:i.me o r r � e t  At ea Sep . l I Z  St.atu5 
( )  (nil. II I ( ra i n )  ( coun t ... , Code ( !';ec ) Codes 
- - - - _. _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0 . 1 9 1 4  0 . 7 � 6  - 0 , 01 1  <) 0 1 1  BV 1 1 
0 . 02 8 6  l: j . 4 � 6  0 . 1  (; 9  1 3 4 9  BV 2 . 4  
0 . 0 1 1) 5  1 4 . 2 3 4  0 . 1 0 4  7 9 0  BB 2 . q  
0 . 7 5 62 1 5 . 5 4 4  - 0 . 1 7  ) 1 7 0 '1 0  B El  2 . 5  
0 . 0 1 3 1  J 6 .  4 9 0 0 . 02 6  6 1 8  "" 2 . 2  
0 . 2 2 4 4  1 7 . 1 5 9  -- O . O? (j  1 0 5 9 0  VV 2 . 9  
0 . O l 2 !> 1 1 . 6 62 - 0 . 0 1 4  5 8 �  VV 2 J 
0 . 0 0 6 6  1 0 . 5 58 0 . 0 1 0  3 1 1  BV 2 6 
0 . 00 8 9  1 ? 1 4 9  - 0 . 0 4 � 4 7 0  VB 3 . 7  
0 . 0 8 6. 1 9 . 7 � 7  - 0 . 07 3  4 0 7 8  VB 3 0 
1 . 0 0 9 8  2 0 . 4 6 5  0 . 0 3 6  11 7 6 9 5,  VB 7 . 7 
0 . 7 4 0 )  ? l  . 0 4 2  0 . 0 3 0  3 4 9 2 9  BV 2 . 5  
0 . 00 7 5  2 1 . 7 3 6 0 . 1 5 1  3 5 3  U P  2 . 8  
0 . 0 3 2 1  2 2 . 1. 3 5  - 0 . 00 5  1 5 1 .  VV 5 . 6  
0 . 07 J O 2 2 . 6 � !>  O . OO S  34 4 4  VV 2 . 7 
0 . 0 0 8 0  2 3 . 3 3 1  0 . 1 4 2  3 7 6  BV 2 . 2  
0 . 0 4 98 2 3 . 4 4 2  - 0 . 2 5 3  2 ') 1 �  Vll 2 . 2  
O . 0 2 S t>  2 4 . 1 2 2 - 0 . 0 6 3  1 2 0 4  BS 2 . 0  
0 . 0 0 7 5  2 5 . 4 2 3  0 . 2 0 1  3 5 2  BS 2 . 3  
--------- "'" ..... _.,.. _ _  -:�:r;;= 
2 . 7 9 7 9  0 . 2  J 5 1 32 0 3 1  
I D No. J M W- 1 4  I njec tion and Calculation Date: 20-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 
Workstation Instru ment :  Varion Star # 1  I Channel: Fronl - FJD Sa m ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
h 
-'" r 
I N I 
f· 
Pt.· � k  l'e � k  Rf"!.iulr. 
\ � 
No . Nam� ( 1  
- - - - - - - - - --- -- - --- -- - -en O . O O O G  
C �  9 9 .  S R "i l  
C :,j O  0 , 00 2 9  
• c n  0 . 02B8 
� C 3 2  0 . 0 <' 4 4  
6 C 3 4  O . OO ' J  
c � s  O . OO ) E; 
C 3 G  0 . 00 2 5  
--- -- - - - - -- - ----------
Tota l s ! q q . 9 � l O  
�
h� I � I ! L 
c �/ --- ---r- ----"--+-A-A ' 
d ;: ;;; ;: ;: � 
!; 
_ N 
i , T 
� � � _ � � _ r r 
� : � � � � � � � � � � 
i: M � I'i '" <.l '-' '-' '-' i3 
1 34 
Bus Add ress: 44 
R U D  Time:  38 .960 min 
Rc:: l. • T i nt<t W1.dth 
Tj,m.n o r  ( !)J'l !\r .. ' 0. Scp 1 /2 S L D t.U!\ 
(rnl n) ( m..1.n )  ( co un t � )  Coder ( �t:'c ) Codes 
-- --- -----
o .  ' 17 2 - O , 0 3 �  5 '  S P  1 . '  
0 . .9 3 ';  -0 . 0 '1 9  8 04 4 8 �q9 PlI , . . 
1 9 . f..,; 1j 1  - 0 . 1 /; ')  2 4 4  V8 2 . 2  
� O . 4 4 6  a 0 1 7  2 4 3 4  V8 2 . e  
n . 02 0  0 . 008 2 0 f) )  BV 2 . �  
22 0 0 2  - 0 . 1 3 8  ,,00 Vb 2 • •  
2 1  6 7 1  0 . 0 01 1 3 � BV 2 . 2  
2 Z . 9 U 2  -0 . 2 0 "1  2 H  88 2 9 
-----_ ... --
- C . !>.!>.!> e 4 � 4 3 4 2  
I D No. j M W- 1 5  I njection and Calculation Date: 25-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( I  Volt) 
Workstation I nstru ment:  Varion Star # 1  I Channel:  Front = FID Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
j f' l 
clO I I  
I �� 
I i -� 
8n g 




�--,--,r-�,r- , ,� 
� � ! 8 � = � � ; � � � 
� 
., 
� � l I I I I 
flCCi k P� .a k.  Rp. s ul t 
No . NaM( ( ) 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
1 C &  0 . 1 3 1 6  
2 e Z 1  0 . 02 3 5 
'.I (;22 0 . 0 0 6 1  
1 C 2 J  0 . 00 2 6  
5 C ? 4  0 . 0 0 5 4  
6 <': 2 5  0 � 0 1 a 9  
7 C2 6 0 . 2 7 2 3  
B (; 7 7  0 . 01 0 ? 
9 e 2 8  0 . 0 ] 0 1  
1 0  C 2 �  0 . 0 7 7 9  
1 1  <.: 3 0  0 . 6 6 9 2  
1 2  r. 3 1  0 . 9 3 1 3 
1 :J  e 3 2  o 8 9 3 1  
1 4  e ) 3  0 . 0 8 ) 0 
1 5  <': 3 4  0 . 0 1 1 0  
1 6  C 3 5  0 . 52 1 5  
1 7  e 3 6  fl . 0 . 4 2  
1 8  <: 3 1 0 . 1 0 4 3  
1 9  C 3 6  0 . 00 1 6  
2 0  C 3 9  0 . 0 0 3 7  
2 1  C 4 0  0 . 00 8 9  
- - - - - - - - - - - - ------�--� 
Tat. a l e : 3 . 8 2 8 9  
�� 
I , -.----.. -.... I --r--r---,-----T""" � � N � � � � � N � � � M � 
B B § g 0 � � 5 5  n 5 G G n � n �  � � 
1 35 
R p t . 
T une 
( rru n )  
O . 7 � S  
I j . 4 2 1  
1 4 . 1 8 5  
1 � . a " 2  
1 � . (J � 2  
1 6  .. 4 b ti  
1 7 . 1 4 0  
1 7 . ln 6 
1 a .  5 7 3  
1 9 . 1 3 0  
1 9 .  '�, 6 !>  
2 0 . 4 3 9  
'- 1 . 0? 0  
2 1 .  ? 2 0  
2 2 . 1 1 0  
2 2 . 6 7 4  
7 3 . 1 8 :)  
2 3 . 7 3 R  
2 4 . 1. 9 2  
2 5 . 2 2 8  
2 8 . 7 2 0 
Bus Add ress: 44 
R u n  Time:  38 .960 min 
Tunc W i d etl 
01 1 s e L  A.<. .,a S .. p .  l / �  S L 4 LUs 
�'n�n) ( Count ::; )  Code ( '" �C ) Code!; 
- - - - - - -- - -
- 0 . n 1 2  7 5 3 2 BV ] 2 
0 . 1 3 . 1 3 1 6  BV 3 4 
O . O !l !>  3 4 8  bB 2 5 
- 0 . 0 6? 1 4 7  PB 2 . 0  
0 . 1 3 5  3 1 1  BV 3 . 1  
O . OO? l o a D  PI) 2 . 3 
- D . O . !>  2 5 5 9 1 vv 2 . 9  
-0 . 0 4 0 6 1 0 vv 2 . 5 
0 . 0 7 5 5 8 1  vv 0 . 0  
- 0 . 0 6 4  4 4 60 vv 3 . 3  
- 0 . 0 5 5  3 8 3 1 7  VB 3 . '  
0 . 0 1 0  5 3 3 1 9 VB 2 . 5  
0 . 00 8  5 1 1 30 OV 2 . 5  
0 . 1 3 5 ' 63 6  BV 1 3 . 0  
-0 . 0 3 0  6 32 TS 0 . 0  
- 0 . 002 2 9 8 5 7 vv 2 . 9  
- fl . 00 . 2 5 2 9  vv 0 . 0 
0 . 0 4 3  5 9 7 0  vv 0 . 0  
0 . 00 7  9 1  TS 0 . 0  
0 . 0 0 6  2 1 2  vv ? 8  
0 . 1 0 1  !> 1(.)  UV 2 . 2 
----_ ... --
0 3 4 2  7 1 9 2 0 9  
I D No. I M W- 1 6  
Workstation I nstru ment:  
1  
N � It � e � 
I I 
I 0 !! 
I.� I I  
-- -
I njection and Calculation Date: 2 1 -02-2008 




1 1  
I I 
Detector Type: 3800 (l Volt) 
Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
Pf.'ellc P�", k R e !.l u l L  
No . Nu_nu: ( )  
---- - - - - - --- - - - - - - - ---
1 C;S 0 . 1 60. 
2 C l 0  0 . 00 3 6  
3 Cl l 0 . 02 2 1  
4 e71 0 . 02 9 9  
� C22 0 . 000 5 
b C23 0 . 0 1 0 5  
., C24 0 . 1 9 3 3 
8 C25 0 . 00 7 4  
9 C2 6 0 . 02 5 9  
1 0  C 2 7  0 . 00 9 9  
1 1  C 2 8  0 . 0 1 :) 1  
1 2  C 2 Q  0 . 00 4 4 
1 3  C ) O  o 0 5 2 )  
1 4  C31 O.  / 1 4 5  
1 5  C 3 2  0 . 5 9 0 8  
1 6  (. 3 .  0 . 00 8 Q  
1 7  <::3 5  0 . 0 2 52 
1B C36 a 0 0 . 5 
1 9  <; 3 8  o ooe. 
- - - - - -- - - - - -







o ________ �r_i �m iI(:n.'f,-
, --.--,. f f ...----,--..-
� � � � � � � � � � N N r _ - - _ � � � - - 0 _ 
.. 0 
'" - � 
u 0 U 
��-�--�-, ' "  , 
� � i ; ; � ; � g � E E � 
fi fJ § a  1l � 5 � El 1l § !3 8 [l [l [l 
1 36 
1 . 8 0 .> 6  
Bus Add ress:  44 
Run Time:  38 960 min 
Re t .  Time Widt.h 
Tl1Tl� O l l �e t  Ar e  .. Sf:-p . 1 / 2  St.at.U"l 
(u:li n )  ( mi n )  « ;.ounLs ) rode ( sec )  CodaS! 
- - - ---- - - -
0 . 8 1 5  0 . 008 .,  � 1 4  8V 1 . 1  
1 . 3 2 8  - O . O � G  1 68 'rs 0 . 0  
2 .  1 q �  - 0 . 0 � 3  1 0 3 6  88 1 . � 
I J  4 1 5  0 . 1  � e  1 4 00 IW 3 . 2  
l '  1 9 9  0 . 0 5 0  4 0 0  BS 2 . 6  
1 4 . 7 1 2  - 0 . 1  G? 4 � 1 88 2 . 5  
1 5  5 1 !:>  - 0 . 2 02 & b 8 �  PB 2 . '  
1 6 . 4 7 5  0 . 0 1 0  3 4 8  BB 2 . 3  
1 7 . 1 B 7  0 . 002 1 2 1 4  vv 2 . 6  
J 7 .  8 4  5 - 0 . 0 3 1  . 62 vv 2 . 7  
1 8  6 4 6  0 . 0 9 8  6 1 4  8Y 2 . 1  
1 9  1 2 8  - 0 . 0 6 15  2 0 6  B8 < . 3  
1 '? -/ 2 4  - 0 . 0 9 15  2 4 . 8  VB 2 . 7  
2 n .  < 4 3  n . 0 1 4 J 3 4 65 VB l . S  
2 1 . 0 1 9 0 . 0(> 7  2 ? G ? 1  [W 2 • •  
2 2 . 1 1. 3  - 0 . 02 7  4 1 5  TS 0 . 0  
22 . 66. - 0 . 0 1 2  ll. B 2  vv 2 . 2  
2 3 . 37 0  0 . 1. 8 1  2 0 9  BY 7 . 0  
2 '  1 0 1 - 0 . 0 8 2  3 9 2  88 2 . 0  
---------
- 0 . 2 6 5  8 8 2 2 0  
I D No. I MW- 1 7  I njection and Calculation Date: 24-02-2008 Detector Type: 3 800 ( 1  Volt) 
Workstat ion I nstru ment:  Varion Star # 1 I Channel: Front - FID Sample Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
, . r: : I I  
I 
f' 
r , g m � � � � � 
B 





Pea k. P�ak Res u l t 
No . Name ( I  
- -- - - � - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 C 8  7 7 . 1 � 9 �  
2 C 2 1  0 . 0 2 1 1  
3 <; 2 2  0 . 00 3 7  
4 C 2 3  0 . 00 4 8  
5 C 2 4  O . OO O �  
6 C 2 5  0 . 07 1 6  
7 C 2 6  0 . 3 0 0 0  
8 C 2 7  0 . 0 1 1 8  
9 r::7 8  0 . 00 4 5  
1 0  C 2 9  0 . 0 6 1 7  
1 1  r:: 3 0  0 . {; 52 3 
1 7  C 3 1  J . 8 6 1 7  
1 3  C 3 2  J .  6 6 2 3 
1 4  C 3 3  0 . 2 3 , 6 
1!J C 3 4  0 , 2 4 2 3  
1 6  C 3 5  0 . 5 1 8 6  
1 7  C 'l S  0 . 0 � 8 8  
1 6  C 3 7  0 . 1 9 4 2  
1 9  (; 3 9  0 . 0 7 7 2  
2 0  C 3 9  0 . 0 4 3 1 
2 1  C 4 0  0 . 00 9 6  
- - - - - - - - - - -- = -- �------
To L c"\.l.!J � 8 1 . 1 8 7 3  
, .. [" .'""� 
, .,-- ,--T" , 1" .-.,---.,.... • , 
� � � .  • • •  � ..- • ..- • T � .  � : � � ; � � � � � � � � � N � � 
� , -�-.,-�� 
� � v • , T • 
� � � � � � g 
[1 5  B 5 a a 5 3 B o n G G a G � S O  � .., � 
1 37 
Rut . 
'r J roe 
( m 1  n l  
o 8 5 1  
1 3 . � 2 5  
1 �  1 1 2  
1 1  8 7 9  
1 5 . 6 9 5  
1 6 . 4 7 0  
1 7 . 1 4 7  
1 7 . 8 3 7  
1 8 . 5 0 6  
1 9 . 1 3 3  
1. 9 . 7 6 3  
2 0 . 1 50 
7 1 . 0 3 9  
2 1. .  � 8 1  
2 2 . 1 1 9  
2 2 . 6 7 9  
2 3 . 1 9 2  
2 3 . 7 7 9  
2 4  . 2 4 4  
2 5 . 2 3 1  
2 8 . 7 2 2  
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run Time: 38 .960 min 
-
T�me W l dl..t, 
O f fs!1t. Mf'!a. Sep . 1 / 2 S t a Lu:.; 
(min) ( counts ) r:ode ( sec ) c.()riP..!t 
- - - -- - - ---
0 . 0 5 0  5 0 2 0 7 6 2  SB 4 . 2  
0 . 1 3 8  1 3 7 2  BV 3 . 2  
- 0 . 0 1 8  2 3 !1  VV 2 . 8 
- 0 . 0 6 0  3 1 3  C'O 2 . 2  
- 0 . 0 2 2  5 9  TS 0 . 0  
0 . 00 6  1 4 0 4  'fS o 0 
-0 . 03 8  1 95 2 4 vv 3 . 2  
- 0 . 0 3 9  I t> B  VV 2 . 5  
- 0 . 0 � 2  2 9 0  SV 4 . 3  
- 0 . 0 6 J  4 0 1 9 VV 3 . 0  
- 0 .  O � "  <1 2 4 4 5  VV 3 J 
0 . 02 1  1 2 1 3 3 7  VV 2 . 4  
0 . 0 2 7  1. 0 8 1 6 5  VV 2 8 
- 0 . 00 4  1 5 3 31 VV o 0 
- 0 . 0 2 2  1 5 7 6 8  vv o 0 
0 . 00 3  J 37 4 4  VV 4 0 
- 0 . 00 7  64 2 "  VV 0 . 0  
0 . 0 3 4  1 2 6 3 6  VV 0 . 0  
0 . 0 5 9 5 0 2 6  VV 0 . 0  
0 , 00 9  2 0 0 3  vv 0 . 0  
0 . 1 0 3  5 5 8  BP 2 . J  
=---------
0 . 0 9 0  5 4 1 2 98 8  
I D No. I M W- 1 8  







I njection and Calculation Date: 24-02-2008 
Varion Star # I 1 Channel:  Fron! = FID 
1 
Detector Type: 
Sam ple Rate: 
Pea k Pe a k  
N(J . N"m". 
- - - - ---- - - -
1 C 8  
2 C 2 1  
3 C 2 2  
C 2 3  
;;.> C 2 4  
,; C2 5 
7 C 2 6  
B C 2 7  
9 C 2 8  
). 0  C 2 9  
1 1  C 3 0  
1 2  C 3 1  
1 3  C ] 2  
1 4  C 3 .1 
1 5  C .3 4  
] 6  C J !>  
1 7  C 3 6  
1 8  C 3 7  
). 9  C 3 8  
2 0  C 3 �  
3 800 ( 1  Volt) 
1 0.00 Hz 
--
Re t. .  
Result Time 
I I  ( ml. n)  
- - - - - - -----
0 . 2 7 0 4  0 . 7 9 5 
0 . 0 1 9 5 1 .3 . 4 5 5  
0 . 02 0 1  1 4 . 2 3 4  
0 . 0 0 2 5 1 4 . 8 0 3  
0 . 2 6 2 5  1 5 .  5 � J  
0 . 0 1 5 5  1 6 . ' 8 9 
0 . 2 3 4 1  1 7  . 1 60 
0 . 0 0 9 9  1 7 . 8 G2 
0 . 0 0 4 6  1 8 . 5 5 6 
0 . 0 0 3 9  1 9 . 1 4 7 
0 . 1 0 3 9 1 9 .  " . 6  
D . 9 2 2 6  2 0 . 4 60 
0 . 68 6 4  2 1 . 0 J 6  
0 . 0 0 7 9  2 1 .  7 3 2  0 . 02 4 2 22 . 1 3 �  
O . O � � 5  2 2 . 66 2  
0 . 0 1 1 8  2 3 . 3 '10 
a 0 6 4 0  2 3 . 4 4 0  
0 . 0 3 98 2 4 . 1 2 1  
0 . 0 1 0 1  2 5 . 4 2 1  I ' 
I I '
� I 
- - - - - - - - - - - - �' .... �-.----
�l--- 1 i I : : i !  I I i I ! II ! ,  j I ,_-.A\-I� M��Lf��1W�! 
r-----T--, --�-T , .-,..---Y--' ���� 
Totals : 
� � � R � � : � � � � M ; � � � ; � ; ; R � � E � � � 
B B § B 0 fj � 5 n 5 n G n fl G  5 H � � 
1 38 
2 . 7 6 3 2  
Bus Add ress: 44 
Run  Time:  38 .960 min 
T1Jnt> Wl.dth 
O! tact Area Sep . l / l  S t a t.u 
(m1 n )  ( counts ) Cod"" ( n ee ) Cod",s 
- - - - - - - -- -
- O . O J ?  9 5 5 1  BV 1 . 0  
o . 1 6U 8 4 5  SV 2 . �  
0 . 1 0 '  8 7 0 BS 2 . 7  
-n � l l fi 1 0 6 BS 1 . 6  
- 0 . 1 7 6  1 1 3 7 4  B S  7. . 5  
0 . 02 5  1; 7 2  BS 2 . J  
- 0 . 02 5  1 01 1 3  VB 2 . 9  
- 0 . OJ 4  4 ;> 7  VV 2 . 4 
0 . 00 8  1 � 8  BV 2 . .  ,
- 0 .  o n  1 6 7  VB 0 . 0  
- 0 . 0 7 4 4 5 011 VB :.1 Q 
0 . 0 1 1  3 9 9 8 J  VB 2 . B  
o 0 2 '  2 9 7 4 4  [W 2 . 4  
0 . 1 4 7 3 4 3  BP 3 . 0  
- 0 . 005 1 0 4 8  VV 3 . S  
O . O OC 4 3 1 3  VV 2 . 9  
0 . 1 4 1  5 J 3 BV 7 . 2  
- 0 . 2 5 5  2 7 72 VEl 2 . 2  
- 0 . 0 6 '  1 ', 2 4  V B  2 . 3  
0 . 1 9 9  4 3 7 BB 2 . 7  
--------
0 . 0 4 5  J 1 9 7 32 
ID No. j MW- 1 9  I njection and Calculation Date: 24-02-2008 
Workstation I nstrument: Varion Star # 1  I Channel:  Front = FI D 
I.�{j 0 0  1 � H 
� i  � r ! 
r l '" � 
i l; l l, 
. 
� 
r� I 1 \ 1 1� WI 1'1 � IV \ I�
fl 
�A-- � � 1". r ! I ii . Ir-� 
I 




Sa m ple Rate: 
f'el1 k  Pea k  
No . NAme 
- -------
1 CB 
2 C 2 1  
3 r: Z 2  
4 G 7 �  
5 r. 7. S  
6 C 2 6  
7 C 7 7  
B C 7 B  
9 (; 2 9  
1 0  C 3 0  
1 1  C 3 1  
12 G32 
1 3  C J 3  
1 �  C 3 4  
1 5  C 3 5  
1 6  (; 3 15  
1 7  C 3 7  
l B  <; 3 0  
1 9  C 3 9  
2 0  C 4 0  
'fo l d l ,!. : 
w}v 
• , , _--, i '  I I .  f ,  f ' i  0 i T 8 � 8 8 3 � g 8 8 8 0 _ � � � � � � � � 2 N � � t � � � � � � M � 
B 
N � � r - - � -
B �  n e � 5 5 � n fi n fl n [l 5 8 !j � 
1 39 
3 800 ( 1  Volt) Bus Add ress: 44 
1 0.00 Hz Run  Time: 38 .960 min 
ket. . Tl.roe Width 
He:sult Tl.me Of f set A_ r E"f::l S"p . 1 / 2  S L d tu£ 
( ) (m1n ) ( m l. n )  ( Count-H ) Code ( sec ) Codes 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -
0 . 1 &0 3  0 . 7 8 9  - 0 . 0 1 7  e 7 3 5  BV 1 . 0  
0 . 0 1 2 7  1 1 . 4 3 3 0 . 1 4 6  6 5 3  ElV 2 . 5  
0 . 00 4 4  1 4 . 1 9 2 0 . 0 6 2  2 2 6  BB 0 . 0  
0 . 1 9 7 9  1 5 . 5 1 4  - 0 . 2 0 3  1 0 1 6 3  BB 2 . 5  
0 . 0 1 3 0 1 6  4 67 0 . 00 3  6 !, 7  BB 2 . 4  
0 . 0 3 5 6  1 7 . 1 B 1  - 0 . 0 0 4  1 8 2 7  VB 0 . 0  
0 . 0 0 4 7  1 7 . 9 1 6  0 . 0 4 0  2 4 1  VB 0 . 0  
0 . 00 7 1  1 8 . 6 3 �  0 . OB 7  J 6 4  BP 1 . 8 
0 . 0 5 1 0  1 9 . 1 2 5  - 0 . 0 6 �  2 6 1 9  VB 2 . 8  
o 4 9 3 0  1 9 . 7 5 1  - 0 . 06 9  2 ; 3 2 1  VI} 3 . 1  
0 . 7 62 5  2 0 . 4 3 4 O .  OO�I J Y 1 6 J  VU 2 . 6  
0 . 7 4 99 2 1 . 0 1 4  0 . 0 0 2  3 8 5 1 6  BV 2 . 5  
0 . 00 1 5  2 1 . 5 7 2  - 0 . O J 3  7 8  T F  0 . 0  
0 . O J 9 6 2 7 . 1 ]  0 -0 . 0 30 1 00 7 VB 0 . 0  
o 2 1  � 4  2 2 . 662 - O . O H 1 1 2 1 9  VV 3 . 0  
0 . 04 5 2  2 3 . 3 0 9  0 . 1 2 0  2 32 0  BV 2 . 2  
0 . 00 7 5  ? _L !:I � 7  - 0 . 0 9 8  1 30 VB 0 . 0  
0 . 3 7 0 1  7 4 . 0 9 9  - 0 . 08 6  1 9 007 va 2 , '  
0 . 0 1 1 J  2 !> . 30 1  0 . 08 S  5 7 Q  RV 2 . 3 
0 . OO G 6  2 8 . 7 1 9  0 . 1 0 1  , 3 8  BV ;> J 
=�..,.-------- .... -_ ... _--- .. 
3 . 1 67 3  0 . 0 4 8  1 62 67 �  
I D No. I MMPS 











� � � � � � � � N � • ..., 10 ,... 
<l 
I nj ection and Calcu lation Date: 
Yadon Star # I I Channel:  
!l 
:;; l ::l h , �� 
::l ::l 
,. ...,..- f '  • •  
























fi n � 5 5 5 n n o G O n n  § 
1 40 
Detector Type: 3800 ( 1  Volt) 
Sam ple Rate: 1 0.00 Hz 
fJe<'l r PeClK Resul t 
No N .. ' me ( )  
- - - -- - --- - - - -- - - --- -
1 CO 0 . 2 1 5 8 
2 cn 0 . 0 0 8 6  
3 C 2 5  o . oon 
4 C ? 6  0 . 1  0 �O 
� C 2 1  0 . 00 6 4  
/) e2 8 0 . 0 0 5 5  
7 C2 Q 0 . 0 2 1 1  
B e)O 0 . 2 6 90 
9 e31 0 . 4 4 2 2  
1 0  e 3 2  0 . 4 ' 5l 
11 <:34 0 . 2 6 3 1  
1 2  e 3 5  0 . 2 2 3 5  
1 3  C 3 6  0 . 0 0 4 2  
1 4  e n  0 . 0 0 8 6 
1 5  C 3 8  0 . 3 1 8 8  
1 6  C 3 9  O .  � 2 3 3  
11 C 4 0  0 . 0 0 60 
- - - -- - - - - -- - ----------
ToLa l s : 
. . 
I"') M .., M 1"'1 
� � � � � 
� 
2 . 68 0 1  
Bus Address: 44 
Run Time: 38 .960 min 
Ret . T i me Wictth 
Tl1Uf" O f f s et. Are .. St:.p . 1 /2 S t..aLus 
(nt1. n )  C rnl n )  ( C O Wl C. !; )  Code ( see ) Code:: 
- - - ---- - - -
O .  c ' � 8  - O . O O �  1 0 4 9 9  IN 1 . 2  
1 3 . 42 1  0 . 1 4 1  4 1 9  BV 2 . 9  
1 G . 4 S J  - 0 . 0 1 1  3 5 0  tl B  2 . 6  
1 1 . 1 1 5  - 0 . 0 6 "  � l oe BB 2 . 8  
1 1 . 90 1  0 . 03 1  3 12 BB 1 . " 
1 8 . 62 '1  0 . 01 9  2 6 1  Bf' 1 . 9  
1 9 . 1 1 0 - 0 . 08 4  1 H 8  VB 3 . 1  
1 9 . 12 5  - 0 . 0 9 5  1 4 060 VB 2 . 9  
7 0 . ' 7 0  - 0 . 00 9  2 1 5 1 0  VB ' . 1  
2 0 , 99 6  - 0 . 01 6  2 0 6 8 ) BV 2 . �  
7. 1 . 91 1 - 0 . 1 6 3  1 2 7 9 1 VB 2 . 3  
22 . 65 1 - 0 . 02 5  l O O n  vv 2 .  I 
2 3 . 1 2 5  -0 . 0 6 4  2 0 4  PB 0 . 0  
2 3 . 7 1 2  0 . 0 1 7  4 2 0  B P  2 . 9  
2 4 . 08 8  - 0 . 0 9 1  l � ,Oij VB 7 . 4  
2 !} . ) 8 9  0 . 1 6 7  1 5 7 2 G  BB 2 . 4  
2 8 . ) 1 3 0 . 094 2 9 4  BB 7 . 2  
------ --
- 0 . 1l 3  1 30 3 7 1  
A p p e n d i x  H :  C h em i c a l  A n a lyses of t h e  M o n i to r i n g  W e l l s  Wa ter Sa m ples 
0 E S Z U 0>- !1 Chemical analysis repres ented as 
-; Well ID � u; Q. 'c Hydrocbemical formula Hydrochemical parameters ITydroebemical salt combinations w a ter type by Sulin's � � Co 2- � m g ll,meqll,lDeg Y, .;: ., � .... 0') .. U � 0') <"l 
.-:: � 5 5 5 5 5 0 0" 0 8 + t t"" b , 0" � .. t � � 5 u 5 u ...r o· 0 � i cJ L 0 u L ;S�.It' � � z '" II: "" ., � U '" u :l'! .. C '" � � � z .... � u cJ .. 'C Z "" .. . � U 
ppm 8.65 407 3', IJ,4 62] I ll>  9 1 64  H CO'<,,,..sO., .. ..,-O ... 
1 MW-o 7.71 3731 lU5 meqll 0.11 17.7 1 1.1 10.2 45.4 1 7.5 25 S(1.D'l-2.69 45.6 N. cu,.CaptrMe Pl�K�.,jj 0.01 I OJ). 0.55 US 
Mt;,C.,Sodlum,Cl,S04l B4cllrbo 
ow type &N-.,SO. o( 1365 4.' 
meteoric waler ,enesl.t 
meq% 0.5 39 31 ll.5 100 3 8  54.8 5J) 91.1 0.5 3 1.5 1.5 0 0 n.5 0 0 30.& 5.9 
ppm B.68 439 30B 60.5 BOO 503 1 93 CI,,,,-SO' • .,BCO,,., 
1 MW-7 meqll 15.. 21.6 1 0.5 3.16 3'-5 Sp",,_ Mt,Ca.,Sodium,SO.,Cblo-ride 1.76 3,47 2lS9 0.11 19.1 4J)' 39.B N." .. Ca • .,.Mc"" �,, 0.008 0.1Il 0.65 0.1.17 0.4.) type &. McCr.., or nu,bed 1 0 1 1  5.J)! 
morio. Wll er tcnuu 
meq% 0.6 .1 3 9  1 3  l U I  6 1  19 8.7 99.7 0.6 41 0 • 1.1 0 0 ... 29 1.1 
ppm 6.46 ". 286 65.1 8 1 1  3 71 19' °t",, ·SO"Oll·HCO,C'I 
S(1."')- Mt,c..,sodium,SO.,Chlo-ridc. J MW-8 7.65 313 2 105} meqll 0.17 16.3 14.3 5.36 36.2 21.9 7.13 3.111 33J) N.,."C., •• ,.Mc.."J<; ... 0.008 0.695 0.6 0.23 0.33 type&C.CL, of old manDC 98'1.5 5.19 
'Wlc.r ee.nu .. 
meq% 0.5 45 .0 1 5  1 0 1  6 8  13 9 10. '.5 .5 • • 1 5  • 0 7.5 13 9 
ppm 1.23 613 191 I n  1J,44 1.n 196 O'flJ-S04p7)HCO'I:II 
Sp.",,_ Mc,C.,Sodium,sO"Chlorido 4 MW-l 1.74 5360 3549 meqll 0.11 26.1 1 4. 5  1 5  56.' 35.1 ll.4 l.ll 61 1'1"." C'o.,..Mco • ..K,,", •• 0051 0.17 0.418 0.41B 0.6 type 8. McCr.., oC nu,bod 1 47 6  6J)4 manne water ceneJlf 
meq% 0.' .7 16 26 99.' 51 37 5 93 0.4 41 0 0 3.5 11.5 0 • 14.5 5 
ppm 1 6.9 1 288 168 49 1I51 211 645 
Cl(11.)HCOJ".)-S04("1 
Seoo)-
Sodium,Cbloride. type &eaCI., 5 MW-IO 1.54 727. 4143 meqll '.43 56 8.38 4.0J 69 60.8 4.53 1 •. 6 7'-1 N • ...,.Cao,,..M:I'}�. " 0.006 OJ)l •. 137 0.655 0.01 nl 4 2l.S of old ma.noe Mter cc.oull 
meq% 0.6 81 12 6 ,9.6 8' 6 1 4  1.0 0.6 19.' 1.6 0 • 4.4 1.6 0 • 12 
ppm II 1506 3.3 13 1343 51.4 171 Ct",,-HCOJ,L.,.s04o ... 
6 MW-ll Be··",,>- Sochum,Chlonde rypc. & MtCI., 9.13 69'/0 4.78 meqll 0.56 65.5 0.16 1.01 67.3 6'-1 1.09 4.44 11.1 •. 00.9 I 0.003 0.016 0.016 61.1. Il.' Na�C·,t..l�CL�' _ o( nu,bed mariu v.s.ier fe.bal" 
meg"!. •• 1 97 •. 1 1 . 6  99.6 92 1.5 6.1 99.6 •. 1 91.1 5.1 0 • 9.1 6 •• 0 0 • .1 
ppm 17.2 138S 106 25.6 ],401 136 32 C�,�SO«.,-BCOJ" .,. 
SCUD)- SodlumJCblond� type 7 MW-lJ 1.33 689. 4153 meqll 1J)7 60.3 5.3 1.1 70.1 67.1 1.1Il • .52 11.l N ...... C.,.,..M:."x", 0.819 .... ... " 0.03 0.04 &C.CI..., of old manne 'Water " • .5 31.3 ecaclis 
meg·l. ) 86 8 3 100 95 4 0.1 99.1 3 86 • 0 3 • 0 3 4 •. 1 
ppm 1 1.5 931 511 1 96 1473 1694 211 CI{n .. SO"(44J-RCO'C4� 
Bcu..,. 
Mc,C.,Sodlum,SO"Cblo-nde 
8 MW-l l  1.64 6690 4986 meqll 0.45 40.5 26 1 6. 1  1l.4 41.6 3 5.3 J.n 80.1 0.01l 0J)5 0.61 0.38 0.1Il typo &. McCr.., oC nu.bed 1106 8.8'1 N·(4".C"QIl·�(1-'1�� marine water teQC11t 
meq% 0.5 49 3 1  1 9  99.5 51 44 4.5 99.5 0.5 '9 0 0 1.5 17.5 • 0 26.5 4.5 
ppm 14.9 475 211l 68..4 ,. .  193 154 a, . .,.S04 • .,.HCO,,,, 
S(UU)- C..,Sodl um,sO-4, <:blonde. type 
9 MW·14 7.1 J 53 0  2561 meqll 0.38 10.1 14.1 5.63 •• JI 19.7 ) 1.6  1.51 41.3 N·f.lJ,)-Ca(J�O�'''' o.n 1.05 0.1 0.28 OJIS k M..,SO. o( mdeonc WII c:r 9t7.1 6..!& e:c:oe.t1J 
meq% OJ) 51 3 4  I '  99.9 48 .5 5 98 0.9 41.1 1 .5  0 0 I ,  0 0 29.5 ,.5 
1 4 1  
'Q -- .--(, E 'S' z t:Q u ... !l CbemJca\ analysis represented a -;;; ell Name&. iii ... '-' " 
"i: il-< � '" ;J Il1g/l,ll1eq/l,meq�. '" Q '" ..... 
� + I I 
I 0 " " � r u 0 L u z u CI) o:l 
ppm 6J 3S11 12.90 397 6&5 • 176 5 I I I  
1 0  MW-15 7.51 1007. ISO •• megll un 1 56  63.9 31.7 154 19l 57.6 \.81 153 
meqYo 0.6 61 IS 13 99.6 76 13 0.7 99.7 
ppm 9.<0 517 3 86  1 .. '41 1315 70.3 
1 1  MW-16 7.68 4290 3319 meglJ 0.15 11.9 19.3 1 1 .9  54.6 13.7 17.6 1.15 51.6 
me:q'Y. 0.5 41 l5 11 99.5 45 51 3 100 
ppm 7.03 409 143 911.4 511 870 147 
12 MW-17 7.97 1991 1192 meqll 0.18 17.1 1 1.1 8.1 31.4 1 4.9 1 11.l  1.4} 3S.9 
meq% 0.5 46 J2 11 99.5 41 50 1 99 
ppm !l.9 069 711 337 1 5ll 1543 190 
13 MW·l 7.53 751. 6144 meqll • .35 41.� 36 17.' 101 C.l 53 l.U 99.6 
meq% 0.31 39 34 16 90.3 4J 53 3.1 90.1 
ppm 36.9 438 511 111 739 1 14 0  10.4 
14 MW·1 8  7.94 6400 3111 meg/l 0.04 19.) 15.6 1&.1 64.6 10.9 3Ll 0.33 59.1 
meq"/o ).5 30 40 10 10) 35 64 0.55 99.6 
ppm 1 4.1 ) 03 0  301 1 11 1&18 )395 159 
15 MW.J 7.45 69S0 .,57 meqll 0.36 44.8 19.5 )0.6 15.5 45.9 19.1 4.14 79.5 
meqo;o 0.5 59 16 14 99.5 58 3 7  5.3 1 .0 
ppm 13.5 005 680 l06 1 &17 10)6 176 
1 6  MW -4  7.49 1lao 5719 meqll 0.34 43.3 3 4.4 1 7  95.3 45.9 41.4 1.88 91.7 
meq% 0.4 45 J6 1 1  99.4 50 46 3.1 99.1 
ppm 9.37 617 414 U9 IDS Illl 117 
i 1 7  MW·S 7.61 5370 3&<18 meglJ '.14 :U.8 14.1 1 1.4 6l.9 34.8 1.5.7 3.56 64.3 
meq% 0.4 41 38 1 8  011.4 54 .0 5.5 99.5 
ppm 7.74 504 lI1 50.7 19_ 5!;) 10. 
1 8  MW-9 7.66 3702 143. meq/l 0.1 ll.O J6 4.17 41.. 25.1 10.7 3.11 ".5 
meq% 0.5 51 38 9 99.5 63 17 '.3 9K.l 
ppm 5.13 173 )98 55 3 15 4U 170 
19 MW-19 7.8 1 .P49 1101 meqll 0.13 7.53 9.88 4.53 2l.J 8.89 8.88 1.78 10.8 
rneq% 0.6 3' 44 20 911.6 43 43 13 00 
Sea ",.te.-
nydrocbemJca\ formn la 
S(rmIL) 





N. foIJ,..Cap�MC' ,UI-J<;. 3I 
S04".,..CI(o)-BCO'm 
S (Un)o 
N. (.f4t- c. c",.'Mt CJ1rKtl� 
50-4,,,,. ell"'''' HCOl" oll 
S (UI'). 
Na " J')- Ca o,.....Me p,,·l\1U)) 
S04(fo1,.Cla."..B'CO,( • ..s� 
S (>.n.) 0 
Ca.,,.N' .,.M: ."J<o.." 
O, ... S04 •• HCO" ,-" 
S (�"1)-
N· I'�C .. p..,Me O-... �.� 
CII�)OSO ...... BCO,,,.!) 
S ('"1)-
N. 14j)o-Ca ",....Me (J.�'.4) 
ClfS4I�S04tu)-HC03(4 
S (l.tUj-
N. (oO)o-Ca o� Il"'�'''') 
CI(CJ)�04Ct1)-HCO.3ru) 
S (l.G<)-
N. '''. Co • .,.Me � • .., 
CI�,,-S04(.o).B:COJOJII 
S (UJ1)O 
Ca f44rN. cu .. Me air-Xc. fj 
[i 12 12 
� ";l � Z .. l-
0.0) 0.'1 0.33 
0 1 1 
0.01 ).1 0.8 
0.000 0.97 0.8 
0.04 0.9 1.1 
.... 86 • .978 '.4 
0.006 0.93 '.7 
O.OOS '.77 0.68 
'.00' 0.88 0.64 
0.011 0.84 0 . 1 1 l  
'" .. '" � .... c c 
Q Q Q 
1 42 
HydrochemJca\ salt  combination. 
� 12 0 0 0 S [i u [i � CI) CI) i z <;l s � 0 � e;:: Z Z 
0.17 0.3 
0.6 6( 0 0 IJ 0 
I 1 
0.5 41 0 0 1.5 1 9.5 
0.54 1.1 
'.5 41.5 4.5 0 • 11 
0.65 l.l 
0.31 J9 3.7 0 • 16 
0.9 J.I 
1.5 3 0  0 0 3.5 15.5 
0.139 0.6 
0.5 57.5 1.5 • 0 1 6  
0.36 0.91 
0.4 45 4.6 • 0 1 8  
0.3 0.7 
'.4 41 0 • 1 1 .6 6.4 
0.168 .... 
0.5 52 0 0 9 0 
'.5 1 





M .-s 0 ..s u 0 0 u CI) u E9.. · . 9-� u u U 
0 LA II 0.6 
0 0 31.5 1.5 
• • 1<-5 1 
• • 13.3 3.1 
0 0 311.5 0.5 
0 • 19.5 5.3 
0 0 13.3 3 . 1  
0 0 33.6 4.' 
0 1.5 27 8.J 
0 0 3 1.4 1 1. 6  
water type by S\lUn's 
c..,sodlum,SO.tCh londc typ. "Cae.., of old m*ru" "Water 
ecoalJ 
M(,c.,sodlum, a,JUlpbate 
type "' M:CL, 0( nu,h.d 
marine "",ler crnC:Ji.J 
�Ca,Sodiul1l, a" ulphalc 
type " Na,SO, of mcteonc. 
Wllr.r tcnuiJ 
Mc,Ca,Sodium, O,llllph ate 
type k N.,SO. oC mc.tecoric 
WIII.t.r teOC3U 
M:c,Na,Calclum, Q,lulphate 
typo "' M:CL, or nuloed 
manne walc..r teocslt 
M:.c.,Sodlum,sO"Chlorldo 
typo'" M:CL, 0( nu.hed 
marine WIller e..eDcsb 
Mc.Ca,Sodium,50'JCbloddc: 
typ.&Mj:CL, oC n •• o.d 
marinc 1\.lcr eenull 
M:,�Sodium,SO .. ,Cblonde 
typo &< MtCL, oCnu,b.d 
matiDt. WLfer tCIlUis 
C..,SodiuDl,SO .. Chloride. type 
" Meet., of OUJbed m __ nne. 
water eenulJ 
M(,N�Ca.Jc:lum,sO.,Cblondc t:yp& 




1 559 5.11 
lOll 5.50 
lUJ 7.47 




1 0 ) 0  6.9 
HJ 1.1 
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